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Who is: this 
book for? 

What IS this 
book about? 

Introduction 
How 10 1';wc/] Grammar has been written for re,lchers of English who arc 
curious or confuscd or unconvinced about the teaching of gnlmmar. They 
may be in training, relatively new to the job, or \'Cf:' experienced. 

Grammar teaching has always been one of the controversial and least 
understood aspects of language teaching, Few teachers remain indiiTercnt to 
grammar and many teachers become obsessed by it. This book attempts to 
shed light on the issues, but it is cssentially a book about practice, about I.ww, 
and the bulk of tbe book explores a range of grammar teaching options. 

Cl,apter 1 contains a brief overview of wh:lt grammar is, and Chapter 2 
addresses the pros and com of grammar instruction, 

The sample lessons that comprise the rest of tlle book havc been chosen 
both to represent a range of teaching approaches, and also as vchicles for 
the teaching of a representative selection of grammar items - the sort of items 
that any current coursebook series wiD include. Each sample lesson is followed 
by a discussion of the rationale underpinning it, and an evaluation of it 
according to criteria that afC established in Chapter 2.lt is important to bear 
in mind that each lesson description is simply that: a description. The lessons 
arc not meant to represent an ideal Wi1y of teaching grammar: there are as 
many different ways of teaching gramrrwf as there are reachers teaching it, and 
it is not the purpose of this book to promote anyone particular method or 
approach over another. Rather, the purpose is to trigger cycles of classroom 
experimentation and reflection, taking into account the features of e\'cry 
individual teaching situation. As the Rule of Appropriacy (see Chapter 10) 
puts it: Interpret any s\1ggestions according to the level, needs, interests, 
expectations and learning styles of your students. This may mean giving a lot 
of prominence to grammar, Of it may mean never Juually teaching grammar 
- in an up-front \va)' - at all. 

The Task File at the back of the book comprises ,1 number of tasks relevant 
to each chapter. They can be llsed as a basis for discussion in :l If<1ining 
context, or for individual l'cflection and review. ;\ Key is provided [or those 
tasks that expect specific answers. 

ix 



Texts, 
sentences, 

words, sounds 

is grammar? 

Texts, sentences, words, sounds 
• Grammar and m()aning 

• Two kinds of meaning 
@ Grammar <:lnd function 

.. Spoken grammar and written grammar 
4} Grammar syllabuses 

jJ) Grammar rules 

Here is all example of language in use: 

This is 2.680239. We afe not at. home right now. please leave a message after 
the beep. 

You wilt recogni.>;e it 'J.S 'Ml ·il.l1.sw"rphone message. Th',lt is the kind of text it 
is. It consists of three sentences, which themselves consist of words, and the 
words (vvhen spoken) consist of sounds. All language in llse can be analysed 
;:It each of these four levels: text, sentence, word and sound. These are the 
forills that language takes. The study of grammar consists, in of 
looking ,\t the way these fonT,s ·.lre 'J.u·,ulged i\nd patterned . 

. For example, ifYOll change the order of the sentences you no longer bl\'C 
;t well-formed aI1swerphone message: 

Please leave a message after the beep. This is 2680239. We are not at home 
right now. 

Likewise, the order of 'words in each sentence is fairly fixed: 

Beep after a leove the please messagl2. 

The applies to the order of sounds in a word: 

peeb 

Grammar is partly the 51.ud), of what forms (or stfuctures) are possible in ;t 
bnguage. Traditionally, gramm:tr has been cOlKerned almost exclusively 
with analysis at the level of the sentence. Thus a grammar is a de:;cription 
of the rutes that govern how a bnguagc\ sentences are fonm::d. GLHnn';M 
attempts to explain why the following sentcnces arc acceptable: 

We are not at home right now. 
Right now we are not at home. 

but wll:,<' thIS one is not: 

'I 
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Not we at right home now are. 
NO!' this one: 

We is not at home right now. 

The system of rules thin covet the order of words in a sentence is called 
Syntax rules disallow: 

Not we at right home now are. 

The system of rules that cover the formation of words is called morphology. 
l\lorphology rules disallow: 

We is not at [lome right now. 

Grammar is convention,uly seen as the study of the syntax and morphology 
of sentences. Put another way, it is ('he study of linguistic chains and slots. 
That is, it is the study both of the way words are chained together in a 
particular order, and also of what kinds of words can slot into anyone link 
in the chain. These two kinds of relation can be shown diagrammatically: 

I 
I 2 3 4 5 l \Ve are not at home. 

They at work. 

I Dad IS in hospitaL 

I __ am in bed. 

Notice that the order of elements on the horizontal axis is f:lirl)' fIxed. The 
effect of switching the first rwo columns has a major effect on meaning: it 
turns the sentence into a question: Are we lIot at home? Is Dad iJl bed? 
Switching coluJ111lS two and three, or four and fjYe, is simply not possible. 
Similarly, it should be clear that the elements in the fIrst column sh'dre a 
noun-like function, those in the second column fill the verb slot and those 
in the fourth column arc prepositions. Again, it is not possible to take 510r-
fIlling clements and make chains of them. IVe (Ire flot at h01l1/? work hed does 
not work as an English sentence. 

It is the c:lp:lcity to recognise the constraints on how sentence elements 
are c-h:llncd and on how sentenCe slots are filled that makes a good amateur 
grammarian. For example, different languages have different constraiMs on 
the 'way chains are ordered and slots are filled. I\hny second language 
learner errors result fro111 o\"crgeneralising rules from their own language. 
So, in: 

I want that your agency return me the money. 

the learner has the wrong kind of chain to follow the \"Crb ·wan/. 
Vi/hile in: 

I have chosen to describe Stepilen Hawking, a notorious scientifk of our 
century. 

the chain is all right, but the words chosen to fill certain slots don't fit. 
NotvrioliS bas the wrong shade of meaning, ",·hilt; .friO/fijic is an :ldiectiyc 
\\Ton,r!\" inserted into a noun slot- ' b. 



Grammar and 
meaning 

1 .. What is grammar? 

From a learner's perspective, the ability both to recognise and to produce 
well-formed sentences is an essential part oflearning a second bnguage. But 
there are a number of problems. First, as we shall see, there is a greM deal 
of debate as to how this ability is best developed. Second, it is nc;t entirely 
clear what 'well-formed' really means, when a lot of naturally occurring 
speech seems to violate strict grammatical rules, For cx,lmrle, in m,uly 
English-speaking contexts WI' (Jill'j at /)01111' would be preferred to HI( dr,' 110! 
(It /Jollie yet only the latter bas made it into the grammar boob;, 

Third, an exclusive focus On sentences, rather than on texts or on words, 
risks under-equipping the learner for real language usc. There is morc to 
\angurlge learning than the ability to produce weU-formed sentences. Texts 
and words aIso have grammar, in the SCI15C that there arc rules governing 
ho-w both texts and words are organlsed, but tt is not alw(lYs clear where, 
sentence grammar ends and either word gmmmar or text grammar begins. 
But, since most language teaching coufsebooks and grammars are still 
firmly grounded in the sentence gmmmar tnldition, for the purposes of this 
book we will assume grammar to mean grammar at the level or the sentence. 

J n the last section the point was made that 'grammar is partly the study of 
what forms are possible', But that does not explain \vhy the fdlowLng 
sounds odd: 

This is 26802.39. We are at heme right new. Pteose teave a message after the 
beep. 

The sentence We IIrc at bome right is possible. That is, it is 
grammatically welHormcd. Hut it doesn't make sense in this context. The 
form the speaker has chosen doesn't convey the ex,Kt lllC(Uling the speaker 
requires. \Ve now need to consider another feature of grammar, and that is, 
its meaning-making potential. 

Grammar communicates me)mings - meanings of a very precise kind. 
Vocabulary, of course, also communicilt-es meanings. Take this example; a 
ticket inspector on a train says: 

Tickets! 

tIere there is little or no grammar - in the sense of either morphology or 
synt:1.x. The meaning is conveyed simply at the lexical, or word lc\'CJ, ticl'i'l.L 
Situational f,lCtors - such as the passengers' expectation that the inspector 
will want to check their tickets - mean that the language doem't to 
work very hard to make the meaning dear. Tbe language or early childhood 
is like this: it is essentially individual words strung together, but hCC1(1SC it 
is centred in the here-and-now, it is generally not diillcl.lLt to interpret; 

Carry! 
At! gClle m\tk\ 
Mummy book. 
Where daddy? 

3 
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Adult htnguage, W(J, is often pared down, operating on a lexicallcvel (i.e, 
without much grammar): 

A' Coffee? 

"' Please. 
A' Milk? 
8 Just a drop. 

\Ve can formulate it rule of thumb: the more context, the less gnlmmaL 
Tid,t/s.' is a good example of this. But imagine a situation when a person 
(1\li11:') is phoning another person (1\·lo11y) to ask ,l third person (),landy) to 
[ofw3.rci some pre-booked airline tickets. in this case, Tickt'tJ/ would he 
inadequate. Inste,ld, we would expect something like: 

("n you ask Mandy to send me the tickets that I booked last week? 

This j, where grammar comes in. Grammar is a process for making a 
speaker's or writCl"'s meaning clear when contextual information is lacking. 
Baby talk is fmc, up to a point, but there soon comes a time when we want 
to express meanings for which simple words are not enough. To do this we 
employ" rules of syntax and rules of morphology and map these on to the 
meaning-carrying 'words, so that /vil/mmy /;ook, for example, becomes 
(according to the meaning the child wants to convey); 

That's Mummy's book. 

or; 

Mummy's got a book. 

or: 

Mummy, give me the book. 

Lang;lLlge learners h<1\'e to make do with a period of babr-like talk and 
reliance on clues, until they have enough grammar to express and 

a gn;;uer variety of meanings. Depending on their vocabulary 
knOldcdge ;tnd their resourcefldness, they can often cope surprisingly well, 
HOl\'en:r, rhe), will c\'enrually come lip against problems like this: 

SPi:N<ER: 
LEARNER: 
fj"TIV£ SPEAKER: 
LEMlNE'1.: 

How long are yOll here for? 
I am here since two weeks. 
No, I mean, how long are you staying? 
I am staying since two weeks. 

Learners need to learn not only wh,tt fixms are possible, but what particular 
flmns will express their particular meanings. Seen from this pCl'spectiw:, 

is a tool for rlli'lking meaning. The implication for language 
tcacher, IS th.1t the kilmer's ,lttention needs to be (ocused not onlv on the 
Corms 1)( the language, but Oil the meanings these forms com'cy, ' 



Two kinds of 
meaning 

1 What is grammar? 

But what meanings do thesc grammatical form.s COtlV(:Y? There. \lfe at 
two kinds of meaning and thcse reflect the two main purposes of language. 
The first is to represent the world as we experience it, and the second is to 
influence how things happen in the \vorld, specifically in our relations with 
other people. These pllrposes are called, respectively, language's 
representational and its interpersonal functions. 

In its representational role language reflects the way we percei,'e the 
world, For exampie, things happen in the wurld, and these eI'Cnts or 
processes are conveyed by (or encoded in) verbs: 

The sun set. 

Many of these e\'ents and pro((;sses are tnitiated by pcopk Of thing;s, vvhich 
are typically encoded in nOUns, and which in turn form the subject of the 
verb: 

The children are playing. 

And these events and processcs often have an effect on other things, also 
nouns: the thing or person affected is often the object of the \'ctb: 

The dog chased the cat 

These events take ptlCC in particuhr cin::umstances - tt1 sorne tirne or sonle 
place or in some way - and these are typically tllcoded in 
l\dverbials: 

The children are playing in the garden. 
The sun sets at seven-thirty, 
The dog chased the cat playfully. 

Time can also be convcyed by the use of tense: 

The children werE! playing in the garden. 
The sun set at seven-thirty. 

Finaily, eVents and proce-s"es cnn be $cen in thtir entlrety: 

The sun set. 

Or they can be seen as having stages, as unfolding in time: 

The sun was setting. 

The difference between these last two examples is a diHerence of aspect 
Tense and aspect can combine to form a wide range of that, in 
English at least, are considered important: 

The sun is setting. 
The sun has set. 
The sun has been setting. 
The sun had set. 
etc. 

The secLlnd main role of language - its role is t:Vil';l!i,\' 
reflected in the we usc grammar to ease the ,!ell c. 

5 
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There is a difference, for example, between: 

Tickets! 
Tickets, please, 
Can you show me your tickets? 
May I see your tickets? 
Would you mihd if I had a look at your tickets? 

P/((/j'c is one way - a lexical way - for softening the force of a command. A 
simjJ;u effect can be achieved by using modal verbs slIch llS (fiJi, may ,ll1d 
might. Modality, then, is a grammatical means by which interpersonal 
meaning can be conveyed. 

These gramm:ltical categories - subjects, objects, verbs, tense, 
aspect and - are just some of the ways in which grammar is used 
to tlne-hmc the meanings we wish to express, and for which words on their 
own arc barely adequate. 1t follows that in learning a new language learners 
need to see how the forms of the language match the range of meanings -
both represent8tional and interpersonal - that they need to express and 
understand. 

So far, we have talked about meaning as if the meaning of a sentence WOl:; 

simply a case of unpacking its words and its grammar. But look at this 
exchange (from the f11m Clueless) between a father ,md the young man who 
has come to takr: his daughter out: 

FMHER: Do you drink? 
YOUNG MAN: No, thanks, I'm cool. 
FATHER; I'm not offering, I'm asking IF you drink, Do you think I'd 

offel' alcohol to teenage drivers taking my daughter out? 

\ Vhy did the )'Ollllg man misunderstand the father's question, misconstruing 
a request for inf()rmatiol1 as an offer? 'Vas it the words he didn't understand? 
Or the grammar? Or both? Clearly not. \Vhat he misunderstood was the 
father's intended meaning, He misunderstood the function of the question, 

There is mort than one meaning to the question Do you driI1A,?There is 
the literal meaning something like Are .'l'OIl a drinker ofalcol.lO!? And there 
is the meaning that the question can have in certain contexts - that of an 
offer of a drink. \Vhcn we process language we are not only trying to make 
sense of the 'words and the grammar; we are also trying to infer the speaker's 
(or writer's) intention, or, to put it another way, the function of what they 
arc saying or writing. 

1n the mid-sc\-entics the relation between gramrnar and flll1ctlon became 
an important [1JI' \Vriter5 of language teaching materials 
attempted to 111()Ye the cmphasis away from the learning of grammatical 
structures independent of their use, and on to learning how to function in a 
language, hmv t<) communicate. It would be useful, it was argued, to match 
Corms with thei!' functions. 

form--fullction matches raid!' easily idcntillab1e. For example, 
rhc form l!C.UIt/]'NI hi',' Pis r),f1)CllJ), used to funcrjpn ;1:; an in;:irMion or 



SpQken 
grammar and 

written 
grammar 

1 e What is grammar) 

otTer. The form if only 1 hadn't. commonly initiates the expression Of;l 

regret. Less clear cut is the \\'[lY th,lt the i-tl11ction of 'l.varnillg, for eX:lmple, 
is expressed, 'itS the foLlowi.ng exarnples dCfl1nnstrate: 

You'd better not do that. 
I wouldn't do that, if I were you. 
Mind you don't do that. 
If you do that. you'll be in trouble. 
Do that and you'll be in trouble. 

This shmNS that one function can be expressed by several difTerent forms. In 
the same way, one form can express a variety of functions. l:;'or example, the 
form IF .. , ... ... can eXplYSS a wide range of functlons: 

If you do that, you'll be in trouble. (warning) 
If you lie down, you'll feel better. (advice) 
If it rains, we'll take a taxi. (plan) 
If you pass your driving test, I'll buy you a car. (promise) 
etc 

Despite this lack of a one-to-one match between form and (unction, 
materials writers have felt it useful to organise at least some gral11malical 
structures under fl.lnctionallabeis, such as III,vlting, AlakingjJ!IlJ/S, Requcsting 
things, Making tomparisollS etc. 

There are conventional ways of doing things with lang\lage, sllch as 
making requests, Hut this still doesn't help solve tllC problem of knowing 
when Do you drink? means J1!ou!dyollliJ:e" dril1k? or something else. In the 
end, in order to sllccessflllly match form and function it is necessary to be 
able to read dues from the context to understand the speaker's meaning. 
Teaching grammar out of context is likely to lead to similar 
misunderstandings as in the example from CIIiCku, ;l point that will be taken 
up In Chapter 5. 

" " 
A' 

"' 

Great saLlsages, these, aren't they? 
Yes. The ingredients are guaranteed free of additives and artificial 
colouring, 
Had to laugh, though. The bloke that rnakes them, he was te\ling n,e, 
he doesn't eat them himself. Want a ciggie? 
No, thanks. Patrons are requested to refrain from smoking while other 
guests are dining, 

It should be obvious that there is a dash of two styles of here: while 
speaker A's talk seems to display hngu<lge features appropriate to 
co!1vers:1tion among friends, speaker B's contributions are mure t:TJcll of 
formal written language. Thus, speaker A's \·oc:lhulary choices are 
ch,tn"lCterlstic of speech, e.g. b/o/:e, 11 while speaker Irs :l1:C more 
commonly found in writing: gnl!cflll, /"((jllI'.'/C,j, 1"I./i·l1in. These di(j(,fl'J1CCS 

extend to grammar, too. Speaker A omits words ([1] b,;d to 

7 
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Grammar 
syllabuses 

tags (arell't Iht)!?), and has sentences with two subjects: The bloke 
that ilia!::.!!,. Ibml, he ,.. These are common features of spoken grammar. 

Speaker B, on the other hand, uscs more synt-actic\Hy complex 
constructions such as passive structures (Th!! iJlgru/it!!lt5 are gilt/rim/fed 
Patroll.f ar,; rt'qIlc'sled ,..) <ll1d subordinate clauses (. ·1ubi/e other guests art' 
dining). These arc features associated more with written grammac 

Unti.l recently, the grammar presented to learners of English ha5 been 
based entirely on written grammar. This accounts for the often stilted style 
of I"llany traditional course book dialogues. It is only recently that spoken 
granllnar has been closely studied and that arguments have been advanced 
in favour of teaching it. One problem with this shi.ft of focus IS that spoken 
Engllsh often has strong regional and idiomatic featufes. These may be 
difficult tc}!" the karner to understand, and also inappropriate for use in the 
kinds of contexts in \vhich many learners will be operating. Most learners of 
English as a f()feign language will be using English to communicate with 
other non-native speakers. 'For the purposes of intelligibility the best 
model of English f()t" this type of learner may be a kind of neutral English 
without markcd region"l or cultural features, or wIthoLlt a strong bias to 
either the spoken or writtcn mode. 

For most practising teachers the decision as to \vhat to teach, and in what 
order, has largely been made t;Jr them by their coursebook. Even if not 
working from it course book, most teachers are expected to work to a 
programme of some sort, the most common form of which is ,1 list of 
gnl.l11mar items. It might pay to be familiar with the principles on which 
such syllabuses afe based. 

A syUahus is to teaching what an itinerary is to pacbge tourism, It is a 
pre-planned, itemised, account of the route: it tells the teacher (and the 
students, if they have access to it) what is to be covered ,lnd in \vhat order. 
f t is informed two sets of decisIons: 

• selection tklt is, ,vlut is to be included? 
• grading that is, ill what order aft the selected items to be dealt with? 

The criteria for selecting which items to put in a sylbbus are essentially nyo: 

usefulness 
• frequenc), 

0.'otte that it is not always the case that the most frequentl), occurring items 
arc the most usdi.t1. The tell most li"Cqucnt words in EnglIsh arc the, oj; al1d, 
/0, (/, ill, fhllt, 1, it and 7..L'Il.L Together they constitute nearly one-flfth of all 
English text. But you would be hard.-pressed to make a sentence out of 
them, let -,done have a cOlln:rsatwn, l\nd, while lexical ±i·cquenc), is relatively 
eas)' to calculate, wllrking (Jut the frequency of grammatical structures is 
more difficult. As computer databases become more sophistiC:'.ted, 

lnftumatioll is likely to il11prm"C. ;'leal1\\"hl1e, syllabus designers 
still tend to OpCl':lte by hunch. 

Finally, qllestidlls oj" \hcfi.dncss 'will be dCl'cmleI1t on the specific needs of 
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the learner. For example, if a group of learners need English mainly in order 
to write English they need to ·,lttertd to features of written gr,\mITh\f 
such as passives, subordination, and reported speech etc. If, on the other 
hand, they mainly need to be able to speak, those feahlres will be less useful. 
Nevertheless, it is fair to hypothesise a core grammar that wiU be useful to 
all learners, whatever their needs. 

Here, for example, is a checklist of iten1S (in alphabetical order) that are 
shared by four current beginners' courses: 

articles: a/all, the 
adjectives: t:omparatives and superlatives 
he: present and past 
cfln/mll'!: ability 
((m! ran't: requests 
going fo: future 
haw got: possession 
like + noun 
like + -ing 
past simple 
possessive adjectives (my, your, our etc.) 
prepositions of place and time 
present continuous 
present simple 
should (advice) 
·would (ofTers) 
·will (future) 

Criteria fOr grading the syllabus - that is, fo!' putting the selected items in 
order - include: 

complexity 
leamabilitY 
reachability 

An item is complex jf it has a number of elements: the more elements, the 
more complex it is. For example, a structUre such as the present perfect 
continuous (She has been reading) is more complex than the prescnt 
continuous (She is reading), while the flame perfect continuous is mort 
complex still (She 'will ha·ve been reading). Logic suggests that the less 
complex structures should be taught before the more complex ones, 

In tern'.:; Qf the number of operations involved, question in EngLish 
can be relatively simple. Take for example, this transformation: 

Chris is English _ Is Chris English? 

The operation here is a simple one: to fom1 the question simply inn;ft the 
subject (Chris) and tbe verb (is). However, to form the question ttJf eLlt!, 
speaks English a fi.lrther operation is required bcfore subject-vcrb inversion 
can take place: 

9 
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Chris speaks English"""" Chris [does] speak English 
Chris [does] speak English -+ Does Chris speak English? 

Taking a purely ll1t-ch,ll1ical \·iew oflanguage, it would again seem logIcal to 
leach simple, one-step operations bdlm:: more complex ones, 

The learnilbility uf an item was traditionally measured by its complexity: 
the more simp>:" ,he more leiunabk Howenr, traditional notions of 
learnabiliry haw becn called into question recently, in the light of research 
into wl1ilr is caLled natural order of language acquiSItion. \Vhile this 
rcsell'ch lS still fll' from conclusive, it seems that ,til learners ;1Cquire 
gramm'cHical in a flirly predictable order, and this happens irrespecti\·e 
uf either their mother tongue or the order in which they are actually taught 

structures. '\lost students \\'ill go through a stag'c of saying it goillg for 
example, before lb:\' graduate to i(r cven though they lll:lV ha\'c a 
simiLtr str\lC\"llre in mother Simibrly, lear'ncrs te'nd u; pick up 
irregular P:lst (-;;"'(1//, .rtFie', /!(;1IJ!,/1/ etc.) before regular ones (v..'oi'kl'd, 
Jj'7yd, Jlm'/,d etc.1, "I\-hile the third person -s ending (s/Je .I'Willl.l', Ed1.i:orI:J) is 
picked up later ;t:ll. The question is, should these 'natural order' ilndings 
,1tTecr the of syllabuses? 

Firot of all,c.- \\-e to a distinction bel'ween what learners afC 
expos cd ('() Onpu(: .1mj Wh:lt they are expected to produce (output). The 
'natlll';tlllrder' rese,lrch provides C\'ielcnce of the order of output only. EYen 
if we accept that the ilCcurate production of grammatical structures seems to 
i()l1ow a pre-determined route, this does not mean that learners should be 
t:Xposed to onl:' structures and in only that order. Evidence sUggcst5 
that classroom learners need a varied diet oflangu:1ge input. 1t may be that 
the tlndillgs oftl:e n.1tural order l'ese;\!'ch ha\'e less t'o do with syllabus design 
than with teacher ,mitude. These findings suggest that, 5ince some grilll1mar 
items take lon;;er te) learn tha.n others, teachers need not insist on 

A third f:ld(lr tl Jt might influence the selection and ordering of items 
on a lj :bhus ,111 item's teachabiIity. The f.lCt that it is easy 
to dClllomtralc the of the present continuous (J 11111 'It:a//.:lng, .rbc 
is ',cri!ing etc.) )-;.10 thilt it is often included carly in beginners' 
buses, the f,h,"t that it has rdatinJy low fi'equen<.:y of occurrence 
nmlp:tred, '" the present U '!.Oil!!.:, The rules 
for the me of ani,"b (ii, tile) on the other h;1lId, arc difficult either (0 

Ill' to So, being among the most frequently 
mcd ill the their l(lI'lDa] is usually delayed until 
a rebti\'('jv ;\Lk,ih:cJ lcn-L 

it \\'<'r,h puinting flut th,lt not all s:'lbbllses ur han: bcen, 
on b'lsis. \\'ith the ;Jeh'ent nf the cotnll1111licarh'c 
in the "::,1-1 Y70s therc a a\\,,1y from purdy form-

['.l,ed :', tiJ;-,t WCfe nrg,miscd to of 
For functional \\'(' seen, wcre 

aruund . which bngu:lgc is 
o\l'eh .1'< 
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gan!l' and describe it; tl) \\'1"\t(;'''- poc-m and rcad it aluud etc.) toplcs (the 
home, travel, the environment, nc-ws etc.) and gcnres (oHlcc nlCJ110S, 
infi:Jm1ill letters, blISiness presentations, C1SlW] conversation crt} i\Iany 
courses nowadays attempt to accommodate the muhi .. laycfcd n:!turc of 
langll<1ge by adopting multi-layered syllabuses. That is, they specify not only 
the gram))""lar ar(:,15 to be tanght, but include femctional and topical arCilS as 
well. 

In the LOilgmall Art;,"/'(, Did/ollal)' 'rule' is defIned as: 

a principle or llrder which guides behav]o1ll", sal's how things arc to be 
done etc, or 
the usuaJ way that happens. 

\Vith regard to grammar, the first type of rule is often cil]]cd a prcscriptive 
nile ,md the second a descriptive For many gramrn:1.l" instruc-
tion is traditionally aS50ciarcd with the teaching of the lJrst type of rules 
- that is, prescriptions as to what should be (or written): 

Do not use different to and never use different than. Always use different 
from, 
Never use the passive when you can use the active. 
Use shall for the first person and will for second and third persons. 

Second and foreign language teaching:, on 1'he other ]'Iilnd, is primarily 
concerned with dcscriptiye rules, that is, wirh about wllat 
speakf'l"s of the language do rather th;1n with what they ,rhvllid 
do. Thus; 

You do not normally USc (h" with proper nouns rdcrring to people. 
(from Tly CORUILD SIzIl/m/, Grtlllifllill" v( EII,gJis/.?) 
\Ve use wcd to with the inilnitin: (liser! /0 do/wed (0 ,fl!IOk" etc) to sa\' that 
somcthing n:gubrly in the but no longer happcl1s .. 
(from Ellglish G!"iIlIlllltil" ill UI'" by lbyrnond 

Until rcccndy mmt so-called dcscriptin.' rules were hascd on hunchcs ,1I1el 
imuitiol1s. There much grcater a\lthority in oflang:1.1il[Ze since 
the ad\"Cnt of large computer databases of naturally occurring 
known as corpora. Thc following ruJe, fi"ll" eX;lmple, rcprCSCrlb the 
tradit']oll:ll wisdom with rcg,ml to .i'Dlllr' and liily: 

As a general rule, .I'Oillt' in {lilY in 
:lnd ncgatl\'c 5taterllCJl(s. 
({i'(lm EI!K/i.'/.J S(I"IIi/ilr( Pm(fi,'" by Cordun Drull1mond) 

c\'idcnce proYdcd by l'orpora h;1.s illd'lcllcd thM rule 
on:rsJlllpJifics the isslle and th'lt the tl)lJ()\\'ing 'ju:llill1.':ninn \n be 
nude: 

11 
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2 Ally can mean 'it doesn't matter which'. \Vith this meaning, allY IS 

common in affirmative sentences. 
(from How English 11-'Ol'ks by rvlichael Swan and Catherine \V:dter) 

This brings us to a further distinction that needs to be made with regard to 
descriptive rules. Compare, for example, rule 1 with the following: 

3 The primary diHcrence between some and allY". is that some is specific, 
though unspecified, while allY is nonspecific. That is, some implies an 
amount or number that is knoV'm to the speaker. This difference tends to 
correlate with the difference between positive and negative contexts. 
(from A CompJ'l.'hcJlSi·vl.' Grammm' of the English Ltmguage by Ql1irk et a1.) 

Rule 3 may be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, but 
most learners of English (and man)' teachers) would find such concepts as 
specific, m;mpaific, and umpccijied diH'icult to untangle. Rule 1; on the other 
hand, makes up in simplicity for what it lacks in truth. It is accessible to 
learners and, as it rule of thumb, it will probably serve quite well until such 
time as the learner is ready to tackle a moce truthful cule, such as fule 2. \-Ve 
need, therct(xe, to define a third category of mle: pedagogic rules - rules 
that make sense to learners while at the same time providing them with the 
meall5 and confldcnce to generate language with a reasonable chance of 
success. Inevitably, such confidence is often achieved at the expense of the 
full picture. Teachers must, in the end, cater for the learner's needs rather 
than those of the grammarian. 

\Vith regard to pedagogic rules, a further distinction may be made 
between_ rules of form and rules of use. The following is a rule of form: 

To form the past simple of regular verbs, add -ed to the infinitive 
(from A Practical EngliJ'h Grammar by Thomson and Martinet) 

This, on the other hand, is a rule of use: 

The simpk P,l,.st tense is used to indicate past actions or st"tes. 
(from English Simc/u?"e Pmcl;cl! by Gordon Drummond) 

Rules of form are generally easier to formulate and are less controversial 
than rules of usc. It is relatively easy to explain exceptions, such ;\s carried, 
/o-vl!d, .ftopped to the above rule of form for the past simple and to construct 
["ifLy w'l.tertight sup-rules th';l,t wilt handle them. But the foUmving 
exreptions to the rule of usc are less easily accommodated into a general rule 
about the past simple: 

How did you say you speft your name? 
I was wondering if you had any detective novels. 
It's ttme they went to bed. 

Rules of use, being heavily dependent on contextual are seldom 
C8.ptured in terms that are black or \vhite. The slippery nature of rules of usc 
can be a cause of frustration for both learners and teachers alike, and IS one 
;HgUJ1)ellt that supports the teaching of language through examples (sec 
Chapter ·1) ()[ by tnc'.l\1S of contcJ-;ts (sec Ch·"'pter 5). 
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Conclusions In this chapter we have defined grammar as: 
.. a description of the rules for forming including an 

account of the meanings that these forms convey 
and said that: 
.. grammar adds meanings that are not easily inferable frol11 the 

immediate context. 

The kinds of meanings realised by grammar are principally: 
• representational - that is, grammar enables uS to use language to 

describe the world in terms of how, when and where things 
happen, and 
interpersonal- that is, grammar facilitates the way we interact with 
other people when, for example, we need to get done using 
language. 

With regard to the relationship between form and meaning, we have 
seen that: 

there is no one-to-one match between warnmatical form and 
communicative function, and that 
contextual information plays a key role in our interpretation of 
what a speaker mean'S. 

We have also seen that: 
(0 while tradit'lonal grammar is based on the written form of the 

language, spoken language has its own distinctive grammar. 

From the teaching point of view, we have looked at: 
ways that grammar can be organised into a teaching syllabus 
according to such criteria as comp!exity, \earnobi\ity, and 
te;;lchability 
ways that grammar rules can be formulated, according to whether 
they are prescriptive, descriptive or pedagogic, and whether they 
focus on form or on use. 

looking ahead We have looked briefly at what grammar is, what it does, and how it 
can be organised and described. We now need to address the role of 
grammar in language learning. By discussing grammar syllabuses we 
have implied that grammar has a role, perhaps a central in 
teaching. But what justification is there for such a view? 

In the next chapter we explore the arguments for and ilgainst th0 
teaching of grammar. 
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I.D ThE) case against grammar 

I» Grammar and methods 

$ Grammar now 

@ Basic principles for grammar teaching 

In 1622 a certain Joseph \Vebbc, schoolmaster and textbook ,vriter, wrote: 
'"No man C<ln run speedily to the mark of language that is shackled < • with 
grammaf precepts.' He maintained that grammar could be picked up 
through simply communicating: 'By exercise of reading, writing, and 
speaking aU things belonging to Gnl.1nrnar, will without labour, and 
whether we ·will or no, thrust themselves upon us.' 

Vv'ebbe was one of the earliest educators to question the value of grammar 
instruction, but certainly not the last. In fact, no other issue has So 
preoccupied theorists and practitioners :15 the grammar debate, and the 
history of language tC<lching is essentially the history of the claims and 
counterclaims for and against the teaching of grammar. Differences in 
attitude to the role of grammar underpin differences between methods) 
between and between learners. It is a subject that everyone 
involved in language teaching and learning has an opinion on. And these 
opinions are often strongly and uncompromisingly stated. Here, for 
example, are a number of recent on the subject: 

'There. is no doubt that (l knmdedge - ill1plici.t or explicit - of 
grammatical fules is essential {or the mastery of a language.' 
(Penny Ur, a teacher t[<liner, ,u1d author of GmJIIlllar Fmctice Adi1.!ities) 
'The effects of grar)")lnar teaching "". appear to be and fr;l.gile.' 
(Stephcn Kra1<hcn, an ini1ucntiaJ, if controversial, applicd linguist) 
'A sound knowledgc of grammar is essential if pupils are going to use 

crcatlH'h': 
O(;m Hutchi!15c:n, a C"Ollfschod, writer) 
'Grammar is not \"e1')' important: The nujorit), of ha\"c a very 
compkx gramm:H. English has little gmmrnar and consequently it is 
not \"l'r)' 1ll1purt,lnt to understand it.' 
(From the publicity of;l. London bngu:lgc school) 
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'Grammar is not the basis ofhnguage acquisiti.on, and the balance of 
linguistic research clearly invalidates any vicw to the contrary.' 
(J\'Iichae1 Lewis, a popular vI-Titer on teaching methods) 

Since so little is known (still!) about how languages are acquired, this book 
wiJl try to avoid taking an entrenched position on th'': ISsue. R'J.thcr, by 
sifting the arguments for and against, it is hoped that readers will be in ;1 
better position to make up their own minck Let's first look at the COlse for 
grammar. 

The case for There are many arguments for putting grammar in tl"lC foreground in second 
grammar language teaching. Here ;Ire seven of them: 

The sentence-machine argument 
Part of the process of langu<lge learning must be what is sometimes called 
item-learning - that is the memorisation of individual items such as words 
and ph1'ases. However, there is a limit to the number of items a person can 
both rctain and retrieve. Even travellers' phr;:l,e books have limited 
usefulness - good for a three-week hdiday, but there comes a point where 
we need to learn some patterns or rules to enable us to geneflnc new 
sentences. That is to say, grammar. Grammar, after all, is a description of 
the regularlties in a langu'.lge, and knowledge of these rcguLlritics provides 
the learner with the means to generate a potentially enormous number of 
original sentences. The number of possible new sentences is constrained 
only by the vocabuLlry at the learner's colTImand ;lIld his or her cre;nivity. 
Grammar is a kind of 'sentence-making machine'. It follows thM the 
teaching of grammar offers the learner the means for potentially limitless 
linguistic creativity. 

The fine-tuning argument 
As we saw in Chapter 1, the purpose of graI11mar seems to be to dIDw for 
greater subtlety of meaning than a merely lexical system c;m cater for. \Vhilc 
it is possible to get a lot of comJ11unic:ltivc mileage out of simply stringing 
words and phrases togcther, there comes a point where 'J\le Tarzan, you 
Jane'-type language fails to deliver, both in terms of intelligibility and in 
terms of appropriacy. This is particularly the case for wrinen language, 
which generally needs to be more explicit than spoken language, For 
example, the following errors arc likely to the reader: 

last Monday night I was boring in my house, 
After speaking a lot time with him! thought that him attracted me. 
We took a wrong plane and when I saw it was very later because the plane 
took up. 

Five years ago I would want to go to India but in that time anybody of my 
friends didn't want to go. 

The teaching nfgrammar, it is argued, SCITes as a corrl'cti\'c the kind 
of Jmbiguit)' In 
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The fossilisation argument 
It is possible for highly motivated learners with a particular aptitude for 
languages to achieve amazing levels of proficiency without any formal study. 
But more often 'pick it up as you go along' learners reach a language 
plateau beyond which it is very difficult to progress. To put it technic1.11y, 
their linguistic fossiliscs. Research suggests that learners who 
receive no instruction seem to be at risk of fossilising sooner than those 
who do receive instruction. Of course, this doesn't necessarily mean raking 
formal lessons .- the gmmmar study can be self-directed, as in this case 
(from Christopher Isherwood's autobiographical novel Christopher and his 
Kind): 

HUlllphrey said suddenly, 'You speak German so we11- tell me, why don't 
you usc the subjunctive mood?' Christopher had to admit that he 
didn't kno\v how to. In the davs when he had studied German, he had 
left the subjunctive to be de:l1t with later, since it wasn't absolutely 
essenti,ll and he was in a hurry. By this time he could hop through the 
language without its aid, like an agile man with only one leg. But noW 
Christopher set himself to master the subjunctive. Very soon, he had 
done so. Proud of this accomplishment, he began showing off whenever 
he talked: 'had it not been for him, I should never have asked nwselfwh,tt 
I would do if they were to ... etc, etc.' Humphrey was much 

The advance-organiseI' argument 
Grammar instruction might also have a delayed effect. The researcher 
Richard Schmidt kept a diary of his experience learning Portuguese in 
Brilzil. Initially he had enroHcd in formal language classes where was 
a hewy emphasis on grammar. \Vhen he subsequently left these classes to 
tra,'cl in Bmzil his Portuguese made good progress, a f,lct he ,1ttribllted to 
the use he was making of it. Howcver, as he intcracted narumlly with 
Brazilians he 'vas aware that certain features of the talk - certain 
grammatintl items - to catch his attention. He noticed them. It so 
happened that items were also items he had studied in his classes. 
\Vhat's more, being more noticeable, these items seemed to stick_ Schmidt 
conduded that noticing is a prerequisite for acquisition. The grammar 
teaching he had received jll'C\-iollSly, \vhile insutlicient in itself to turn him 
into a illlCllt Portuguese speaker, had primed him to notice what might 
otherwise have gone unnoticed, and hence had indirectly inf1uenced his 
learning. It :tcted as a kind of advance organiser tor his bter acquisition 
of the lal1gU',lgC. 

'The discrete item <If,1,.,'Ument 
Language - <\11)' bnguage -- seen from 'outside', can seem to be a 
shapcle% pn:scnting an insuperable ch'lLlenge f()r the learner. Because 
grammar cunslsts of an apparently finite set of rules, it can help to reduce 
the ilPP'.lrl'llt cnormity uf the language learning task for both tt.';Jchcrs and 
'(Ud('lltS. By tidying language up and org;1nising it into neat cltegories 

c;dlcd discrete items), make digestible. 
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A discrete item is any unit of the grammar system that is sufllciently 
narrowly defined to form the focus of a lesson or an exercise: e.g. tbe PI't'gJlt 

(OntilllloIlS, the dcjinite article, possessive pronoulls. on the other hand, 
or smtences are not categories that are sufficiently discrete f()r teaching 
purposes, since they allow for further sub-categories. Each discrete item can 
be isolated from the language that normally em'elops it. It C<l11 then be 
slotted into a syllabus of other discrete items, and targeted for il1di\'icllul 
attention and testing. Other ways of packaging language for teaching 
purposes are less easily organised into a syllabus. For example, COlllllll.111i-

functions, such as a.rking fil'1)!)lIrs, making requfJts, expressillJ!, /'t'grets, 
and text type categories, such as narratives, /1I.':lrll(fioJlS, phone {OliveHill/om, 
are often thought to be too large and unruly for the purposes of lesson 
design. 

The ruie-of-la,v argument 
It follows from the discrete-item argument that, since grammar is a system 
of learnable rules, it lends itself to a view of teaching and learning Imo\\'11 ,1S 

transmission. A transmission view sees the role of education as the tr::msfer 
of a body of knowledge (typically in the form of hcts and rules) from those 
that have the Jmowledge to those that do not. Such a view is typically 
associated with the kind of institutionalised learning where rules, order, and 
discipline are highly valued. The need for rules, order and discipline is 
particularly aeute in large classes of unruly and unmotivated teenagers - a 
situation that mallY teachers of English are confronted with daily In this 
sort of situation grammar offers the te:lCher a structured system that em be 
taught and tested in methodical steps. The - allowing learners 
simply to experience the hnguage through commtll1icHion - rna)' simply be 
out of the question. 

The learner expectations argument (1) 
Regardless of the theoretical and ideological arguments for or 
grammar teaching, many learners come to language ,:iasses with t:lirly {-L,\ed 
expectations as to what they \\'ill do there. These expectations mar derive 
from previous classroom experience of language learning. They may also 
derive from experience of classrooms in general where (traditionally, at least) 
teaching is of the transmission kind mentioned aboyt:. On the other h,"nd. 
their expectations that teaching will be grammar-fixused may from 
ii'ustration experienced at trying to pick up a second in ;l nOll'· 
classroom setting, sllch as through self-study, or through imll1ersiul1 tIl rhc 
target language culture. Such students may ju\'c enrolled in Lmgu;\ge 
specifically to ensure th:1t the learning o:peri{'nce is made more efYici<.'lH ;md 
systematic. The teacher who ignores this expectation b.\" ulcour;lijllg 
learners simply to experience language is likely to and ;t!iCidte 
them. 
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The case 
against 

grammar 

Just as arguments lw\'e been marshalled in fav01H of grammar teaching, 
likewise several cases have been made against it. Here are the main ones: 

The lmowledge-how argument 
I know what is involved in riding a bike: keeping your balance, pedalling, 
steering by means of the handlebars and so on. This does not mean to say 
that I know how to ride a bike. The same analogy applies to language 
learning. It. can be "Vte\\'ec1 as a body of knowledge - such as vocabl.lhtr)' 
and grammar. Or it can be viewed as a skill (or a complex set of skills). If 
you take the language-is-skill point of view) then it follows that, like bike 
riding, you learn it by doing it, not by studying it. Learning-by-doing is 
what is called experiential learning. Much of the bad press associated with 
intellectual approaches to language learning - through the learning of 
copious grammar rules, for example - stems from the failure on the part 
of the learner to translate rules into skins. It is a failure that accounts for this 
observation by Jerome K. Jerome, writing in Three iHell on tbe BlIl!lllll'l about 
a typic!! English schoolboy's French: 

I-Ie may be ahle to tell the time, or make a few guarded obsen',1tions 
concerning the weather. j\io doubt he could repeat a goodly number of 
irregular verbs by heart ... [But] when the proud parent takes his son to 
Dieppe merely to discover that the lad does not know enough to call a 
cab, he abuses not the s),stem but the innocent victim. 

Proponents of the 'knowledge-how' view might argue that ,vhat the boy 
needed was not so much grammar as classroom experience that simulated 
the kind of conditions in which he would eventually llse his French. 

The communication argument 
There is more to knmving a language than imowing its grammar. 1t is one 
thing to know that Do you dr-ink? is a present simple question. It is another 
thing to know that it can function as an offer. This simple observation is at 
the heart of what is now called the Communicative Approach, or 
Communicative Language Teaching (CLT). From the 19705 on, theorists 
have been arguing that grammatical knowledge (linguistic competence) is 
merely one component of \Nhat they call communicative competence. 
Cornmunicatlve competence in\'oi"",es knowing how to use the grammar and 
yocabulary of the language to achieve communicative goals, and knowing 
how to do this in a soci;ll1)' appropriate wa)'. 

Two schools of thought emerged as to the best means of achieving the 
objectives o( this communicative approach. Both schools placed a high 
premium on putting the language to communicative use. But they differed 
as to when you should do this. The first - or shallow-end approach - might 
be ,,\·oWl.mcd Llp a" the "iew that you learn" bnguage in order to use it. Thnt 

learn the rules and then apply them in life-like communication. The 
more radical line, hown'er, is that you llse a language in order to learn it. 
Proponents of this deep-end approach take an experiential view oflearning: 
Y()\l bun to communicate by cO!11"m\lnicating. They argue l'hat, b)' means of 

thM engage the learner in life-like communication, the gr;1ll1mar 
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will be .lCguired virtually unconsciously. Studying the rules of gr8!lW18r is 
a waste of valuable time. 

The acquisition argument 
The f1ct that we all learned (lur first language witllout being: taught 
grammar rules has not escaped theorists. If it works for the why 
shouldn't it work for the second? This 1s an argument th:lt has been around 
at least \Vebbe's day (see page 14). It received a nC'w impetus in 
the 1970s through the -work of the applied linguist Stephen Krashen. 
Krashen rnakes tbe disti.nction between learning, on the one hand, and 
,lcquisition, on the other. Learning, according 'w Krashen, results frum 
formal instruction, typically in grammar, and is of limited usc for real 
C01Tl1l1Unic.o,tl'0n. Acquisitlan, howeser, is a natural process: it i'i< the pro«('ss 
by which the first language is picked up, ilnd by which other languages are 
picked up solely through cont;1Cj- with speakers of those Jangll<lges. 
Acquisition occurs (according to Kp,,,.hen) when the k'.';>.rner is exp()Scd to 
the right input in a environment so that innate learning capacities 
are triggered. Success in a second language is due to acquisition, not 
learning, he 'Mgues. :\lorco\,ef, he cLlirns that learnt knowledge can never 
become acquired Imowledge. 

Krashen's tlleory had an important inilllcncc on language teaching 
practices, espccially "\'I'ith teachers who were disenchanted with the 'drill-
and-repeat' type methodology that prn'ailcd in the 1950s and 19605. 
Rejection of the formal srudy of grarnmar is central to Krashen's ';\atural 
Approach'. 

The nahlfal order argument 
Krashen's acquisition/learning hypothesis drew heavily on studies that 
suggest there is a natural order of acquisition of grammatical items, 
irrespective of the order in which they ,11'C tmlght \,5CC page 10). Thls Y1C'>'>' 

derives partly [rom the work of the linguist Noam Chomsky. Chomsky 
argues that humans are to Jearn languages: that is, there ;\re 
\1111'>'ers';,1 principles of grammar that we ayc born with. The idea of an i\1ly,ltc 
universal grammar helps explain simil:uitics in the developmental order in 
first bnguage acquisition as well as in second language acquisition. It 
explains why English children, Th',li tecr\','gcrs and Saudi addts ;l..ll go 
through a 1110 likl' fis!) stage before progressing to I ,1011'/ iil..·".fi.r/1. It ,,]so 
suggests that attempts to subvCl't the natur;ll order by sticking rigidly to a 
tmditional grammar sylhbus :md imisting on immediate accuracy arc 
fOJ'cdoomed, In short, the natural order argument th:H :1 rntbouk 

is not, nor can evcr become, a mental grammar. 

The lexical chunk,; arf:,YlHllcnt 
""Ve have already noted the fan th:lt language learning eeems 1"0 '1ll\'O]n: an 
element of Vocabulary learning largely ifem-Iearning. Sn 
too is thc retention of whole phrases. idioms, "()cia] fl)J'Jl1ubc ctl'. in the f(lrrn 
of -what <Ire son,l'tirl'H;$ c;l.lkd chunks 01 \-,tn!;u;\ge. Chunb are lh'-In 
words hut often than .He ,[)!l1C C(11llITl(1Il l';';,lnl),Jc ... : 
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excuse me? 
so far so good 
what on earth? 
have a nice day 
be that as it m<1y 
if you ask me 
not on your life 
here you are 

Acquiring chunks of language not only saves the learner phnning time in 
the cut-and-thr\lst of real interaction, but seems to playa role in language 
development too, It has been argued that many of the expressions that 
),01.JI1g children pick up, like II/f.-gonc, or gimme (as in gill/JIlt the /Jal!), are 
learned as chunks and only later unpacked into their cornponent parts. 
Once unpacked, ncw combinations, such as gi·"ue bel" t!.le billl start to emerge. 
It has been argued that this process of analysing previously stored chunks 
plays an important role in first language acquisition. 

[-{CrtN much of secund Ltng-uage acquisition involves item-learning as-
opposed to rule-learning is still an open question. in recent 
years there has been a growing recognition of the importance of word- and 
dlUnk-lc;lfnlng, such that some writers1Jave proposed a lex.ic<ll approach ro 
tc<\ching, in contmst to the traditional emphasis on sentence gmmmar. 
Among other things, a lexicaJ approach promotes the learning of fiell11ently 
used and fairly formulaic expressions (Ha'Vi! JOil C(H!/" been »> ? Would),ou like 
iI. f) rathef than the study of rather abstract grammatical categories such 
as the present perfect Of conditionals. 

The learner expectations argtllIlcnt (2) 
\Vhile many learners eOllle to language classes in the expectation that at 
least some of the time they will be studying the grammar of the language, 
there <l.fe many others who may 'lireaJy haye had years of grammar study 
at schon! and are urgently in need of a chance to put this knowledge to 
work of adult students in general English courses almost 
irmlri,lb1r idcnti(i' 'conn::rsation' as a high priority, and [-hese statcme1lts 
(from l.ool'illg lit Lallguage Clas.rroolllJ', Carnbridge Uniycrsit)' Press) by a 
range of EFt students studying in Britain arc typi(al: 

'fn Cennany there's more homcwork, gnunmar exercises, and things like 
th'H. I I think you\'e got mOl'e chance to speak and therefore learn 
rhe bngu,.,gc.' 
'Sumclimes, speaking and things like that help a lot, because if you don't 

English, and do writing exercises, it's no good.' 
'I like l1;\\·ing- because, yes, gmmm,ll' is impurtant, but it's 
not much fun. ' 

The b\rner arglll'nellt Cllts both ways: some learners demand 
gramm:u, others want t'o talk. It's tllC te;lChcr's job to [espond SCJ1iiti\'cly 
to to provide a balance where possible, and c\·cn to 
ncgotl:\t\? 
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methods 

2 Why teach gr"rmnilfl 

Before attempting to bring the grammar debate up to d.lte, and to draw 
some conclusions hom recent research evidence, it may pay to briefly sketch 
in the way attitudes to grammar teaching have influenced the ebb <1nd tlow 
of different teaching methods, 

In the last century the architects of language teaching methods have beell 
preoccupied with two basic design decisions concerning gramrnar: 

• Should the method adhere to a grammM syllabus? 
• Should the fules of grammar be made explicit? 

The various \va)'s they answered these questions help distinguish the 
different methods ii-om each other. \Vhat is a potted history of 
methods in the light of their approach to these issues. 

GramI11ar-Translation, as its n:1me suggests, took grammar as the starting 
point for instruction, Grammar:rransbtion courses followed a gnmmar 
syllabus and lessons typically began with an explicit statement of the rule, 
followed by exercises involving translation into and out of the mother 
tongue. 

The Direct l\lethod, which emerged in the rnid- to late-nineteenth centmy', 
challenged the way that Gramrnar-Transhnion focllsed exclusively on the 
written language, By claiming to be a 'natural' method, the Direct I\-fet!lod 
prioritl.scd oral skills, and, \vhi.le following a syllabus of gramnur structure's, 
rejected explicit grammar telh:hing. The learners, it was supposed, pirked up 
the grammar in much the same way as children pick up the grammar of 
their mother tongue, simply by being immersed in langllage. 

Audiolingualism, a largely North American invention, stayed faithful to 
the Direct ivlethod bcliefin the primacy of spee<.:h, but W;lS even more strict 
in its rejection ofgramnur teaching. Audiolingualism derived its theoretical 
base from behaviourist psychology, which considered language simply a 
form of behaviour, to be learned through the f()!'rnation of correct habits_ 
B:abit formation was a process in which the application of rules plarcd no 
pan. The Audiolingunl syllabus consisted of a graded list of sentence 
patterns, which, although not necessarily labelled as such, were grall1Jll:1tictl 
in origin. These patterns formed the basis of pattern-pra<.:tice drills, the 
distinguishing feature of Audiolingual dassroom pClctice. 

;\O,l!l1 Chomsl),'s daim, in the late 1950s, that language ability is nut 
habituated bch,n'iour but an innate human capacity, prompted a 
ment of drill-and-repeat type reaching The \'iew tkit \\'e :1l'L' 

equipped at birth for bnguage <lCquisition led, as we saw OIl pase 19, ru 
Krashen's belief that instruction unnecessary, His :'\\Itural 
Approach does away with both a gr:1l11m;11' svlbbus :md explicit rulc-gi\'ing. 
Instead, learners are "exposed to large doses of' comprehensible input. 
pI\l(eSSes convert this input into output, in time. LIke the Direct .\lcth,',J, 
the 0;,ltllral Approach artemprs to repl'iC;lte the of flr:;t 
;\CCjuisition. Gr,1illlll:ll', :lCc\)I'dillg to rliis sCL'n;lf'io, ;, 
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The development, in the 19705, of Communicative Language Teaching 
(CLT) was motivated by developments in the new science of socio-
linguistics, and the belief that communicative competence consists of more 
than simply the kno1Nkdge of the rules of grammar (see above, page 18). 
Nevertheless, eLf, in its shallow-end version at least, did not reject gram-
mar teaching out of hand. In fact, grammar was still the rnain component 
of the syllabus qf eLT comscs, evcn if it \vas dressed up in functional 
labels: asking t/.Je -way, falkillg aboul ),ollrselj; makingjiilllre plans etc. Explicit 
attention too grammar rules was not incompatible with communicative 
practice, either. Chomsky, after all, had claimed that language was rule-
govcrned, and this seemed to suggest to theorists that explicit rule-giving 
may have a place after all. This belief was around at about the time that 
CI.T was being developed, and was readily absorbed into it. Grammar 
rules reappeared in course books, and grammar teaching re-emerged 
in classrooms, often, it must be said, at the expense of communicative 
practice. 

Deep-end eLT, on the other hand, rejected both 
syllabuses and grammar instruction, A leading proponent of this view was 
xs. Prabhu, a teacher of English in southern India. In his Bangalore 
Project, he attempted to replicate natural acquisition processes by having 
students work through a syllabus of tasks for which no formal grammar 
instruction was supposedly needed nor provided. Successful completion 
of the task for example, following a map was the lesson objective, 
rather than successful application of a rule of grammar. The Bangalore 
Project was the predecessor of what is now known as task-based learning. 
Task-based learning has more recently relaxed its approach to grammar, 
largely through recognition of the \';11ne of a foclls on form (see below, 
page 24). 

To summarlse the story so far: to the first of the questions posed above 
(",'bonld tl.le metbod odbe]'e to a graJIIlllatira/ syllabll.l?) most approaches to 
language teaching up until the 19705 have answered firmly Yes. The actual 
{(lrn) of the syllabus ditYered considerably from method to method, but, 
until such organising categories as functions or tasks were proposed, sylla-
buses were essentially grammar-based. 

On the question of the explicitness of rule teaching there is a dear divide 
between those methods that seek to mirror the processes of first language 
acquisition - such ,15 the Direct l\'1ethod and the Natuml Approach and 
those such as Grammar-Translation - that see second language acquisi-
tion as a more intelledual process, The former methods reject grammar 
inotfuction, while the latter accept a role for conscious rule-learning. 

Finally, even in methods where rules are made explicit, there may be a 
different emphasis with regard to the way the learner arrives at these rules. 
In some approaches, such as Grammar-Translation, the rules are simply 
presented to the learner, who then goes on to apply them through the study 
and manipulation of examples (a deductive approach: see Chapter 3). 
Other approaches, including the shallow-end {Cl!'l11 of the communic:1ti\'c 
approach, oftel1 n:guire the learners first to study examples and work the 
rules I'ut (or thclmch-es (an inductive aj'proach: see Chapter 4). 
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At the risk of over-simplif)!ing matters, the following chart indicates the 
relative importance these methods attach to the teaching of 

zero heavy grammar 
grammar emphasis 

.LI __ -' __ ___ '---__ ____ 

t t t t 
Natural Approach Audiolingualism Shallow-end Grammar-

Deep-end CLT Direct Method ccr Translation 

::irammar now VVhat, then, is the status of grammar now? \Vhat is common practice with 
regard to tbe teaching of grammar, and what directions for future practice 
are suggested by recent and current research? 

Firstly, it is important to establish the fact that 'grammar teaching' can 
mean different things to ditTerent people. It may mean simply teaching to 
a grammar syllabus but otherwise not making Imy reference to grammar 
in the classroom at all (as was the case with A.udiolingualism). On the 
other hand it may mean teaching to a communicative syllabus (e.g. of 
functions or of tasks) but dealing with grammar questions that arise in the 
course of doing communicative activities. This is sometimes called covert 
grarnmar teaching . .ivIore typically, grammar teaching means teaching to a 
grammar syllabus and explicitly presenting the rules of grammar, using 
grammar terminology. This is known as oyert grammar teaching. 

Lately, a good deal has been written about a grammar revivaL There is a 
\videspread belief that, with the introduction of Communicative Language 
Teaching, attention to grammar was eclipsed by an emphasis on experiential 
learning and purely communicative goals. This is only partly true: syllabuses 
did appear in the 1970s that appeared to marginalise grammar in favour of 
functions. But, as \vas pointed out in the previous section, a closer look at k'\ 

these syllabuses shows that they often had a strong grap1mar basis. And a 
glance at so-called course books confirms that grammar 
explanations are much more conspicuous now than they were, say, in the 
heyday of either the Direct l\'lcthod or Audiolingualism. 

The vicw that CLT deposed grammar may also stem from a tendency to 
equate grammar with accuracy. It is true that, in comparison with 
Audiolingualism, CIT has tended to place more weight on being intelligible. 
than on being correct. Such an emphasis need not be at the expense of 
attention to the fules of grammar, howewr. ,Relaxing on accuracy simply 
acknowledges the fact that the rules of grammar take a long time to ,!) 

themselves, and that, in the meantime, the le;;rners' wish to communicHl' 
should not be needlessly frustrated. 

It is also true that the deep-end \"ersion of CiT, as promoted by Prahhu 
(see page 22), was hostile to explicit grammar teaching. But this was 
relatively short-lived, and, while of enormous interest fwm a theoretical 
perspective, it seems to have had little or no inJlIIC!1CC on global 
pra.ctice. Ifgrammar en'r went away, it was only very briefly and 11llt \'[:1":' br. 
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The sense that we are experiencing a grammar revival has been 
underlined by the emergence of two influential theoretical concepts: 

focus on form 
conseiousncss- raising 

Both concepts owe to the \\'Ork of Stephen Krashen, even if only 
as a reaction tu his claim that cLlssroom teaching is a vvaste of time. You \viti 
remember that Krashen distinguishes bet'vveen acquisition and learning. 

;1" Grammar te;lChing - that is, attention to the f(mns of the language -lies in 
the domain of learning and, says Krashen, has little or no influence on 
language acquisition. 1\lore recently, research suggests that without some 
attention to form, learners run the risk of fossilisation. A focus on form 
docs not necessarily mean a return to driU-and-repeat t:l'c methods of 
teaching. ?\'or does it mean the use of an off-the-shelf grammar syllabus. A 
focus on form may simplv mean correcting a mistake. In this sense, a TOCl..lS 
on form is compatible w;'th a ti\sk-based approach. 

Related to the notion of fOCllS on form is the notion of conSc10usness-
raising. Krashen argued that acquisition is a largely unconscious process. 
All that is needed to tt'igger it are large doses of comprehensible input. 
Other theorists have argued that the learner's role is perhaps less passive 
than implies, and that acquisition in\'olves conscious processes, of 
which the most ftmdamental is attention. \'Ve have seen how Schmidt (see 
page 16) concluded that noticing spoken language items in Brazil helped 
his Portuguese. It f()l1ows that helping learners attend to language items 
may help them acquire them. Pointing out features of the grammatic.l1 
system is thus a fi)f[n of consciousness-raising. It may not lead directly and 
instantly to the acquisition of the item in question. But it may nevertheless 
trigger a train of mental processes that in time wiii result in accurate ;wd 

production. 
It might seem that we have come nlll circle, and that grammrtr 

consciuusness-raising is simply a smart term fiJI' what was once caLled 
graml1lar presentation. But presentation is usually paired with practice, 
implYIng immediate - and accurate - output. Consciollsness-raising, on the 
other hand, docs not necess;lrily entail production: it may simply exist at the 
lcvel of And remembering. In fact, put simply, that's wbt 

cOllScioll5ness IS: the state of remembering, having understood 
something. 

"ro sum up: if the tea('her uses techniques that direct the learner's aHen-
tion to {{)fIl1, ;lnd if the teacher proyides acti\,ities that promote awareness 
of grammar, learning seems to result. \Ve need, therdore, to add to the 
pro-gr;lll1!ll:lr position the arguments for a focus on form and for 

'rogether they comprIse the paying-attention-
ro-f()rm argument. That is to say, blfning seems to be enhanced when 
the attention is direncd ro setting the forms right, and when the 
learner's attentlun is directed to features of the grammatical s\·stem. 

These would seem to tip the lnbnce in f.n·;l\Jf uf \Vhi1e the 
position is strongly and enn fiercely argued, it tends tu 

<.It:pCIl(j Oll one hasic assul11ptl\lIl, is, that the I'rocessl'S uf second 
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language acquisition mirror those of first language acquisition. This is an 
assumption that is hotly debated. \Vhile there are certainly cases of adult 
learners who have reached near-n:1ti\'e levels of proficiency in it second 
language simply through immersion in the second language culture, these 
tend to be exceptions rather than the rule. On the other hand, there artC 
compelling ,uguments to support the view that without attention to form, 
including grammatical form, the klrner is unlikely to progress beyond the 
most basic level of communication. 

But this doesn't mean that grammar should be the of teaching, 
nor that it focus on fOnT! alone is sufficient The goat of the communi-
CHive movement - communicative competence - embraces more than 
just grammar, and implies it focus on meaning as welL lr may be that 
communicative competence is best achieved through communicating, 
through making meanings, and that grammar is a way of tidying these 
meanings up. If so, the teacher's energies should be directed mainly at 
providing opportunities ±-;Jf authentic language use, employing grammar 
as a resource rather than as an end in itself. As Leibniz is supposed to 
have said: 'A langu<lge is acquired through practice; it is merely perfected 
through grammar.' 

\Ve h,1\'e looked at the arguments for and against incorporating grammar 
into language teaching, and concluded that, on balance, there is a convincing 
case [or a role for grammar. The remainder of the book will explore hm'\' this 
role can be realised in the classroom. It will be USdld at this stage to draw 
up some basic rules of thumb for grammar teaching _., rules of thumb which 
Y\iill serve as the criteria ±(11' evaluating the practical approaches that fol1O\v. 

The E-Factor: Efficiency'" cconmny) c,asc) t\nd efficacy 
Given that dealing with grammar is only it part of a teacher's and 
given that classroom time is vcry limited, it would seem imperativc that 
whatever grammar teaching is done is done as efficiently as possible. as 
has been suggested, the teacher's energies should be at least partly directed 
at getting learners to communicate, prolonged attention to grammar is 
diHlcult ro justif)'. Likewise, if gl',lll1mar activity requires a great deal of 
time to set up or a lot of m;lterials, is it the most etlicient deplormellt of the 
teacher's limited time, energ-y and resources? \Vhen comidering ,l!1 i1cti\-ity 
for the presentation or practice of gr,lmrnar the first question to is: lh-,:: 
I:Oicimt is if? EHlciel1c)" in turn, can be broken down into three 
economy, ease, and efficacy. 

\Vhcn presenting grammar, a sound rule of thumb is: the shorter the 
better. It has beel) sho\\'n t11M economy is a key f;l(tor in the tmining uf 
technical skills: when learning how to drive a ell' or oper:ltc :1 CO!l1putn, 
,1 little prior te;u.:hing seems to be more effe(tin: than i1 lot. The 111<)j"e 
the instructor pill'S on instructions, the more confused the tralnC!.' is likely' 
to becumc. The would ,cun to appLy in lC,H:hil1s: he 
economical. 
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Be economical, too, in terms of planning and resources. The ease factor 
recognises the fact that most teachers lead busy lives, have many classes, and 
simply cannot afford to sacrifice valuable free time preparing elaborate 
classroom materials. Of course, the inYestmcnt of time and energy in the 
preparation of materials is often accompanied by a commitment on the 
part of the teacher to making them work. But, realistically, painstaking 
preparation is not always going to be possible. Generally speaking, the easier 
an activity is to set: up, the better it is. 

Finally, and most importantly: will it work? That is to say, what is its 
efficacy? This fiKtor is the least easy to evaluate. \Ve have to operate more 
on hunch than on hard data. Learning, like language, resists measurement. 
Of course, there are tests, and these can provide feedback to the teacher on 
the eHlcacy of the teaching/learning process. Nevertheless, testing is 
notoriotlsly problematic (see Chapter 9 for a discussion on this). Moreover, 
there is much greater scepticism nowadays as to the extent that teaching 
causes learning. This need not undermine our faith in the classroom as a 
good place for language learning. VVe now know a lot more about what 
constitute the best conditions for learning. If teachers can't directly cause 
learning, the), can at least provide the optimal conditions for it. 

As we have seen (page 24), a prerequisite for learning is attention. So the 
emcacy of a grammar activity can be partly measured by the degree of 
attention it arouses. This means trying to exclude from the focus of the 
learner's attention any distracting OJ' irrelevant details. Attention without 
understanding, however, is probably a waste of time, so efficacy will in part 
depend on the amount and quality of contextual information, explanation 
and checking. Finally, understanding without memory would seem to be 
equally ineffectiYe, and so the efficacy of a presentation will also depend on 
how memorable it is. 

Nonc of these c:oncittlons, howe\'cr, \viU be sutIicient if there is a lack of 
motivation and, in the absence of some external motivational factor (for 
example, an examination, or the anticipation of opportunities to use the 
language), it is the teacher's job to choose tasks and materials that engage 
the learners. Tasks and materials that are involving, that are relevant to their 
needs, that have an achievable outcome, and that have an element of 
challenge while providing the necessary support, are more likely to be 
motivating than those that do not have these qualities. 

Efficiency, then, can be defined as the optimal setting of three related 
factors: economy, case, and eHic:acy. To put it simply: are the time and 
resources spent on preparing and executing a grammar task justified in 
terms of its probable learning outcome? 

The A-factor! Appl'opl'iacy 
;\10 class oflearners is the same: not onl" are their needs, interests, level and 
goals going to vary, but their beliefs, attitudes and values will be different 
too. Thus, an activity that works for one group of learners - i.e. that fulfils 
the E-factor criteria - is not necessarily going to work for another. It may 
simply not be appropriate. Hence, any classroom acti"it)' must be evaluated 
not only according to criteria of efficiency, but also of appropriacy. Factors 
to consider when determining appropriacy include: 
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the age of the learners 
their level 
the size of the group 
the constitution of the group, e,g. monolingual or multilingual 
\vh<'tt theil' needs are, e.g. to pa:.s a public exanlination 
the learners' interests 
the available materials and resources 
the learners' previous learning experience and hence present expectations 
any cultural factors that might affect e.g. their perception of the 
role and status of the teacher 
the educational context, e.g. private school or state school, at home or 
abroad 

Activities that fail to take the above factors into account are \lnlikely to 
work The age of the learners is very import:mt Research suggests that 
children are more disposed to language learning actiyities that incline 
towards acqui.sition rather than towards That is, they "re better at 
picking up language implicitly, rather than learning it as a system of explicit 
rules. Adult learners, on the other hand, may do better at activities which 
involve analysis and memorisation. 

Cultural factors, too, will determine the success of classroom activities. 
Recently there have been a number of writers who have queried the 
appropriacy of indiscrilTl.inately and uncriticaHy applyi.ng methodologies in 
contexts for which they were never designed. Communicative Language 
Teaching (eLT) has been a particular target of these criticisms. CIT values, 
among other things, learner-centred ness, that is, giving the learners more 
responsibility and involvement in the learning process. This is often 
achieved through discovery learning activities (for example, where learncrs 
work out rules themselves) ?nd through group work "s opposed to the 
traditional teacher-fronted lesson. CLT als'o takes a relatively rd[IXcd 
attitude tmvards accuracy, in the belief that meaning takes precedence over 
form. Finally, CLT has inherited the humanist view that language is an 
expression of personal meaning, rather than an expression of a common 
culture. Such notions, it is arg1Jed, deriyc from \·cry \Vestern beliefs about 
educ<ltl0n ;md hnguage. Its critics argue thil.t CLT is ',11) inappropri<ltc 
methodology in those cultural contexts where fhc teacher is regarded as a 
fount of wisdom, and where accuracy is valued more highly than fluency. 

Of course, no learning situation is static, and, with the right combination 
of consultation, negotiation, and learner training, eyen the most entrenched 
attitudes are susceptible to change. The teacher is therefore encouraged to 
be both al1Yenturous as \vell as critical, when cor(,idering the activities in the 
chapters that 
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Conclusions In answer to the question 'Why teach grammar?' the following 
reasons were advanced: 

the argument 
the fine-tuning argument 
the fossilisation argument 
the advance'"organiser argument 
the discrete item argument 
the rule-of-Iaw argument 
the learner expeCMftions argument 

There are some compelling reasons why not to teach grammar: 
the 'knowledge-how' argument 
the communication argument 
the acquisition argument 
the natural order argument 
the lexical chunks argument 
the learner expectations argument 

To the arguments in favour should be added two more recent insights 
from second language acquisition research. These are the notions of 
focus on 'form and o'f grammar consciousness-raising. Together they 
comprise: 
,; the paying-attention-to-form argument 
On balance, the evidence suggests that there is a good case for a role 
'for grammar-focused teaching. 
Grammar presentation and practice activities should be evaluated 
according to: 
" how efficient they are (the E-factor) 
.. how appropriate they are (the A-factor) 
The efficiency of an activity is gauged by determining: 

its economy how time-efficient is it? 
.. its ease how easy is it to set up? 
,. its efficacy is it consistent with good learning principles? 
The appropriacy of an activity takes into account: 
., learners' needs and interests 
<I> learners' attitudes and expectations 
It is these twin aims efficiency and appropriacy - which underscore 
the description and evaluation of the techniques outlined in the I·est 
of the book. 

Looking ahead The two chapters that follow look at contrasting ways that grammar 
can be presented. The first of these is concerned with deductive 
approaches, where the 5tarting point is the grammar rule. The second 
looks at inductive approaches, where the starting point is language 
data. 
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-------________ ... _ ... "" •• II1IIl1lil1lil1liII1IIII1IIII1II •••••••• 2 

to teach 
mar from rules 

A deductive approach 

Rules and explanations 

*' Sample lesson 1: Using a rule explanation to teach question 

formation 

.. Sample lesson 2: Teaching used to using translation 

• Sample lesson 3: Teaching articles using grammar worksheets 

@ Sample lesson 4: Teaching word order using a self-study 

grammar 

First of all, here are two Important definitions: 

a deductive approach starts with the presentatioll of a rule and is f(ll-
lowed by examples 111 which the rule is applied 
an inductive approach st:lrts with some examples 6"om \vhich il rule is 
inferred 

An example of deductive learning might be [hat, on arriving in a country 
you h:wc never been to before, YOH are told that as a rule people rub noses 
when greeting one another, and so you do exactly that. An example of 
inductive learning would be, on arriving in this same country, you observe 
several instances of people rubbing noses on meeting so yOll conclude that 
this is the custom, and proceed to do likewise. In p!:tcc of the terms 
deductive and inductive, it mar be easier to use the terms rule-dri .... en 
learning and discovery learning respectively. 

As we saw in Chapter 2 (page 22) the deductive (ruk·driven) 
to language teaching is associated with Gramm'lr:rransbtion. 
This is unfortunate because Grammar-Translation has had a bad press. 
There afe in f1Ct !rJ;my other ways of iIKorporating deductive learning inw 
the language classroom. \Ve be looking at some of these later in this 
chapter. 

The reasons wI1\' Grammar-Translation has tilllen from f;lW)Ur ,Ire worth 
brict1y ft.Tiewing. l\pically, ;1 gr;trnmarmtr:ms!ation lesson started with ;111 

expl:ln;1tiol1 (usllally in the learner's mother tongue) of a gr;lIlHll;u poim. 
Practice <lcti\"irics followed which involved tramlating sentellce, \Jut \)f ,111,1 
into the t;1t"get language. The problem is that, since were t:lllgln in 
the ;;rudcnts' mother there W',',S littk OpP,)rlutlil'Y t:;r (lJ 
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practise the target language. \Vhat practice they got involved only reading 
and writing, and little attention was given to speaking, including 
pronunciation. ::"v'1oreover, the practice sentences were usually highly 
contrived and any texts that were used were treated solely as vehicles for 
grammllr presentation. 

However, it does not require a great deal of imagination to envisage a 
'new, improved' version of Gramrnar-Tr8.nslation in which many of its 
weaknesses have been righted. It is not the case, for example, that the whole 
lesson need be conducted in the students' mother tongue. Speaking 
(including work on pronunciation) and listening practice can easily be 
incorporated into the basic lesson framework, and the translation exercises 
could just as well involve authentic texts. \Vhat this approach does require 
is teachers with sut11cient proficiency in both languages - the learners' 
bngl.lage and the target language - to m<l:ke it work. Needless to say, 
Grammar-Translation 15 not viable in multilingual classes. 

It is important to stress that the deductive method is not necessaril1J' 
dependent on translatio,n. In fact, many popular shldent grammar practice 
books adopt a deductive :1pproach, with all their explanations and exercises 
in English. For example: see the extract from Grammar Practice for Inter-
mediate: Student.l opposite. "-

Before looking at some examples of deductive (rule-driven) lessons, it 
n1ight p'ay to the ',lrg\.\mel1ts ag'",im,t and i.n favour of such an 
approach. To start with, here are some possible disadvantages: 

Starting the lesson with a grammar presentation may be off-putting for 
some students, especially younger ones. They may not have sufficient 
metalanguage (i.e. language used to talk about bnguage such as grammar 
terminology). Or they may not be able to understand the concepts 
involved. 
Grammar explanation encourages a teacher-fronted, transmission-style 
classroom (sec page 17); teacher explanation is often at the expense of 
student involvement and interaction. 
Explanation is seldom as memorable as other forms of presentation, such 
as demonstration. 
Such an approach encourages the belief that learning a language is simply 
a case of knmving the rules. 

The advantages of a deductive approach are: 

It gets straight to the point, and can therefore be time-saving. Many rules 
- especially rules of form - can be more simply and quickly explained 
than c'licited from examples. This will llllow more time for practice and 
applkation. 
It respects the intelligence and maturity of many - especially adult -
students, and acknowledges the role of cognitive processes in language 
acquisition. 
It confirms many students' expectations about classroom learning, 
particularly for those learners who ha\'e an anal)·ticallearning style. 
It alluws the teacher to deal with language points as they come up, rather 
than having to anticipate them and prepare for them in aJ\'ance. 
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3 How to teacil grammar from rules 

Nouns, adjectives 
and adverbs 

1 :!j 
Subject and object pronouns 
Sub/6CI pronouns L! you ( he t she we you! they ! 
Objeel pronouns 

rTTle \YOUlhim\h8f I "' I 
1& The subject is the person or thing doing the action: 

lIeft early. ____ _ 
She wen/ home. 
We said goodbye. 

'" The object IS the person or thing 
receiving the action 
SM telephoned me 
Ihilhlm. 
We saw her 

Write the correct pronouns lor 'ihese 
sentences: 

2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

telephoned yesterday, (she) 
She telephoned yesterday. 
We watch ... lor hOlliS. (he) 
We watched him for hours. 
Hasn't .... 8.nived yen (she) 

.. don't understand. (I) 
Are you 1alking to . ? (I) 
001'1'\ as¥, , doesn't know. (snershe) 
This is Julia have known. for years. (we/she) 
Nobody told the bus was leaving, (they) 
Why didn't ask to come? (she/they) 
Don't ask . Ask. (lIhe) 

, tI'ink doesn't Lke (I/he/l) 
asked ... to invite. (I hey/he/we) 

(from \Valkcr and Els\yorth Gmm!!:ar' Pm(fi(c /&r Il1hrll;l'diak .)/lIdo;'1.1, 
Longm:lll, 1986) , 
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of the pros and cons of a rule-driven approach hinge on the quality 
of the actual rule explanation. This in turn depends on how user-friendly 
the rule is. In Chapter 1 (page 11) a distinction was made between a rule 
that a linguist might devise to describe a regularity of the grammar (a 
descriptive rule) and a rule that a teacher might give learners to apply 
(a pedagogic rule). The point was made that it is not often the case that 
a linguist's version of a rule witi be appropriate in a classroom context, and 
there will inevitably be, therefore, some trade-offbetvveen the truthfulness 
of' a rule and the pedagogical worth of a rule. 

\ Vhilt, then, makes a rule a g-ood rule? l'vlichael Swan, author of tei1Chers' 
;(fld students' grammars, o±Te;s the following criteria: 

Truth: Rules should be true. \Vhile truthfulness may need to be 
compromised in the interests of clarity and simplicity, the "rule must bear 
some resemhlance to the reality it is describing. 
Limitation: Rules should show clearly what the limits are on the use of 
a given fonR For exumple, to say simply that we use will to talk about the 
future is of little USe to the learner since it doesn't show how will IS 
different from other ways of talking about the future (e.g. going to), 
Clarity: Rules should be clear. Lack of clarity is often caused by 
ambiguity or obscure terminology. For example: 'Use will for spontaneous 
decisions; use going to for premeditated decisions.' To which a student 
responded, 'All my deciSIons are premeditated'. 
Simplicity: Rules should be simple. Lack of simplicity is caused by 
overburdening the rule with sub-categories and sub-sub-categories in 
order to cover all possible instances and account for all possIble 
exceptions. There is a limit to the amount of exceptions a learner can 
remember. 
Familiarity: An explanatIon should try to make llse of concepts already 
familiar to the learner. Few learners have specialised knowledge of 
grammar, although they may well be familiar with some basil.' 
terminology med to describe the grammar of their own language (e,g, 
conditional, infmitive, gerund). l\Jost learners have a concept of tense 
(past, present, fllhlfe), but will be less at home with concepts such as 
deontic and epistcmic modalit)" for example. 
Relevance: A rule should answer only those questions that the student 
needs answered, These questions may vary according to the mother 
tongue of the learner. For example, Arabic speakers, who do not have an 
equivalent to the present perfect, may need a ditIerent treatment of this 
form them, say, French speakers, who have a similar structure to the 
English preSl.'llt perfect, but who use it slightly differently. 

But rules are only one component of an exphmation. Here, lor example, is a 
procedure a tl.'acher might me to give a grammar explanation ('1' "" teacher; 
ST '" 1n the right-hand column the different stages of the 
explarutioll are identi{J.ed. 

... 
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r: Right The past perfect, 
r: The past perfect is formed from the past 

of the auxiliary 'have', plus the past participle. 
r: For example, 'everyone had left', 'the film 

had started'. 
TO So, what's the past perfect of 'they go'? 
ST: 'They had gone.' 
r: Good. 
r: It is used when you are talking about the 

past, and you want to refer to an earlier 
point in the past. 

TO For example, 'We were late. When we got 
to the cinema, the film had already started,' 

r: Did the film :;tart after we arrived, at the 
same time as we arrived, or before we arrived? 

o,T: Before. 

" Right. 

" So, it's like this. [d"wsj 
b 0 

---11---1----·--.. 
T: We arrived at this point in time (a). But I 

need to refer to an earlier point in the past, 
when the film started, here (b). 

(cueing) 
(rule of form) 

(examples) 

(check) 

(rule of use) 

(ex,unple) 

(check) 

(illustnttion) 

Notice that the explanation is staged in twO parts, the rule of form being 
dellt with before the rule of Use. it only be " rule of form 
that is being explained, fe)1' example, the form of past tense rC!:,'1.tlar verbs.) 
Note "iso, how, in the exampk, the rules ,lre exenlpHfied and illustrated 
where possible, and that running checks are maJe on the st.lte of the 
students' understanding. Note, fmaily, that the rule stJtements themselves 
attempt to fillfil the conditions of truth, darit)" simplicity etc, outlined 
above. 

\Vhat follows are some dille-rent appmaches to rule-led te;lching. FoUow-
ing each sample lesson is a brief discussion of the principles that underpin 
it, and an evaluation in terms of its efficienc), (the E-iilcto!') and its 
appropriacy (the A-factor). 

Sample lesson Lesson 1: Using a rule explanation to teach question formation 
(Pre-intermediate) 
In the presentation the teacher uses an illllstrMed explanation to highlight ,1 
feature of English syntax (word order). The S,tme kind of presentation could 
be used, with a little adaptation, for teaching other syntactic structures such 
as the passive, reported speech, embedded questions (Do .1'011 1.d,'!'( the' 
1M,,!.: is?) or cleft sentences (What I like IIPOlli LOlldon i.r ... J. 
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Step 1 
The teacher writes on the board the sentence: Ir 1he prCSic(Cnt phonec( the 

She asks students to identify the verb in the sentence (pboned). She then 
asks them to identi£)' the subject of the sentence (tbe president); and, finally, 
the object (the Queen). She reminds students that English word order 
typically (0110\\,5 a subject - verb - object pattern (SVO). 

Step 2 
The teacher then erases the presidfllf and substitutes .rOll/COlle: 

[I 
She ehcits, or - in the event of not being -able to eli.cit it - she provides the 
question: 

Who phoned the Queen? 

She writes this question and the answer on the board. She numbers the 
exchange 1: 

phcned the Qu-&n? 
- the preSic(ent. 

She then returns to the original sentence: 

The president phoned the Queen. 

She rubs out tbe QUCClI, substituting someone: 

the Qu.'1£n. 

1 w'cO p:,cnec( the (",'1£n? 
- 1hc president. 

lhc preSident p\iCnCd scme:c:nc. 

She elicits (or models) the question and its answer and writes them on the 
bO:ird: 
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the Qu.cen. 

1 wha pitonccl the Qu.een? 
- 1hz prCs\ci..<zrlt. 

;?., wY-,o 6:10- t\'lC PI' cSkicn·t pi.orlC? 
- -!he Qu,Ccn. 

She then asks the students to study the two questions and to think about the 
difference benveen the subject question 1 and tlle object question 2. 

Who phoned the Queen? 
2 Who did the president phone? 

Step} 
The teacher explains the difference, pointing out that to form questions 
about the subject of the sentence requires no change in word order: 

S V 0 

Someone phcnecl -r,'>C qu..een. 
\fJIro 

\Vhereas to form questions aboLlt parts of the sentence {Vi"T the verb (in this 
case the object) docs require a change in the standard 'word order. (This 
change in 'word order is called inversion.. J nverslon is a feature of English 
question forms, as in Arc YOIl married? 1n the case of our example, the 
inversion is achieved by unpacking the verb phoNed into its components did 
+ phone and then enlisting the auxiliary did to perform the inversion.) The 
whole process looks like this: 

v 0 
prcsid.oyj- phcnccl 5CfnCCnC< 

prcsic:!,cni· J,J SGynC.cnC. --
0 V 5 V 

d-id. tl .. c Prc5'dcnT 
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Step 4 
The teacher then places four pictures of famous people (or, in the absence 
of pictures, their names) and connects them \vith arrows. For example: 

"The Pepe 

J 
She explains that the arrows represent phone calls. She asks a variety of 
questions. For example: 

Who phoned Madonna'? 
Who did Madonna phone? 
Who did the Pope phone? 

She asks the students to continue this activity in pairs. She then invites 
them to make new 'phone networks' by changing the names of the people 
in the diagram, and to continue the question-and-answer acti\>it)'. 

For fUll, she completes this "ctjYlt)' by asking students: H'by did !vl{1dolllltl 
pbolI!! j}Jt' PO/,I', do you think? etc. 

Step 5 
The teacher writes on ,he board: 

ycsi"aJo..y/1"lni5 YnCrhin,9/iClst lu(;CkcnJ..? 

ycstcr:iCly/thlS YnCYhir:.g/IClst lvzckcn:i? 

She asks the students to ask and ,\!lswer the questions in pairs. As the 
students arc dOIng this, she successively erases the qUI:stlons from the board 
in order to wean them off a dependence on the written form. 

She then asks indh'idual students to report what they JUlie found out to 
the whole class. 

Alternative or additional questions might be: 

Who e-mailed you 
Who did you e-mail 

Who visited you 
Who did you visit 

Who wr"ote to you 
Who did you write to 

yesterday 
last week 
last weekend 
last Christmas 
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Discussion 
The success of a good explanation depends in part on the students' 
understanding of the metalanguage, I.e. the terminology used. The aim of 
Step 1, therefore, is to establish, from the outset, the terminology necessary 
to explain the difference between subject and object questions. Step 2 
establishes a contrast between two gntmnYJ.tical forms, in this case, subject 
questions and object questions, with a view to raising the 
awareness of the difference. A simi.lar contrast couLd be n1'd_de behveen, for 
example, active and passive Sentences: 

A man bit a dog. 
A dog was bitten by a man. 

Or behveen direct and reported speech: 

He said, 'I am hungry.' 
He said he W<lS hungry. 

Or between two aspects of the Silme tense (see page 5): 

I read a book last night. 
J was reading a book last night. 

The principal operating here is that it is often easier to establish a language 
rule in students' minds by contrasting two forms that afe different in only 
one These 'Are known ',\S m.inimal grammar {The same 
principle holds true for teaching pronunciation, e.g. by contrasting rninim;11 
pairs sllch as ship and .rhecp,) Note that the teacher asks the students simply 
to think about the dif1erence, but not neccss,lrily to verbalise it Doing this 
gives the learner unpressured time in which to reflect on, and understand, 
the material being presented. Sometimes langu;l.ge learning is a silent 
activity. This does not necessarily mean it is passive. 

In Step 3, having engaged the students' curiosity, and having primed 
them to be prepared for a grammar explanation, the teacher explains the 
language point. She also uses the board to provide ,1 visual reinforcement of 
her explanation. 

Step 4 is designed to test the learners' grasp of the rule, and to prepare 
them for independent practice. Notice that, initially, the students simply 
have to d.istinguish the fWD sorts of question, without at this stage 
producing them. The exercise, restricted to the verb pbotU, is Enguistically 
very controlled, so th-z.t learners 'J.fC not overburdened with, for cx-"mple, 
new vocabulary. They are fi-ce to devote miLximum attention to the grammar 
contrast. The students ,Lre then allowed some less pmctice, with 
the opportunity of providing their own content to the exercise. Step .5 
continues in the direction of gre,ltcr freedom and creativity, by ofrering the 
students a chance to perso!l<llise the language point. Also, by ha\·ing them 
reporf on their findings, Step 5 encourages them to to each other, 
with a locus on meaning as much as on form. 
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Evaluation 
The E-factor: The ef£ciency of this approach depends on the kind of rule 
being explained, and also on the teacher monitoring the learners' degree of 
comprehension at every stage of the explanation, and responding 
immediiltely to any problems they might have. If the rule is a relatively 
simple one then this approach can be extremely economic in terms of time. 
/\. simple rule might be one that involves a simple manipulation of elements, 
such as the active to passive operation, or one where there is a 
straightforward relation, 'with few or no exceptions, between a form ilnd its 
use, such as the case of the third person -s on present simple verbs (be 
'uwkJ)< The grammar explanation approach is also very easy, in that it 
involves few if any materials and requires little or no preparation. It is 
therefore probably one of the most efficient ways of dealing with gra.mmar 
problems that might arise in the course of a lesson as a result, for example, 
of a student's error. 

There have been a number of research studies comparing the efficacy of 
deductive and inductive approaches to grammar teaching, but on the whole 
the results have been inconclusive. This is no doubt due to the number of 
variables involved, e.g. the students' preferred learning styles and the 
teacher's explanatory skills. A key factor seems to be the kind of itcm being 
taught. Some grammatical items seem to lend themselves to a deductive 
treatment, and others to an inductive onc. 

One problem in the minimal pairs approach to grammar presentation is the 
lack of context. The difference, for example, between: 

I I'ead a book last night. 
I was reading a book last night, 

may, in the of more context, be difficult for the students to locate, 
an issue that will be addressed in Chapter 5. 

The A-factor: As has been pointed out earlier, the deductive approach is 
particularly appropriate for adult learners whose learning style and 
expectations predispose them to a more analytical and reflective approach to 
language learning. This of course means that it will not be suitable for 
learners who would rather learn through the experience of communicating. 
And it is particularly inappropriate for very young learners: abstract 
grammatical concepts such as subject, object and e\"en verb, are beyond their 
grasp. 'whatcvcr the style of the learners, over-prolonged 'chalk-and-
talk' presentations will soon tire the most attentive Shldents. As a rule 
of thumb: the shorter the betteL 

Sample lesson Lesson 2: Teaching used to using translation (Elementary) 
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In this the tcacller Jus chosen to use translation to present //.fcd io do 
(:10 in 111.\(\/ (0 go to tbe mo,,'i(J lIIorc tball I do 1I0'7,!.-') to a group of Spanish-
'l'c,.!Kers. To follow this eX:lmplc.it may help to know that the \·erb 
,.da .i"!;ck, paS!" wlio) means like to fit, d((!IJ/ollud to. 
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Step 1 
The teacher writes on the board: 

I-Ie asks for an English translation, and, jf not forthcoming, supplies this 
one: 

Tony used to smoke but he stopped two years ago. 

He then explains (in Spanish): 'To say yOll did something regularly, use uscd 
to,lt means .lolia, For example, TOllY /lsed to .. mole,,, or Tony Jo/{a fi"ll(lr, which 
means that he doesn't smoke any more, it's he quit.' 

He then asks students how they would translate into Spanish a number 
of Engli",h sen.tcnces, provided orally, s\H.:h ?S, I IfSfd to cat She wed to 
go olff 1vithAlex; U'c didn't IN to play fCllni.l; etc. 

He then elicits English translations for Spanish sentences that he 
provides orally, For example: Yo .lo/{a heber villo flllto (1 used to drink red 
wine); }o.w! 110 Ju/{a/limar (jose didll't ItJr::' to JmoRe), 

Step1 
H.e then ·writes a sentence using the Span15h verb soler in its tense 
form: 

and asks for a translation, Students will probably aSSUI11e that the Engtish 
verb used to 'Norks in the present the s"me way that the Spanish verb .la/a 
does and they will attempt to translate the sentence as IISCJ 10 jl/loke 11 

packet 11 day or Andy iJ NUt! to J!IIoke ' 
He then expbins (in Spanish) that uJed to has only past meaning, and has 

no present form, To translate Andy mr/I'fumar one would need to say 
something like Andy uma/Iy sJ/lokes "" Andy is ill Ibe /'(1blt o/sJJ/oking "<1 or 
simply Andy smokes" 

He f(-)l1ows up by asking student-s to provide English translations for 
sentences in either the past or the present, such as: TercJI1 solia ir ,,/ gilJlllrl.lio 
C]1'l'eJa wcd to go to t/.Je gYI7I);Albcrto wc/r ir tit hiti mdafln de SNIIIll/(} (AlhiTlo 
gON hi/':e-ridillg ('('oy 'UYc/:OIf/) etc. 

Step 3 
The tenchcr .. vrites: 

\.\j,.'£n I \),X_"\5 ,/C\\I':l) :Ie 
fcc C"f'CIISiVC, 
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He elicits a translation, and then erases key lVords, leaving: 

He asks students to\vrite true sentences of their own using this model, to 
compare them in groups of three, and to ask and answer questions about the 
topics they have chosen. 

Discussion 
Although the teacher has chosen a relatively teacher-directed and 
f(xtlsed means of presentation, he attempts to i11\'olve the learners at each 
stage, thereby reducing the danger of 'clulk-and-talkiness'. l\loreo\,cr, 
explanations arc kept short, and the presentation is illustrated with clear 
examples. The teacher is also aware of the hazards of translation, and takes 
care to anticipate these. It is not the case, for example, that every instance 
of the Spanish verb soler is translatable as used to - instances of one-to-one 
matches of grammatical structures across languages are comparatively rare. 
So, showing what a doesn't mean is as important as showing what 
it does mean - what was referred to (on page 32) as its limitation. To do 
this the (in Step 2) sets a trap for the students: he deliberately 
encourages them to o\'ergeneralisc the common ground benveen soler and 
!/Scd to, so that he can then make his point abollt the fact that used to has no 
present tense [()rm, thus anticipating an error that many students make. 
This trap-setting technique (also called 'leading the student up the garden 
path') has been shown to be an effective teaching strategy - more effective 
th,u\ structuring the present'.ltion so that stu.dents '.\re prevented from 

the error, for example by not letting them talk about present as well 
as past habits. 

Evalulltion 
The E-factor: In terms of efficiency, translation is probably the most 
economical rneans of conveying meaning - at least in terms of orienting 
learners a rough idea of the meaning - bearing in mind that 
translation is always only an approximation. And II is certainly easy, 
requiring no ft.-sources such as visu;tl aids or texts, and therefore little or no 
preparation. All the teacher has to do is to anticipate instances where the 
students might overgeneralise, as in the case of the ,'erb .w/cr, and assume 
that the English equlv·.dent heha\'Cs in exactly the same way. \Vh)', then, has 
transbtion sllch a bad press? 

Perhaps the main dmwlnck IS in terms of efficacy. There is a widely held 
belief in the 'no-pain-no-gain' principle ofbnguage learning. That is, unless 
the learner ks Invested some mental effort in the process, the gains will be 
slhlft-lived. Trambtilin requires minilllill lllent,ll processing, and hence 
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loses in efficacy what it makes up for in ease (mel economy. Over-usc of 
translation may also l'cduce the a!l1oullt of exposure students get to the 
target language. As Berlitz put it, as long ago :IS 1911: 'In :lll tr:ltlSLniol"l 
methods, most of the time is taken up by exrlanations in the stlJdent's 
rnother tongue, but few words are spoken in the language to be 
learned. It is evident that such ,1 procedure is contrary to common sense.' 

The A-factor: Tnmst·a.tion is of course only rC"Aily p0ssibte in rnennling;1.ul 
classes and ·where the reacher has a good command of the students' 
langwlge. In these cases it often seems inappropriate JlO! to use translation, 
given its speed and efficiency, and especially at elementary level \\'here 
explanations in the target language may be over the heads of the students. 
A refusal to translate may also mean that \earners make their own 
unmonitored and possibly incorrect translations. On the other hand, there 
may be students who will be disappointed by a high proporrion or 
tr;tl1sLMion in the d,lssroom) especi.ally i.f they expe\:t their tc-a.chcr to pnwide 
them with a rich diet of the target language. This is one of the reasons, 
rightly or wrongly, that some students deliberately seek out mttlve-"pc:lker 
teachers. 

Lesson 3: Teaching articles using grammar worksheets 
(Upper intermediate) 
Sti.U within the fi .. amcwork of a l"Ulc.-drlvcn :.J.J.1pro\lch, the D:.rUuwing; 
procedure attempts to centre the teaching-learning process 1110re on the 
students, with a view to a) giVIng them more for their 
learning, and b) providing morc opportunities f()1" real communication, even 
if the topic of conversation is grammar. The teacher has decided tu deal with 
the Enghsh n.rticle system by di,,:iding the class into gn)ups and giving e:\[h 
group a diHcrent set of rules relating to article lise. 

Step 1 
The te;lcher divides the class into three groups (or or nine groups, 
depending on the Cl.lSS size), with three or four students in e;1(h group. She 

out a11 exercise sheet which requires students to complete the in 
a text. Each gap represents a LlSC of either the indctinite article (II, ,111) the 
de±J.nitc article (tbd, or what is caned. the '7):.'ro' that when no 
article is required before :1 noun, as in 1 Ii!..,,"' irt' crealll. Here is the beginning 
of the handout: 
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Articles 
Complete the text by choosing the best word to complete the gap: a, an, 
the, or nothing, Sometimes more than one answer may be possible, If 
you are not sure about an answer, leave it: your classmates may be able 
to help YOll latCL 

Digestion 
1 ___ food we eat must be changed by 2 __ body before it ean be 
absorbed by 3 ___ blood and used to nourish 4 ___ cells of 5 __ 
body, 6 ___ food is changed into 7 __ nourishment by 8 __ 
digestive system. 9 ___ digestion begins in 10 __ mouth where 
11 __ ._ food is chewed into 12 __ small pieces and mixed with 
13 __ saliva before being . . __ 

She asks the groups to work on this exercise, and gives them five minutes to 
do this. She then hands out three grammar summaries: A, Band C. Each 
grammar summary gives different information about the article system in 
English. Summary A covers some rules about when to use the definite 
article, summary B has rules about the indefinite article, and summary C has 
rules about the zero article. 

Each group 1 gets summary A. Each group 2 gets summary B, and each 
group 3 gets summary C. Note that the groups do not see the grammar 
summaries of the other two groups. 

The teacher tl,en asks the students to study their grammar summary and 
to use it to help tl"lCm complete the exercise, again working as a group. 

Step2 
Once the students have had a chance to use the grammar summaries to help 
them do the exercise, the teacher re-groups them in such a way that the new 
groups comprise members of each of the original groups, One way of 
organising this is to number the students in each group: 

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 

and then to ask three number Is to form a group, three number 25 another 
group, etc: 

1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 
In their new groups, the students are instructed to compare their answers to 
the exercise, :md to share an)' information from their grammar summaries 
that might help the other members in their group to complete the exercise. 
They arc ellcouraged to explain their grammar information, rather than 
simply show their classmates the grammar sheets. 

Step 3 
The teacher then checks the in open asking learners to justif): 
their h!' n:fercnce to the fules on their worksheets" 
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Discussion 
Thts lesson is based on the belief th',lt, given the right incentivc,1earners em 
teach each other. To achieve this, it adopts the principle of the classic jigsaw 
activity. A jigsaw activity is an activity in which students have to do a task, 
but the information they need in Drder to do it is distributed amongst them 
in such a way that no one student has it aU. This creates an i:nfonnation 
gap. Only through collaboration and the exchange of information can 
s1"udents complete the task Such activities arc a mainstay of communicative 
methodology (see page 18). They are a way of contriving communicative 
interaction. Normally the jigsawed information relates to re,lI-life tasks, 
such as arranging a meeting, or deciding who was responsible for :111 
accident. 1n this lesson the infonmtion that has been jigsawed is 
gramn1atical. To complete the task (i.e. the gnlH1mar exercise) lcuners will 
need to share the information, which in rum will involve speaking English. 
They are learning about the language and getting communicative practice 
at the same time. In fact, studies of learners doing this kind of exercise 
suggest that they do exactly that: they do just as weLl when tested on the 
grammar as do students taught more tr,lditionally, and they speak just as 
much as students doing meaning-focused (Le. not grammar-focused) 
information gap activities. 

The teacher's role is limited to that of monitor, supervising t],e activity 
and being available to help sort out problems in interpreting the grammar 
summaries. In Step 1, the learners are given a chance to pit their wits against 
the exercise, ?nd activate their current state of knowledge. Th.is in tmn 
creates a need to study the grammar information, and, in Step 2, to 
exchange this information, Any lingering problems in understanding the 
grammar summaries can be sorted out by the teacher in Step 3, The same 
kind of exercise can be done just as wetl by starting with two groups, or with 
four. The important thing is that the students have to communicate - and 
communicate about grammar. 

Eva.luation 
The E-factor: This approach is only economica.l in terms of the time spent 
on it if the students are communicating in English, i.e. getting the Duency 
practice that is custon1<lrdy the aim of con1muniC'.1tive ,\Cti.vities. As long as 
this is the case, they afe kIlling rH'O birds with one stone. Ivlorcover, the 
mental work involved in explaining a grammar point to someone else is 
likely to have a more enduring effect on memory than simply reading the 
rules and doing the exercise. I-laving to teach something is a great \vay of 
learning it, as most teachers kno-w. The ease factor necds also to be 
considered: preparJtion of grammar 5ummaries and exercises can be timc-
colwoming for the teacher. An alternative would be to supply the class with 
published student grammar reference books, and direct them to parricular 
pages, so that different groups are studying different rules related t? the 
same general arel (e.g. the pass)\'c, conditionals, question formation). [he), 
then have to complete a t>lsk by sharing their underst'.\nding qf the rules_ 
]ldost coursebooks nowadays also have a gramm:u reference section, ",hleh 
can be used in the same way. 
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Word order (1) - verb + object; place and time 
Verb + object 
The va}, and th,., (Jlilut of vnh I'orllully go \Y,lc do /Jot !.lsunlly pm othn words 
hC(II'C(,fl them: 

?i:::::cn nl!.lch IliA ! like 
Did )0,' jour fnends yo,terd!}) 

______________ __ 
Study these eX;llllplt,S. Notice how tlw verb and the objen go togecher ('Jeh rime: 

Do you cleM) tlw house every weekend? (not 'Do you clean eyery weekend the house?') 

Everybody enjoyed the PM!Y very tll\JCh. (not 'Everybody '"ery much the P:lft)") 

Our guide spoke EngEsh fllIendy, (not illiendy English') 

lnm only lost :111 my JTl,JllCY -I a150 los! my palsport. (liot 'llolt abo my pa,spon') 

At the tnd of the strect }'ou'li see n supcrnmrkct on }'our left. (!lot • ... see on your Idt 
<;llptl"l11arkct') 

£'lace and lime 
Usually the Ivr/; the place (wherti) go togrthcc 

go home live in a city walk to work etc 
!f the verb h,lS an Olile<"t, the pbee COlJle5 nfter the vcrb + ni>;at: 

take ,omebody home meet J friend in the street 

Time' / hl!W ofttll: I how long?) norm:li1y goes ,llrer place: 

walks mornil1g. (,Jot 'Tom walks mornillg to work') 
She has been in Canad<l April. L at the <lirporl ;:ariy, 

SnH.ly rlw<;e rilll!! goes place: 
rill going to Paris Ull Monday. (I/o! 'I'm going on to Pari,') 

,-------------------, 
I'Iw}' liH·d in _"!!llC !lou<;;: for a long timc. 

[){,n't bl·latc. \L1ke S\lfe you're here by 8 ()'do,·k. 

Sarah gilH me " lifl home :lfter the 

YOLI I"tali), sh'JLildn'( go to bed so lilIe, 

It i, oftl'n pm!'l!Jie to pllt 1m:/' at the heginning of lhe 
!! On Monday!"rn going to hril. 
II Evcry !Horning T(lill w,llb to work. 

Some rime wiJ[J, {for cx.'(]lpic. nlwJy,hH-'"cr/otr('nlllSl-uii), go with the nrh 111 rhe m:ddle of the 
_,,·Jl(trkt. See Lillit lOY" 

Adlei:i!V!lorder 't::::il:J Word o,der (2) -. 

((rom \lurph)', R. EJlK!i.l'h Gl'dlilmll/' III Ust', Cambridge University Pt'Css, 
2nd cditiull 109·t) 

... 
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TheA-factor: For classes who like talking about grammar, and who, at the 
same time, ,lre happy to take some responsibiliry for their own learning, this 
approach is particularly appropriate. Conversely, students who wouLd feel 
abandoned by the teacher, and who might be mistrustful of their colleagues' 
explanations, are likely to react negati\>e1y to such an approach, unless 
assured that the te;1Cher will closely monitor the group work and be available 
fe)l' consultation. 

Sample lesson lesson 4: TeachIng word order using a self-study grammar 
(Interrnediate) 
I\1any students have access to self-study grammars that is, grammar 
reference book.., which ,;,.150 include exercises ;lnc\ a key. These gnnlmars are 
potential sources of learner-directed grammar learning, both in the 
classroom (as should be apparent from Sample lesson 3) and out of the 
classroom. In this sample lesson, the teacher exploits the self- and pcer-
instruction potential of grammar practice books to tllrget a feature of 

Step 1 
The teacher has identifted a com.mon problem in the chss .- the tendwcy 
to put advcrbials behveen subject and object, as in J like 'INI)' much techno 
music (The adverbial in this case is '[!o)' mlich.) So he directs learners to 
Unit 108 in English Grammar in UI'e by Raymond 1\,lurphy (see opposite). 
The teacher tells thcm to study fhe grammar rules for homework, to do the 
exercis-e on the facing page (see 108.1 below), and to check it by reference 
to the answers in the back of the book. They are also asked to design - as a 
homework task - their own exercise along similar lines, by \vriting t\vdve 
original sentences, some of which are correct and some of which are 

EXERCISES 
Is thf word order right Dr wrullg? Correct the on('; 1/',,/ ,Ire U·r()lIg. 

1 Ever)'body enjoyed the pMt)' very much. .1',1$1-)') 
2 1'0111 walks tvery mornillg to work. WRQNO:.to wp,rk eY!'It)' 
3 Jim doesn't like very m(lch foO!bnl1. 
4 I drink threc or four cup, of cofft:e morning. 
Slate q\lickly 111)' dinller and went om. 

Are )'Oll goillg to invite to the pdrtj' a lot of 
\ phtmed Tom after hcaring mows. 
Did )'Oll go Idle fO bed last nigh!? 
Sue "',1, here five minutes Jgo. \Vhcre is $he now? 

10 Did )'o\llfJtn a lot of thi11P at 
J 1 ! met on my W3)' home 3 friend of mine, 
12 I fell YC.lttrday off my bk)'cle, 

UNIT I 
108 I I 

I ---------------------------------
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incorrect, but aU of \vhlch are sentences about themselves or about other 
students in the class. For example, 

I take everyday the bus to school. 
Nicole doesn't like Chinese food very much. 

The teacher reminds the learners that the sentences should be designed to 
test their classmates' grasp of the word order rules they are to study. 

Step 2 
In the next Jesson, the wilcher puts the students in pairs, and they cach 
exchange the exercises they have prepared. Each does the exercise they have 
been given. That is, they read their partner's sentences and decide which are 
grammatically correct. They also correct [he ones that are incorrect. They 
then return them to their partner for checking. The teacher is available for 
consultation and will attempt to resolve any problems that arise - where, for 
example, there are two possible correct answers. 

Step3 
The teacher then rounds off this part of the lesson by eliciting the word 
order rules from the class. 

Discussion 
This is another example of 'helping the learners to help themselves'. By 
encouraging them to take advantage of self-study resources, the teacher is 
instilling habits of self-directed learning. )'10reo\'er, by setting the grammar 
study to do as a homework activity the teacher frees up valuable class time 
that might be put to more productive use, such as practice. Virtually any 
grammar area that is covered in the self-study books is appropriate for this 
kind of task. It is particularly useful for dealing with problem areas that arise 
in class, but that are not dealt with in the students' current syllabus. Having 
the students design their own exercise is a particularly important task, since 
this helps them to engage with the rule at a productive, not merely 
receptive, level. By personalising the exercise, it is made more memorable, 
and certainly more interesting for other students to do. It also allows for the 
possibility of some discussion of the content of the sentences (Is it true tbot 
YOII don't like Chines{! (Dod, Nicole?). Most self-study materials - including the 
'workbooks usually p·ublished along with course books - are suitable as a basis 
for studcnt-deslgned exercises. Exercise types that arc common in these 
kinds of materials are gap-filling tasks (as in the sample lesson above) using 
both sentences and texts, ordering tasks slIch as correcting the order of 
words in a sentence, expansion tasks which involve producing whole 
sentences or texts from prompt words, and transformation tasks which 
might involve trami()f!ning direct speech into reported speech, or active 
into passive sCntences. 

Evaluation 
The E-factor: By ha\·ing the students study the grammar as a homework 
task, the s,n'ing In cl:1SS time makes this approach ma..ximally efficient. The 
exercise-writing task acts as an to study the grammar. At the same 
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time, this exercise-writing task requires students to engage with the rules at 
a deeper level than conv,:ntionrd self..·study exercises normally require, thus 
increasing the efficacy of this approach, Finally, the pair work activity in the 
subsequent lesson provides an opportunity for so that e\'l.'11 

the student who hasn't done his or her homework has a chance of 
benefiting, As for the ease of this approach, it assumes th,lt students have 
access to self-study grammars, 1n the absence of til ese, tl1e grammar 
reference pages now found in most course books would serve equally well. 

Relying on students to take some responsibility for thei!' own 
learning fa the extent of purting free time aside to study grammar rules and 
design exercises may be ask.ing a lot of certain students, especially those who 
would prefer the teacher to be the source of all gn111lmru' input. To work 
well, this, kind of ,lcttVlty [11;\)' need to be introduced to the students 
gradually, with the exercise-writing activity taking place initially in class, in 
pairs or groups, and under the close supervision of the teacheL ;"Jcverthcless, 
with motivated groups of adult students who appreciate the value of freeing 
class time f()r language practice rather than for language study, this approach 
has a lot in its favour. 

conclUSionS/In this chapter, the distinction was made between: 
" to deductive approaches to grammar, where the rule is given and then 

, -' applied to examples 
/-' to inductive approaches, where the rule is discovered by generalising 
I from examples , 

1< 
l ! Among the advantages of using a deductive approach are these: 

it is direct, no-nonsense, and can be very efficient 
.. it respects students' intelligence, expectations, and learning style (if 

they are analytkally 'Inclined) 

On the other hand, a deductive approach has the following dangers: 
it can be seen as dull, over-technical, and demotivating 
certain kinds of learners, including younger ones, may react 
negatively 
it encourages the belief that learning a language is simply a case of 
knowing the rules 

A lot depends on how user-friendly the rules are, Characteristics of 
helpful rules include the following: 

truth - is the rule true? 
limitation - is it dear what the rule covers and what it doesn't? 
clal'ity - is it dearly expressed? 
simplicity - is it uncluttered with Subefules and exceptions? 
familiarity - does it use (oncepts that the students are familiar 
with? 
relevance - is it a rule that reflects students' specific needs and 
problems? 
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A lot also depends on the teacher's presentation of the rule. An 
effective rule presentation w'lllinclude the following features: 

it will be illustrated by examples 
it will be short 
students' understanding will be checked 
students will have an opportunity to personalise the rule 

Procedures requiring learners to teach and test one another might be 
as effective as a teacher explanation. This way they get grammar 
explanation and communication practice at the same time. 

looking ahead With that thought in mind, the next chapter looks at some 
approaches to the presentation of grammar that encourage learners 
to work out rules from examples inductive learning. We will look at 
ways in which examples can be presented to the learner so that they 
are a) intelligible, and b) organised in such a way as to promote 
efficient learning. > 
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........ 

to teach grammar 
examples 

Pros and cons of an inductive approach 

• Sample lesson 1: Teaching imperatives through actions 

Sample lesson 2: Teaching the present simple using 

Sample lesson 3: Teaching should have done using a generative 
situation 

• Sample lesson 4: Teaching the difference between past simple 

and present perfect through minimal sentence pairs 

• lesson 5: Teathing verbs take both infinitive and 
-ing forms, using concordance data 

o 
As we discussed in the last chapter there arc basi(ally two wa)'5 in which a 
ie'asner em achieve of i\ rule: the deductive (ruk-drjvl'n) 
path and the inductive (rule-discovery) pa.th. 111 the t()1"Jl1Cr, the grammar 
rule is presented and the learner engages with it through the srudy and 
manipulation of examples. In an inducti,'c approach, on the other hand, 
without having met rhe rule, the learner studies examples and from these 
example.s derives an underst<\nding of the rule, Both approaches ['MI, of 
course, lead on to further practice of rhe rule until applying it becomes 
automatic. 

The inductive rOllte would seem, on the of it, to be the wa\' one)s fifH 
language is acquired: simply through exposure to a massive al1lOl;nt ofinjJut 
the regutarities and patterns of the language become independent 
of conscious study and explicit rule formujal-ion. Induction, dr icarnlng 
through experience, is Seen:1s the 'n,'ltural' rOllte to learning, and, ;lS \\'c haYc 
seen in Chapter 2, is strongly identifled with methods of second 
Instruction that model themselves on fIrst language acqui,itioIl, such as the 
Direct _Method and the 0btllral Approa.:h. experiential methods O!' 

Instruction share a bils!c assumption thM b.nguage d,H)l (or input) is Dc,t 
processed inductively without recO\.\1'se to transbtion. They differ. 
howen:r, in the position they take as to how best this input should be 

and Thc), ,liso take different positions with regJrJ tn 
how and how often the teacher ,11Ould intervene. 
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At the non-intervention end of this spectrum is natural language 
acquisition ... picking it up as you go along. After all, the most natural route 
to a second language bypasses the classroom altogether, and the best 
example of experiential learning is that of immersion in the foreign-
language speaking community. There are case studies of 
h:arners \'vho ha\'e succeeded spectacularly in such a situation, just as there 
are as many studies of learners who have failed dismally. A desire to 
simulate the total immersion experience was the inspiration behind the 
language immersion programmes for schoolchildren that are now 
widespread in {IJan}' bilingual contexts, such as in Canada. While the 
results of these p"l:ogrammes are impressive, and have been used by theorists 
to support a 'zero-grammar' positi.on, such as the Natural Approach, there 
are newrtheless significant gaps in the language competence of the learners 
who emerge from these programmes, suggesting that unfocused exposure to 
unorganised language data may not be in itself sufficient. Induction, to work 
best, it seems, requires more than random exposure: it needs the 
intervention of either the syllabus designer, the materials writer, or the 
teacher, or all three. 

A much earlier attempt to simulate the way children acquire their first 
hngmge wa:; the Di.rect IVlethod (see page 21). Designed to challenge the 
decidely unnatural and highly intellectual procedures of 
Translation, the fundamental beliefbebind tbe Direct Method was that our 
f1rst language is acquired through the process of forming associations 
between language and the real world. In Direct Method classes, therefore, 
the rules of the langm1ge are supposedly acquired out of the experience of 
understanding and repeating examples which have been systematically 
graded for ditliculty and put into a dear context. Here is an example of a 
teacher's notes for a beginner's class teaching the present continuous: 

i wa..ik -rrerTl ote 5ide Ot c\o..s5room TO The other, o..nG\, 
while ycu. lUJ..1kir:.g, sa.y TI..UO cr three til'r"le5 to f\"lC clo..S5: 
1 a..m I am I.U:1..IK'Q9. 1 o..m uxtlkin,g. 

;Z Select 0.. S7u.cl.ent. Tell him TO l.UJ..\k o..crOS5 the rOOl'fl. 
IncUca. t he lTUsT soy the sentence os ycu.. Jicl: 
1 o..m u>..lkir;g. l am 1 o..m I.UJ..lkinE' 

I 3 ld\ him "TC lJJO..\k a..C\""oss thz rro'n (.1..90-1\""\0 1.n:\\D:l te tho.. t 
he YTlI..6t X Silent o..ncl yOcl sa.y to the clo..55: 

is (<.d.lls!0_q. (three tinlCS) 
,.., Tfl'2 Ckt.S5 Wn nexT 5..-1..y it in cheru.s. 

0:"otice that in this approach to grammar teaching it was not thought 
necessary to draw the learners' attention to an explicit statement of the 
grammar rult. 1t was considered sufficient to rely on the learners' 

to do the job. 



A development of the 'I-am-walking' kind of D11'C(t j\'1crhod present-
ation, but which inCOrpOf<1ted drill routines borwwcd from AudiolingualislU 
(see Chapter 2, p,lge 21), was the generative situation, a popular procedure 
in British language schools from the 19605 on (and associated with an 
approach that is sometimes cancd Situational Language Teaching), A 
generative situation is a situation which the teacher sets up in the lesson 
in order to 'generate' several example sentences of a structure. Here, (or 
example, is a situation from ElIl//isb ill Sitl/atjom (O'Neill, Oxford 
University Press, 1970) designed to present Jay with reported speech: 

I Ii. A factory needs workers. Yesterday Bill read 

I their advertisement in the paper. !t said thew 

I 
"We are a very large firm, pay very high 
wages, and have a good pension·scheme." 

I 
BIll is at the factory today. He now knows that 
al! those things are not true. At this moment he 
IS saying these things to the manager: 

I "YOU SAID YOU WERE A VERY LARGE 
FIRM but you are reaHy a small one! 

UQU SAID YOU PAID HIGH WAGES but 
they are really very low. 
YOU SAID YOU HAD A GOOD PENSION 
SCHEME. You really haven't one at all." J 

Notice that the situation generates three eX:lmplcs of the targeted structure. 
In the introductory notes to the teflchcr, the rationale nx this kind of 

presentation is summarised by the author; 'Class must have dwnce to )!;ain 
insight into when to use pattern. Situations represent typical instances. 
From these, they can gener::tlise about use of pattern. Teacher may nlso 
decide to g\ve torrnal nlle. However, this is not enough in itself." Forn",l 
rules c:m be helpful but cannot be substitllted for student's o\vn insight.' 
(p. vii) 

You witi note that '"n explicit rule statement is now tolerated. This '.vas 
not the case with either the Direct lvlethod Of Audiolingual <,pproaches. 
This reflects a sea change in thinking that was precipitated by f\O<lll) 

Chom::.ky'::. claim that language, f<1ther than being a habit structure, W',IS 

instead creativity. Greater tolerance of rules marked a 
return to a marc cognitive approach to language teaching, which had until 
then been associated oniywith Gramrnar-Transbtion (as 'Ive in Chapter 
3). Second language learning, far 6'om being a kind of conditioned reflex, 
was once again regarded as a conscious intellectual embwollr. 

hleanwhile, developments in educational thcory were promoting th' 
value of what came to be known as discovery learning. The principk 
underlying discovery learning is that, in the words of scvcra] 
centuries earlier: 'People are generany better persuaded b)' till: which 
they themselves have discovered than by those which h<1\,c come into the 
mil;ds of others'. . 
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Discovery learning involves cycles of trial and error, with guidance and 
feedback provided by the teacher. As an example, learners might be set this 
problem: 

Study these two sets of sentences: 
a Chris has lived in Cape Town l"Of ten years. 

Andrew has been learning to drive for six months. 
b Wendy has lived in Edinburgh since 1995, 

David has been out of work since January, 

They arc then invited to choose for or .linc't' to compicre the following 
sentences: 

Anna has been married ______ seven years, 
2 Jeff has been studying French ______ 1990. 

This is fairly straightforward. The next three test items, however, challenge 
the learner to refine their initial hypotheses, since the clues .1lT not so c;,sy 
to interpret: 

3 Chris and Jim have been together a long time, 
4 I have been living here last summer. 
S They have been going out together __ they met five weeks ago. 

A wrong answer to any of these examples requires the learner to look more 
closely at the examples to sec what the conceptual difference is between 

a and h, ;\'ote that an important element in this sequence is the 'up-
the-garden-path' procedure, whereby learners are 'tricked' into misapplying 
their developing nde systems, thercby getting negati\'c feedback ("No, thai's 
wrol/g,) which in turn forces them to re-think their initial hypothesis. Thus, 
learncrs who havc formulated the rule thatjol' is used with time expressions 
involving numbers and units (1m )Wln, JiA' months), may be misled into 
answering 4 and 5 with for. By provoking this kind of error, a guided 
discovery approach f()restalls the learncrs' natural tendency to stick with 
their first - usually quick-and-easy h:qJOthesis. The learner needs to know 
not only thatJ<:f/haJ' bCi!IIlIlIlrricdforjolir )1m!"" 1s right, but that [ha'rr' lii·i'll 
fi.l'illg here/o!" las! S//JIII1U'I" is noL 

The prindptcs ofth!:' guided discoI'Cry approach were originally Intended 
for self-instruction as a part of the kind of programmes which were used in 
language laboratories. They wcre soon :1daptcd for usc, and 
course books promoting an inductil'C approach to language learning are now 
more or less standard. An example of .1n inductil'c presentation of the 
present simple from 1'1/(,7.1..-' H'cN'f 1 (Longman 1988) is shown oppusire. 

Successfldly inrcning patterns and rules from the study of bng-uage data 
depends not only on how the data is organised, but on the quality and 
quantity of rhe data itself. \Vith the advent of hrgc complItc['iscd 
oCbngu:lge (caUed corpora) the possibilities of an inducti\'c ;lpproach have 
been amplified enormously. Not only do we now have available a larger and 
more rcpresentative range of examples, but the can be dOllC 

more and mu(:h, much more rapidly. Corpus d,lta are particularly 
ml'ful in l'olllj-lliting the frequency and typical CO-O("CllITellcrs of il1Ji\·idll.d 

.... 
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1 the rule 
I Look at these sentences: 

You know Norma and Joe, don't you? 
They work every day. 
Joe talks to tourists, and Norma writes letters. 
We always go to their travel agency. 
The agency Oi'f'0fS tcurs to. many different countrIes. 
I like the service tilers too. 
.. There (s a final s cn the verb only WIth 

certain subjects. What are they? 
o I 0 you 0 he 0 she 0 it 0 we 0 they 

Now apply the rulel 
Circle the right verb. 
I see/sees Norma almost every day, or 
she caU(caUs me. She and Joe sometimes 
come/comes to my house on weekends. 
Joe usually tell/tells us some funny stories. 

(from IVhple, R. Ne·w H:7"-'i' J, Longman, 1988) 

! 

\vords. One way of doing this is by means of coocordancing programs. A 
concordance is a collection of the instances of a v,ord or phrase, organised 
in such a way as to dispw.y its imlT1.ediate linguistic envlrorHnenL Lo(;k, k,t 
example, at rhe concordance below uf the word dllta as it has appeared so En 
in this chapter. This eonconhnce thrmvs up one Of r\\'o interesting f;tcts, !lot 
least that (tor this writer an\'1.vav) the word datil Ciln be used with both 
singular and plural verb fl)f]l1S (the dd/a is organised; Cor?1IS dllta <'11'1' ... ) 

The potential of corpora as sources for disCl)l'cry \e;trnlng is still being 
debated: the advantage so much language uat,l at one's fingertips 
has to be balanced against danger of being oW.'l'whdlned, with the result 
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that the learner can no longer see the wood for the trees. Nevertheless, 
concordances, often in modified form, are appearing more frequently in course-
books, as, for example, this inductive exercise; 

Grammar: 50 . that/such . that 

1 II: W'a1O so embarrassing I The, it V!f.lS the Honday aft 

2 ht, I'm so tired I could go straight to b@d. I ffi.:1nOl 

3 Axe you so yotUlg that you can't even share? I woulc 

<1 She'n such a nice person. \\'eren't they a lovely c 

5 t? It's such a shame thaI: he's gooe. And put that s 

6 It was such a warm day I thought it could be nice, 

From the British National Corpus • I 
Answer these questions about so and such In the sentences above 
I \\il,h\\()ldl"l,h<-fc'fl I(){)fl,j,h' 

2 \\ill(il\\'lldglll'iKi())( 1 11D\l11 \\II!lllf\\II]I<'II! IJ1 Idj!.\!IIC' 

-. \\111\11 

C ___ _________ _ 
(from I\Iohamed, S. and Acklam, R Illterllll'dillfr; Choice, Longman, 1995) 

\Vhat are the of encouraging learners to work rules out for 
themselves? 

Rules learners discover for themselves are_ I1Jgre.likely to flnheir existing 
merltal structures than rules they have vV'jth,This in turn 
1,vill make the rules more al1e1. serviceable. 
The mental cHart inrol1,'cd Cl1wres a greater -([egree of cognidv<E..depth 
which, again, ensures greater memorability. ---

arc more actively involvcd in the learrling than 
being simply passive recipients: they arc t9. be 1110re 
attentive and more motivated, 
It is an approach which Cl\'ours pattern-recognition and problem-solving 
abilities \\'hic11 suggests that it is particularly for learners who 
like this kind of challenge. 
If the pi'ob1cm-soh-ing is done colbboratil'cly, and in the targt;t language, 
learners get the opportunity for extra language practice. 
\Vorking things out for themselves prepares students for greater self-
reliance ,md i5 therefore conducive to 1carncrautol1omy. 

The di.'<llh'antages of an inductive approach include: 
The time and energy spent in worbng out rules may mislead students 
into be]ie\'ing that rules are the objectiye of language learning, rather 
than a means. 
The timc taken to \Vork out a rule 111a), be at the expensc oftime spent in 
putting the rule to sort of productive practice. 
Students may h;.potheslse the wrong rule, or their \'crsio!1 of (he rule may 
he cithcr too or too narrow in its application: this is especially a 



Sample lesson 

danger where there is no overt testing of their hypotheses, either through 
pracricc;exal11p1cs, or by eliciting an explicit strlterncnt of the rule, 
It can place heavy dcm,1l1ds on teachers in planning a lesson. They need 
to select and organise the data carefully so as to guide kamel'S to an 
accurate formulation of the rule, while also ellSuring the data is 
intelligible. 
However carC±i.llly organised the data is, many language areas such as 
aspect and modality resist easy rule formulation. 
An inductive approach frustrates students who, by dint of their persona] 
learning style or their past learning experience (or both), would prefer 
simply to be told the rule. 

Reseflrch findings into the relative beneflts of deductive and inductive 
methods have been inconclusive, Short term gains for deductive learning 
have been fmmel, and there is,"soJIle to suggest t}lat sOlllekinds of 

items are bette'r than 'djscoverccr Moreover, when sur-
veyed, tend to prefer deductive presentations of grammar. 

expos.cd, to ,indw.:tive approad1e,s, there is often less 
resistance ;15 tht:.Jefi:rners see the benefits of solving language prohlems 
themsdw$, Fil{ally, tllC autonomy argument is not easily dismissed: the 
caiiacii): to discern patterns and regularities in naturally occurring input 
would seem to be an invaluable tool for self-directed learning, and one, 
therefore, that might usefulJy be developed in the classroom. 

Lesson 1: Teaching imperatives through actions (Beginners) 
The following presentation, while sharing sin,ihrities ",iih the '}-anl-
walking' procedures of the Direct Met1lOd., in fact borrows more frorn the 
Total Physic'ill Response (TPR) Hl.cthod, TPR 15 based on the pri.nciple 
that learners learn best when they are wholly engaged (both and 
rllentaHy) in the language learning proccss< 

Step 1 
The teacher asks two students to come to the hunt of the class, where there 
are three (hn1rS placed in a )"01N, f"cing the rest of tIle (]a"", The teacher "its 
in the middle dlair and the rwo srudents sit either side. To the two students 
he ",,)"5 Stand lip ,md \It the same time stands up himself, indicating WJth a 
gesture that tlle students should do the same, The teacher then 5il)"S milk, 
alld w[ilks Heros" the room, indicating to the stllcients to do The Silmc. 
Further instructions follow: Slop . . IlInt arollnd ... 'i.i.'ilH' , .. rio/, ... fum i/r(illlld 
... :iit d01",·n. Each the teacher acts out the im\ruction and the Stll(1cnts 
follow. \Vhen, by this means, they have returned 10 their SC;llS, the te;H:hcl" 
signals to the student (In his left to rem':,lll seaw.i. The seq'll(:nce is then 
rc'peated, but this lime only the student on tlle right performs the action.;, 
following the instructions fron) the teacher, who, along "vitl! the, other 
student, remains seated. \Vhcn thc student sllccesdldly pcr(ormed the 
instructions, it is the turn of the second student. This lime the mcler of the 
instrucrions slightly varied. The teacher next· calls 011 ClJl\: ()r two ninre 
st\\dents frnm tn perf{"l\"n) the set nf instl"\Ktiol1S. 
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Step 2 
The teacher teaches the names of variOllS features of the classroom, such as 
board, !loar, tabl,', 'tOilli/o'w, (hoil',j7oor, light, simply by pointing to each one 
and saying name a few times while students listen, \Vith one student he 
then demonstrates, following a similar procedure ,IS in Step 1, the 
instructions: point /0 "" walk to .. " lauch "', open .. " and close ... , using as 
objects the classroom features previously taught, For example, v.:alk to the 
riGor, arm the door, close the door, IIlI'l1 ill'OIll/d, '1-Ul/lk /0 the bOllrd, point to the 
'windo-w, tOllch JJ)fjloor ... The student perftmns the actions while the rest of 
the class watch, Further students act out simihr sets of instructions given by 
the teacher, who gradually increases the number and density of instructions, 
so that students are soon having to listen to a complex set of instructions 
before they actu;llly st,trt to perform them. 

Step 3 
\Vith one student the teacher then dcmonstrates the me;ming of Don't ... by 
telling the Siam/lip. Don't 'walk. DO/l't tum arollnd. Sit dO'W1l ... , 
indicating when it is ltppropriate to perform the action and \vhen not, Step 
2 is then repeated, but with the inclusion of the negative imperatiyc form 
don't. 

Step 4 
The teacher writes the following table on the board. He reads sentences 
fi:orn it aloud, asking students to repeat them, bcf()re writing them down in 
their books. 

(l>cn'tJ 5to.n1 up. 
S,t (},0JYt. 
wo.lk. 

DiSCUSSion 

(l'cn'tJ WoJk to the boo.ret 
PCint TO liqht. 
eren door: 
Ciese t;"e ll:ihdOJJ, 
TOLle;) floor, 

Learning a langu;tge through actions attempts to simulate the experience of 
flrst language learning. ?\orice that 111 this TPR-stylc lesson there no 
pressure on the learner to speak, a feature that ditJerentiates TPR from its 
Direct :"lethod ,lllteccdents, where the learners would have 
repeated the commands (see the 1 11111 HIIl/J.:ing example earlier 'in this 
chapter), The prInciple oper;\tlng here is [hat, since children seem to 
dewJop listening in ;t(kll1ce of the ability to speak, second 
language learners should do 2\lor('O\'er, this 'silent period' removes 
some of the with bnguage allowing the learner to 
concentrate solely on the input withuut the requirement to 
pmducc aC(Ur,He output. :\'()ltce., also, that the rule for f()rmation of the 
im)'<:rati\'e (including its ncgatiH' form) not on .. Ttl.., st;ltcd. The language 
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data is simply organised in such a way so as to enable the learnlCrs to 
formulate the rule for themselves (Step 4). 

Evalu.ltlon 
The E-factor: Using actions to convey the meaning of grammatical items 
is highly efficient, since it requires little in the way of preparation, ;llld by 
by··passing explanation or translation offers a direct route to the the learner's 
language processing capabilities - hence the 'directness' of the Direct 
I\lethod. 1\10reo\'er, proponents of Total Physical Response claim that 
physical movement engages holistic ri.ght-brain processes, a better h.lsis for 
language acquisition than linear left-brain ones. At the same time the 
absence of the stress associated with the pressure to produce (orrect 
sentences reduces what is thought to be the main inhibitor to successful 
second-language learning. However, there arc only a limited range of 
language items that lend themselves to physical demonstration and 
classroom enactment, imperatives being an obvious candidate. Others arc 
prepositions of place, denwnstmtivcs (thi" that), present progressive (I am 
walking , .. ) and such functional areas as commands, requests, and otters, 
The illustration of morc subtle concepts may require considerable ingenuity. 

The A-factor: VVhile many students respond positively to activities with a 
performance component and appreci.ate the so-caned right to be silent, 
there are others who may find this Simoll silys approach somewhat int";lntile, 
and react negatively. TPR activities are probably best used as one ofsevcml 
different procedures rather than being used exclusively, and are particularly 
ciUitable for younger teamers or beginners. For adULt blrners, some advance 
explanation of the rationale underlying this approach might be a good idel. 

Sample lesson Lesson 2: Teaching the present simple using realia (Beginners) 
Realia is the technical term for any real objects that are introduced i11tt) the 
classroom for te·aching purposes. Thus, a "yord Elmily such as the n'"mts d" 
different fruits could be taught by using pictures of fruit, or they could be 
taught using realia - real frUIt. In this presentation the te;\Chcr uses 1'c;l1i:1 
to eliCit examples of the present simple in a beginners' 

Step I 
The teacher shows the class a collection of objects that she says ;;Jw t(-lund 
in a hJ.g left in the teachers' rOonl. They include sll';h thing5 'lS:.1. bus p·,,;;s.; ,\ 
programme for the current jazz festival; an empty gbsses case; the guarantee 
for a well-known brand of watches; a nuvd in French; ;l swimming cap; ;1 

guitar pick; etc. (Note that none of'ihe nbjcct'5 ha:, the owner's 11'.l.n'ie.) She 
dh'idcs the class into pairs and hands each pair :l1) object, td!!ng them ther 
should try to work out some characteristics of the owner of th,tt objecr, so 
that tile teacher can work out who the b:lg belongs to and refUrn it. The 
blrners study their object and then pass it on to the pair on their left until 
the), have had a ch,lllce to look at them ,1.11. 
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S'cp2 
The teacher asks the class: Do ).'Oll thillk ifs 11 man 01' a 'womflll? Depending 
on their response the owner is thereafter referred to as he or she or !)<'/ si,l'. She 
then elicits from the learners based on their deductions. 
Vocabulary is provided as necessary and the sentences are 'shaped' by the 
teacher and written on to the board so as to display the target fi.wm clearly, 
which is the present simple form of the relevant verbs: 

I+C like5 jClz;z" 
r+c To..kcs tt.c Dtl5. 
I+C l<.)(7.(."'5 Cl 5u.u. 
I·hz l1-,)(2O,1""5 q1Cl55C5. 
r+c pio,ys f(;c gJXTCli. 
f+C rG.0..J.5 French. 
H-c .9(£5 

Step 3 
The teacher directs attention to the form of the verbs, highlighting the final 

She also checks that students afe dear as to the time reference implied 
by this use of the present simple, by Is Ibis pm!, prcst'll!, or/li/lnA'To 
the ans\vcr Prc.\('i1t, she Right 110'W, or C'VeI}, day? to elicit E1'('}, day. 

She then rubs out the verbs, and asks learners to complete the list [rom 
memory, working In pairs. This task is then checked. 

Step 4 
The teacher then asks the students individuallv to write a similar list of 
sentences about a person in the class, The teacl1er monitors the scntenc('-
writing stage, providing vocabulary where needed, and suggesting 
impwn'ment's. lndi\"idual students then read out their sentences, while the 
other students guess who is being described. 

Discussion 
Visual aids and realia arc useful in that they cirCU111vent the need for 
trambtiol1, ',1l1d they C',ll1 COll'dDUnic.1te a gre-.lter·' LlI1ge of me',1l11ngs than can 
actions. In this example, l'he teacher uscs real objects to engage Shldcnts' 
interest in it piece of detedin work (Step 1), Ont:' problem here is that 
students lll<ly hck the necessary vocabubry to express their deductions. This 
may require the teacher to pre-teach the names of the individual objects 
(although this is not going to prO\"ide them with the verbs the), will need). 
\\,ith a monulingual class, al1m\"ing the students to consult bilingual 
dinionaries is a possibility. Alternatively, the teacher simply cuts Step 1 
short ·,It thc pOint where the sttldents go into pllirs, and pl'OYlclcs the 
\'oc:lhubry at Step 2. The language-focus stage (Step 3) may make 1110re or 
kss usc of graml1'l;nical tcrminolm.(\', ;1CcoI'ding to the teacher's :lSeessment 
of rile 'ZCl'O option' \\"llulJbe to bl\"e'rhe rule unstated, and simpl)· 
nw\"t: qLlight (\11 to Step.t, on the ;b5Um)1til'1l that the context the 
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meaning obvious, and that there are sufficient examples for the students to 
work out the rule. 

Evaluation 
The E-factor: Collecting a suHlcicntly varied range of objects detracts from 
the case of an approach that relies on realia, but t!lis is perhaps compensated 
for in terms of eJ£cacy: real ohjccts engage students' interest, and hence 
heighten their attention. 

The probJem is that there is only ,1 limited number of grammatical 
structures that lend thenlse!yCS to this approach. At higher kyels, for 
example, the same lesson could be adapted to teach the language of 
deduction: He /JIm! glaJJI''\; be pro/Jab!;! liktJ /Ol::Z; Ix al/JIo.r! 
be/olig.<; fo a gym. \Vn,pped objei:::ts Cjln he used to g{)Qd dIed to teach the 
language of perception: It lo(;/.:s li/.:(' 11 .•• ; it/eels likt a ... ; it JOl/lldr like a .. etc. 
The contents of someone's weekend bag could be used to te;Jch either the 
present perfect (Sid beell to til(' !JJ.'(/cl1 ",) or future fonns (She:, goillg to faRi! 
a plane ... ). And a full shopping bag is an obvious choicc for teaching the 
language of quantities, e.g. bow III/{(b? and bo'-w !IIlmy? However, the 
advantages in terms or engaging the lcurlcrs' attention have to be balanced 
against the d10rt involved in preparation. 

The A-factor: Adult learners may be wary of a style of te1Ching that harks 
back to the primary classroom, so the appropriacy of using 1'calia necds to 
be carefully considered. A t lower levels and for younger learners, however, it 
is a very direct way of dealing with wcaning, and, especially where there is 
a probkm-solYing clement, is quite comp:1tible with seriollS language 
learning. 

Sample lesson Lesson 3: Teaching should have done uSing a generative situation 
(Intermediate) 
The sitll,ttional <l[1proach that follows was designed to overcome some ofthc 
shortcomings mentioned abcl\'e ofrclying solely on namely, 
that only a limited number of structures lend thenlsehcs to this ;lpproach. 
By offering the learner a cuntext. it ;liso ,1\'oids the problems invoked in 
eidler e:-:plan;l!'ion or translation. 

Step 1 
By means of a pIcture on the board (a drawing, photo, or picture cut from a 
lW,lg',wine) the tc,1(hcr introchlCcs a ch',\l',1.(ter she ellls An.Jy. She draws a 
rough rJ1(lp of Australia, placing next to it a picture of a four-wheel dri\"c 
vel1icle. 511e elicits idl'<ls ;1, to hoI\' thesl' pin-me;; arc connected, establishing 
the situnion that And\' has decided to chi\'e across the Austnllian desert 
fi"om the cast to the wc;t. She elicits the sort of preparations a person would 
need to make for such a jOllfllC». Students suggest, for example) th;1t Andy 
would need a map, a spare wheel, Jots o(\\,atcr, a t]';l\'Clling; companion, food, 
a first aid kit, and so on, The leadllT some of these ideas, ,1lld writes 
them in ,1 column on rhc board, ,1I1d one or t\\'(J ideas of her own: 
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Step 2 

To 0.0 thiS kind of jou.rncy) you. s;udd: 

t"ke " =p 
to..kc l)J;:l.. ter 
not Clienc 
eta Vise ·the police 
hOt i'ro..vel in the wet sCctscn 

The teacher then explains that Andy made no preparations. He didn't take 
a map, he didn't take water, he travelled alone, etc. She asks the students to 
imagine what happened. Using their ideas as well as her own, she constructs 
the following story: Andy set off, got lost, got very thirsty, set otT in search 
of help (leaving his vehicle behind), got trapped by sudden Hood waters, etc. 
The police set out in search of him but couldn't find him because he had 
abandoned his vehicle and left no note. The teacher checks these facts by 
asking one or two students to recount them. . 

Step 3 
The teacher asks the class: Well, 'what do you tbink of Andy?, eliciting answers 
Eke He '-was stupid. Teacher: Why? At this point, students may venture 
sentences, like He !!illst take (J map. Having thus established the idea of 
disapproval of past anions, the teacher models the sentence: He should ha·V<' 
{alil'l1 a IIWP, repeating it two or three times. The students repeat the 
sentence in unison and then individually. The teacher reminds the students 
of rhe concept of by asking Did Jx take a map? (No). Was thllt a 
goad idt'a? (No) So ,,,? The students respond: He should hl1'Ve taken (J map. 

She then repeats this process using the example of travelling alone, 
eliciting, modelling, drilling, and concept-checking the sentence: He 
J/;ollldn'f ha'c'c Imi}i'l!cd alom. 

Further prompting elicits example sentences, such as: 
He should've taken water. 
He shouldn't have left his car. 

At strategic points, the teacher recaps the sentences that have been 
generated, uSIng the words on the board as prompts. So br, nothing has 
becn wrItten on the board. 

Step -4 
The teacher then clears the board and writes up the following t8.ble: 
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She asks students, working in pairs, to add further sentences about the 
situation to the t,tble. Individual students read sentences fi'om the 
table, and the teacher reminds them of the pronunciation of should /W-l't' i.e. 
Ijodov/. 

Step 5 
The teacher then asks students to imagine the diatobllJe ,,,,hen the police 
finally find Andy, She '''Tites the following exchange on the board: 

think. 

Students, working in pairs, continue writing the dialogue along the same 
lines, and then practise it aloud, taking it in turns to be the police offIcer 
and Andy. 

Discussion 
The above example represents a type of grammar presentation procedure 
withtn which there is scope for ll\lmy vc\r(;J.tions. For txample, the sitllL1..tion 
(Step 1) em be introduced using magazine piChtfeS, 
personal photos, or video. Alternatively, the situ,ltion could emerge out of a 
text the students have read or listened to. The point is that however it is 
established, the situation generates several examples of the targeted 
grammar item. 

By eliciting some of the content of the presentation, the teacher aims 
both to involve the learners more ,lCtiye/y in the lesson, ,llld to monitor their 
,:h:veloping nnderstandi.ng of both the and tl;c target hnguage. 
Likewise, some teachers might choose not to drill the example sentences 
(Step 3), but rather let the students silently reflect on them, in the belief that 
the mental and physical demands of immediate production distract 
attention from the bLlin work involved in working out the rules. 

The number of examples of the targeted item is at the te,teher's 
discretion. Howel'er, the 1110re data the students have to work with, the 
greater the likelihood of their hypothesis being correct, But, in the interests 
of tin1C and this is oni)' the prescnt·:ttion st":igc, {\')Hr or five exanlpks of ';l 
strucrure are probably sufficient. 

The decision to withhold the written form (until Step 4) is based on the 
belief - inherited from Audiolingualism - that the written furm might 
interfere with the correct pronunciation. Ho\\'cYer, it is likely that 
arc going to make spelling-sound anyway, and d1<: 
sooner that these arc dealt with the better. Also, it is g-enerally to pick 
up grammatical and lexical inf()fnlation {fom the w'ritten t;':lI"ll1 tll,H1 ([\)111 
the spoken, ,-",jllcb suggests tl);'(t, in the of rule induction, it \lEy nnt 
be a good idca to withhold the written form too long. , 

;.Jotice th,lt in the example, no aHem!'t is made by the to a 
of the rule. She reEl'S un frequent checks df 
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understanding of should l.wue done. ?\everthc1ess, this is no guarantee that 
learners \\'ill Formulate the correct rule. Eliciting a statement of the rule (e.g. 
that should hlroe is used to criticise past actions) might help, but this will 
depend on the karners' COll-lnland of tern,i1)ology. In ';t monoEng\\al cbss, <l 

translation of one or two of the examples could be elicited instead. 

Evaluation 
The E-factoc A sihlational context permits presentation of a wide range of 
language items. It is therefore more versatile than the 'I-am-\valking' school 
of presentation, which relies solely on what can be demonstrated here-and-
now. Furthermore, the situation serves as a means of contextualising the 
language and this helps clarify its me,wing. At the same time the generated 
ex,lmples provide the learners with data for induction of the rules of form. 
Students can be involved in the development of the presentation :IS \\!ell as 
in solving the grammar 'problem': this makes it less dry than a traditional 
grammar explanation. IVloreover, the situation, if well chosen, is likely to be 
more memorable than a simple explanation. All these factors suggest that 
this approach rates high in terms of efficacy. 

But there are also problems, as was suggested earlier. 'Vhat if the students 
don't 'get' the rule? Or wh:1t if they get the wrong rule? VVouldn't it haw 
been easier to explain it from the start? "Vhat if the students don't realise it 
is a grammar presentation at all? If student-s are in the \vrong mind-set t-hey 
are unlikely to do the kind of cognitive work involved in the i.nduction of 
grammar rules. 

This kind of presentation ,llso takes more time than an explanation. Time 
spent on presenting langu,lge is inevitably time spent at the expense of 
language practice, and it is arguable that what most students need (especially 
at intermediate level and beyond) is not the presentation of rules but 
opportunities to practise them. Thus, tl-le generative situation loses points in 
terms of its economy. And it also requires a resourceful teacher who not 
only is able to conjure up situations that generate several strucrumlly 
identical sentences, but who Ius also the means (and the time) to prepare 
the nccc%ary -visual aids. These factors detract from the ease of this 
approach. 

The A-factor: The popularity of this kind of presentation owes alot fO the 
fact that it dispenses with the need tell' either translation or explanation. 
Tr:1l151ation and explanation were for a long tilTlc associated with traditional) 
transmission-style teaching, and tmmbtion is of course not feasible with 
multilingu,J classes. \Vhik many of the reservations about translation and 
explanation have been reassessed (see the previous chapter), the situational 
presentation )S popular, and is particularly appropriate with younger 
lc,uncrs ',\l)d WIth (b.ssts of beginners. l·Iowevcr, given its relativc 
inenlciency, it should probably be used cautiously with learners wlio ,lre in 
a hurry, or who arc at a lc\'el where lengthy and elaborate presenwtions 
might seem somewhat patronising. 
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Lesson 4: Teaching the difference between past simple and present 
perfect through minima! sentence pairs (Pre-intermediate) 
In this example the teadlcr is contrasting two easily confused verb struc-
tures. The class ,lIT familiar with both these structures but have met them 
only separately rather than in combination. 

Stop 1 
The teacher ·wri.tes the three sets of scntC\1('es on the board: 

1 0... 1 \iC seen 0...11 Ct Jim Jo...rmu.sch 15 .films. 
b 1 5O..lJJ hiS 10... tes"r tilm 10...5+ month, 

b 

3 "-o 

Since 1 qq C > she '5 u .. x)rkect fer 
ci.iffcrcnt Y1ClUspo...pers, 

l<..Crked. tcr lhe Observer 

yOJ. ever been to Peru.? 
\.lIZrc yOJ.. 'iYl Peru.? 

He asks the class first to identifv the two verb structures in each of the ,ets, 
and establishes that each a is an example of the present perfect, 
while each sentence b is an example of the past simple. If students are in any 
doubt about this, he quickly recaps the rules of f(""lnn (Of cach of these 
strucDlres. 

StopZ 
He then asks the learners to consider the differences in nlcaning in cad) 
case (1-3), and to see if they can come up 'with a general rule ten the 
difference berween the present perfect and the past simple. He :1110\\'5 tlw:11 
to discuss this in pairs. In checklng this task, he elicits the bcr th,lt the 
present perfect is used to talk about experience but ,vi tllOu t specifying \\'llCn 
it happened. The past simple, on the other hand, is used to talk about a 
specific experience, often at a specified past time. To clarifj- this point, he 
draws the follmving timclincs on the board and asks students to match them 
to the examples a or b. 

--r-"--, ---,-
V V V t 

0'0\V 
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Step 3 
I-Ie divides the class into pairs and sets them the following exercise which 
requires them to choose between the nvo forms: 

a Complete this Job interview benveen an 
Interviewer (I) and a Candidate (e). Put the verbs 
in brackets in the Present Perfect or Past Simple. 

So, tell me a little about the things you (do). 
e: Well, ! (study) French and German at universiTY 

'I' Tilen, f ... (te;Jch) in secondary school for;J few 
years, 

I 

. you (enjoy) teaching? 

I 
c: t\'o, not realiy, ! . , . (not like) the discipline 

problems. So, J. . (stan) working for a large drug I 
I company. I ... you (work) abroad at all? I 
I eYes \\el! dbout three }cars dgO I (gel) a JOjb m I fr,mce sellmg .!d\ertlsmg space for ,\ sCience 

l I1Mgazlf1e 
I' you (go) ebe? 

Yes 1 (work) In German) m 1990 
__ I: Oh really? What (do) there? 

(from :;\'1ohamed, S. and Acklam, R. Prt-Jlltc'l"IlIl'tiidtt Choice, 
Longman, 1993) 

Discussion 
The assumption on which this presentation is based is that it is often casier 
to make sense of a concept when it is contrasted with a closely related 
concept. The aspect system of English (see page 5 for an explanation of 
aspect) lends itself to such contrasts, where the diHerence between, for 
exanlpk, J-fIFJC YOIi seen my dllllgbt<'1"? ',md /-{tl'l.'e YOII bien sft'illg my dallghfrr? 
can have important implications. By presenting hvo sentences that are only 
different in one or two particulars (hence their name: pairs), the 
teacher is better able to fixus the students' attention on exactly how the 
choice of form determines a difference in meaning. However, in rbe absence 
of ,In)' contextual information there is a danger that the sentences become 
leached of meaning, and that the discllssion of differences may become 
rather audemic The teacher needs to choose lexically simple examples with 
filir!)' sclf-n'ident contexts - sentences, in other words, that arc not 
prot;lematlc in the way that authentic data can often be. 

In Step 1, the teacher presented the minimum number of paired 
sentences necessary to COIl\'ey the target grammar contrast. (It often pays to 
have a few more in rcser\'e,) As with ;lll rule-explicit presentations, Step 2 
dCJl1ands ;1 basic command of grJ.mm;H" terminolog!' on the part of the 
kamCfS. At lower lends and in monolingual group,;, students might be 
pennitn:d to formubte their hypotheses in their own language. The usc of 
timelines a \'isua! suppOrt fl.)r those students who might fmd a 
purely \'t:rb;t! explanation daunting. Hypotheses must be tested, ;tnd Step 3 

an stage ill the It aho shilts the [{!Cus back on to 
the 
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Evaluation 
The The minimal pairs approach is designed to overcome the 
lack of economy of the generative situation (see sample lesson 3). By get-
ting stratght to the point, the minimal p·;:.,irs prescnt'3.tion conlbines the 
best features of an explanation-driven <lpproach (sec Chapfer 3) and a 
discovery approach. It is also relatively easy to plan and set up, and is 
theret"ore 0. useful \V,lY of dealing with problems '"s they 'Arise. In terms of 
efficacy, it relies he;wily on the choice of example sentences. [dare 
problematic still is the lack of context, ,,,,hich Ciln sometimes lead students 
to the wrong conclusion, or, more tl.'ustratLlcgly, to no condusion at ,tlL For 
example, apart from what they might already know abour the two 
structures, there is nothing to help students untangle the difference between 
these two sentences: 

a They've been painting the kitchen, 
b They've painted the kitchen. 

YVhereas, with slightly more context, the diflerence in meaning starts to 
take shape: 

'What a mess\' 
'Yes, they've been painting the kitchen,' 

b 'The flat is looking nice.' 
'Yes, they've painted the kitchen,' 

Students could waste a lot of time soning out mistaken hypotheses 
the examples are well chosen and logiol1y presented. Time spent sorting 
our wrong hypotheses can cancel out the advantage th.is approach 11:1s in 
terms of economy. 

The A-metor: The direct and uncompromising grammar focus of this 
approach is particularly suitable fOr adult students who afe not deterred by 
an analytical approach to language learning. By incorporating 1l!1 clement of 
discovery learning it can also foster in classes that work wetl 
together at problem-sohring. Younger learners, or !earners who prefer ;l 

mote expcrienti:t! approach to language learning, may tlnd this approach to 
grammar dry and unmQtlyating, especially if the distinctions they ;LrC being 
asked to identify are not transpilrently obviolls. 

;amp!e lesson Lesson 5: Teaching verbs that take both infinitive and "ing forms, 
using concordance data (Upper intermediate) 
One persisrcnt heacbche !earners is knowing which vcrbs in English :nc 
followed by the infinitin;, as in t/eridt'd 10 I"t'.;igll, ,tr1d which \'(:rb5 Like 
the -ing form (sometimes callcd the gerund), ,1S in ",11;11/:;) 
The problem is complicated by the filet tlut there :irc a number ofvcrbs 
can take both tC)J"!l1S, but with a (sometimes subtle) diffi:rcl1cl' in IllUllillg. 
In this lesson the teacher has decided to use con(Ord:uKc lLu \(I glliLk ,he 

dis(On-:ring dith'rcnces (ill" 
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Step 1 
The teacher divides the class into three (A, B, and C), and gives each 
group a different set of concordance lines as shown here: 

Group A: RC!!It'mha 

REMEMBER (19:26, 07.05,98) 
d Yanto, thoughtfully. On 1I1e other hand, I remember seeing them dancing together at a ball shortly before the' 

monti1s Top to Tail if you own a poodle. Rernemberto listen out for Katie and friends on Radio 2. Should you 
here wasn't anyone to see me go, I remember thinking how white and cold her face looked, with 

ve iood started to decrease in September, so remember to feed fish, Remember to check on them from time to Ii 
t remember being so unhappy - not ever. I remember being in La Scala, Milan during the war. In the early 40s 

her to a colliery tip about four miles away. I remember going to a fruit and flower market in Leeds very early one 
what I can do but irs all working, Oh I must remember to take thai film out. Is that the finish of it total? Alii rem 

(wl,ich doesn't mean there weren't any). '1 remember seeing pictures of a fish like that at school, but I'm damn 
was working in Worcester. 'I don't seem to remember seeing you in church, Bridget,' said Clare. The last thing 

ber to feed him,' so I'll just have to remember to bring an electric drill up and see what I can do but iI's al 
ehudi Menuhin was in town for a concert. I remember being rather keen on Bert when I was about fiteen. Whe 

FORG?T (18.53, 07.05.98) 
ernmen! last year announced that those who forget to flush public toilets will be fined up to US dollars. Results 
frothy fronds lit up by evening sun, I'll never forget seeing your Grandfather for the first lime. I couldn't believe 
acting inspector over the weekend. I'll never forget being in hospital. 

s are getting shaner it doesn't mean you can forget having a bit of fun in the garden. Results of your search Yo 
othes. For instance, if you load Windows, but forget to take the mouse out of the bag, you can just clip the Tosh 
live alone, If you are leaving the area do not forget to pick up any clothes that are at the cleaners, or shoes, 
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e, where shamrock fans forget to blur. Don't forgel to put your clocks back tomorrow night Once the removal 0 
our or two watching TV together. She hadn't forgotten going to the pictures with Vernon to see The Song of Pa 
y solutions found for this query M. 8. I never forget being called by a superintendent who said: 'Sergeant Bulla 
to add more volume of food daily. I must not forgetto say something to the whole school aboul her: Don't carr 
forget to bring music, 'Now eat up and don·t forget to take your litter home with you.' If there is anything else yo 

Group C: Stop 

STOP (19.18, 07.05.98) 
tense. listening. At tl1e age of twelwl, Bailey slopped eating meal. Although he had already taken his first maul 

though Anna was sure her mother had not slopped having baths or using perlume. Annabel was determined 
asthma? And it was two o'clock when they stopped talking, they stopped having their break! Results of your s 
s of Ron's hard training schedules, I finally stopped going to school when Charlie did, and Eva arranged for m 
ould appreciate it if the two gentlemen who slopped to help me when I had an accident with my car on the roa 
these lasl two days,' s/1e told I,,;m when /1e slopped 10 greet her and ask if she had heard the brilliant spontan 

day I \NaS filling up with petrol when a chap slopped to say he was a member of the Ferrari Owners Club and 
exall)ine Iris reflection in the mirror. The bus stopped to pick up a passenger off one of the first terraced streets 
to the newspapers, but Mr Carter has never slopped believing he could solve the world's problems. But Joy 

defeat as gracefully as he COUld. Churchill slopped to take a cigar from the flap pocket of \I,e one-piece siren 
he idea thai had fiitted through his mind. He slopped eating and reached across and took his wife's iland I'd st 

She tells the groups to ShlllY their lines, and di"ide them into two 
patterns. If they find this difficult she suggests that they louk at the form of 
the verb that immediately follows the word in the central column ofe,lch 5Ct 

of lin!:s, They thcn'imtrllct'cd to try to work out the difJerc!1ccs in 



meaning between the two patterns, s1ill in their groups. The teacher 
monitors the group work, offering assistance where nccessa.ry. 

Stop 2 
The teacher t"hen fe-groups the class, so that at least one member of each of 
the former groups A, Band C, is in c"eh of the new groups. Their task is to 
expbin to each other the patterns of form and meaning that thl')' have 
found for their particular verb, and then, as a group, to work out a general 
rule that holds for all three verbs. They then report to {"he class. 

Step 3 
The teacher summarises by drawing the following tim clines: 

1 
flZtnCiTber o-c'(nq SOl'ne;thi'f'9 
forqe.t aOinq somethihg "" 
step -sC\'l'\lZtnit;9 ." 

;z 

r-cnternbcr 
fer-jet 

51CP 

rcvnCm,cr to etc 5crnethir>g 
fer-oct to d,Q 5Cfndhi\)(\ -
step to do 

--------f-------+-------... 
rcm:::xrba-

fer_gci" 
s':-q 

to (lc 

In other \\'ords, in the case of 1 the doing precedes the n:mclllhail1g,/mgd-
ting, .rlopping. In the case of 2 this sequence is reversed. 

Step 4 
To check their grasp of the rule, the teneher then 11.mds out a discrimination 
exercise, For example: 

I went to the post office but I forgot to post/posting the letter. 
2 J don't remember to see/seeing the Millers at the pal'ty, 

Discussion 
The teacher has decided to split the daLl anal .... l:lsk three ways, both l'O 

reduce the amount of data that le,1rners ha"\'(: to sift through to pHwide 
'an dement o( infourr,ltlon exchange, en(ouraging stmknt intcL1(tion. Of 
eOllrSC, it is not necessary to jigs:nv the t;Fk like this, \Tor does the han' 
to be authentIc - it could be contrived or especially for )o\\'cr 
Le\'c\:;, Finally, ifkarntrs h,,\'e "Cl't,S to;1. cotnpuccr room, the could be 
pro\'ickd in its 'ron\" forni, i.e. as a corpus of texts, and the otudcllts 
(assuming the), afe familiar with huw to operatc simple 
sofr\\'arc) could collect the conconbn(c inJ()fIll:niol1 1 he 
a(h':ll1ragc of using computers is lh:lt it allows 10 gn::lln numbcr o( 
C(lJ)cordanc:c [he ClJ'1 lll' 'In,j.1Jll\:' rc" 
sorted according to a \':triery of crill'I'I:l. 
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Evaluation 
The E-factor: In common w'ith other rule-discovery approaches, it is 
necessary to b;dance the losses and gains that accrue when the learner is 
;\Ctively im'ohTd in thc learning process. One loss might be the amount of 
time taken to work 13ur the rules, but the gains will be the consequent 
impnwement in terms of understanding. However, there are added costs 
that have to be taken into account when one is dealing with concordance 
data, one bcing the diHiwlty of understanding the concordance lines in 
their somcv,'hat disembodied and truncated form, quite apart from the 
lexical problems thro-wn up by the llse of authentic data. It may help to train 
learners to be able to understand and interpret concordance data by, for 
examplc, talking them through one or two examples on ovcrhead projector 
transparencies. Selecting the data carefully in advance is also a good idea, 
although this ob\'iously will reduce the case bctor, Adopting this approach 
will of course depend on the teacher b\'ing access to concordancing 
software ;md a sufflciently large database to ,'pply it to. 

The A-factor: Learners unused to this way of presenting linguistic data arc 
likely to be puzzled by it; the added challenge of working OLlt rules may turn 
puzzlement into hostility On the other hand, learners who are comfortable 
with cnrnputcrs, and arc sutl1cicndy motivated, may End that learning to use 
cOl1ombnce data is an extremely uschtl tool. 

Conclusions in this chapter we have looked at a range of ways of presenting 
grammar that are designed to engage learners' inductive reasoning 
processes. That is, using a variety of means the teacher presents 
learners with pre-selected language data and encourages learners to 
work the rules out for themselves. As we have seen, these approaches 
are designed to offset the perceived weaknesses of deductive, rule-
ddven methods, and especially the lack of learner initiative associated 
with 'chalk-and-talk' approaches to teaching. Nevertheless, it should 
be clear from the above examples that inductive approaches vary 
markedly in terms of the role in which they cast both learner and 
teacher. On the olle hand, there is the relatively passive and non-
intellectual role of the learner in the TPR approach, while on the 
other there is the fairly teacher-independent and cognitively 
demanding approach using concordance data. 

Looking ahead A problem shared by the kinds of deductive and inductive approaches 
we have looked at in the last two chapters is their dependence on 
decontextualised and often very contrived examples of language, 
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The next chapter looks at ways that attempt to remedy this by using 
chunks of language larger than the sentence. 
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Sources of texts 

@ Sample lesson 1: Using a scripted dialogue to teach the present 
simple 

$ Sample lesson 2: Using an authentic: text to teach the passive 
@ Sample lesson 3: Using student language to review ways of 

talking about the future 

ill Sample lesson 4: Using a dictogloss to teach would for past 
habits 

@ Sample lesson 5: Using genre analysis to teach reporting 
language 

Texts and \Ve are all familiar ,vith the experience of being asked the meaning of a 
contexts word and h,nring to reply But the (onNx!? The very word '[cord CClI1 

mean different Ihings in different contexts, ,lS these examples show: 
What does this word mean? 
Can I have a word with you? 
I give you my word. 
Word has it that they are getting married. 
If you want help, just say the word. 
How should 1 word this letter! 

LanguRgc is context-sensitive. This me'ws that, in the absence of CO\H<;xt, it 
is very difficult to recover the intended meaning of a single word O[ phr'bc. 
This is trlle of words tJkcn our of the context of selltcnccs.lr IS ,liso true of 
sentences taken out of the context of texts. The f()lloH"ing sentC11ces 
almost meaningless out of Context: 

1 The ones that don't, seem to think so. 
2 It's a drink. 

Here are the contexts [rom \',:hich these scntences wcre rakcl1: 
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1 Is it important that a gin comes from London? The ones that don't, seem 
to think so. Because, though they aU have 'London Dry Gin' on their 
labels, only one premium gin is actually distilled in London, the city of 
great gin making. 

2 'Are you going to that Hodders party?' 
1 said that I didn't know anything about it. 
'It's for that boring woman who \vrites picture books about Nash terraces. 
Every twit in London will be there: 
'So are ),ou going?' 
'It's a rlrink,' ?vlusprat said, meaning yes. 
(from Theroux, P. Lady A1ax, Granta 40) 

The meaning of sentence 1 depends on references to the senl'enc:e 
immediately preceding it. The meaning of It's" drink in the second example 
depends on our expectation rhat what people say is relevant to ivhat has just 
been said. In this case, the question Are you goillg? requires a relevant ans,v('f, 
which is likely to be either )'I'S Of 110. It is more likely that It:, a drillk means 
yes rather than /la, but notice that the author feels the need to make this 
interpretation explicit. 

As decontextllalised words and decontextualised sentences lose their 
meaning, so too do decontextualised texts. That is, texts divorced from their 
context may become difficult to interpret. Here are three short texts. Each 
is complete, in the sense that they are not extracts from larger texts, on 
which they might depend for sense (unlike the It's ([ drink example ahove). 
i\'evertheless, in the absence of context, they are either ambiguous or 
unintelligible. 

Port does not exist. 
2 Only in Berkshire. 

Ken Stark, Leeds, Yorks. 
3 To Wee Pig from Big Pig. Grunt! Grunt! 

Number 1 is an instruction my computer gave me ,,,,hen I was trying to 
install a new printer. Number 2 is the response to a letter to the jllates and 
Qlli'I"it.r s('ction of 11.)( GuardiaJl ne,vspaper. (The original query was Do dogs 
bad: ·;:L'ill, ngiol!a! (lcto!t.r?) The third texr ;tlso comes from The Guardiaf/: it 
is a Srlint Valentine's D'l), message printed on February 14th. In order to 
become fully intelligible all three texts require some knowledge of where, 
and e\·cn when, the text was originally placed, \Ve need to" distinguish, 
therefore, between the context of the surrounding text (as in the Paul 
Theroux extract) and the context of the surrounding situation. The first 
kind of context is sometimes called the (:o-text. The co-text is the rest of the 
lext that surrounds .mel provides meaning to the individual language items 
in the text. The second kind of context is caBed the context of situation. 
Factors in lhe contcxt of situation that arc important to consider when 
intcrpreting the mCilning of a language item :1re the roles and n::L1tionships 
l"If the and the mode of communication (is it a public notice, a 
letter, ;\ recorded message ctc?). Fin.'dly. notice that the third rext (the St 
\';lknril1e '$ thy greeting) requiTes understanding of the culture in 

..... 
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which on a certain day of the year newspapers print messages of love from 
people pretending to be animals: this kind of context is called the context 
of culture. Lack of familiarity with features of the culture can seriously 
inhibit understanding. 

One more pOlnt needs to be made before we look at the in1ptications of 
these factors on the teaching of grammar. Although language has 
traditionally been analysed and taught at the level of the sentence, It,ll 
language usc seldom consists of sentences in iwlation, but of groups of 
sentences (or, in the GlSe of spoken lnnguage, groups of that 
form coherent texts. The term text will be used from now on to refer to both 
\vrirten and spoken English. Texts take many forms - postcards, novels, 
serrnons, football commenta.ries, street signs, jokes, and air safety 
instructions are just a few. In real life we generally experience texts in theif 
entirety and in their contexts of usc. That is 1'0 say, we experience the whole 
joke and 'we usually experience it in a situation where joking is appropriate. 
It is a feature of classrooms, hO\vevcr, tb,lt language becomes detached from 
both its co-text and its context of situation. But, as we have seen above, once 
you start breaking rexts up and reloc<l.ting them, it becomes increasingly 
diiflcult to make sense of them. 

The problem is that, just as it is easier to examine a fish out of water than 
in its natural habitat, so in order to look,at grammar it is oft-en easier to use 
examples taken out of context, This is particularly the case \vith beginner or 
elementary \e,uners, for whom it n"turat context might be difficult to 
understand. But, as we have seen, taking words, scntCI1(CS and texts out of 
context threatens their intelligibility. Taking individual gn1mI11:lr structlll'CS 
out of context is equally perilous. You might think you know what He's 
playing teJlnis means, that is, be is doing it now, as J speak. Hut only one of 
the following examples is consistent with that interpretation: 

'Where's Tony?' 'He's playing tennis.' 
He never wears his glasses when he's playing tennis. 
Tomorrow morning he'll be in the office but in the afternoon he's playing 
tennis. 
He.'s p\ayif\g tennis a lot these days. Do you think he's lost his job? 

There's this fr(end of mirl'':, Tony. He's playlng tennis ,me day. Suddenly he 
gets this shooting pain in his chest ... 

\Vhat's more, the dccontexrualising of grammar often rC5lilts in practice 
exercises that are of doubtful value. For example: 

Choose the correct form of the verb: 
a Do you work!A . .re .rOll work.ing every weekend? 
b 'Cigarette?' 'No tlunks, I'm not slTloking/I don't smoke' 
c '\Vhat do you C;Jt/arc you cating?"Cake.' 

2 \ Vhich of sentences arc grammatically coITect? 
a I'm planning to go (0 lndia for my holidays. 
b The phone's 'I'm. going to get it!' 
c They will have a P,1rt)' next week. 
d I'm tired. I think l'm going to bcd. 
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The pl)lnt here is that none of these examples has a dear 'right ans\-ver' and 
;1 dear \vrong' one, They arc well-formed sentences (that is, they are 
gnmmatically accurate), t'\'en though we recognise some choices as being 
more likely than others, Bur it is possible to im,lgine a context \vhere, tf)f 
example, 'iI/a thallks, 1'iII 110/ SlJIoJ:.hlg' is perfectly appropriate, 
Q1,lestio!1s of conce tness are ofte1l ull1'esolvable in the absence of context, 
and a lot of time can be \vasted arguing the toss over disembodied 
sentences, As once $:1io: 'The confusions that occupy us arise when 
language is like engine idling, not when it is doing \Vorl,--' A text-based 
appro,leh ilwoh'es looking at language when it is 'doing work', 

There Me at ("\\'0 implications to this text-level view of language, The 
first is that if IC.lrners are going to be able to make sense of grammar, they 
wlllnced to be exposed to it In its contexts of use, and, at the very least, thIS 
means in texts, Secondly, if learners are to achieve a f\.111ctional command of 
a bngu;(,((e, they' will need to be able to understand and produce not 
just Isolared sentences, but \vhole texts in that language, But a text-based 
approach to gr',lIllmar is not vvithout its problems. These problems relate 
princip;tlly to the choice of texts, There are at least four possible sources of 
texts: rhe coursebook; authentic s(\U!\:es, sllch as newspapers, songs, literary 
texts, the Internet, etc; the teacher; and the students tbemsekes. 

COllfsebook texts tend to be specially tailored for easc of understanding 
and so <,s to specific features of grammar. This oftm them a 
slightly unrc"lJ as in this example: 

READING· TEXT NINE 
This is Mr West. He has a bag in 

his left hand. Where is he standing? 
He is standing at the door of his 
house. 

\Vhat is M1' West going to do? He 
is going to put his hand into his 
pocket, He is going to take a key out 
of his pocket. He is going to put tlle 
key into the lock, 

((1'0111 Hornby, AS ProKFC.iSI,<,'<, 1:'IIp;Hrh COIII"S,', 
Unl\'l'fslt\, P!'l'\', 195-1) 

:\ kueltz's of authentic texts th,lt 110t onl), ,lre such specially written 
E ,'L rext> urir"""ring rmd rheret,,,,, unmori"ruing - bur t1H')' 
m srepre"l'Ilt the \\-ay the is in real-life contexts, On the \)th('1' 

the pn.lblcll1s associated with authentic texts CilllI10t be wished ,\Iva}" 
either, as illly tl'jchcr who h,IS ttl dense llewsp,lj-lCf ,u,ticle 
with lll\\' lC\'Cl ,rudl'nts will ,bc(l\'ercd. The load of 
lllil:lIllili,II' \'<l,'. bubr;; ;\Ild can 1l1;lke such texts 
iillf\l'!lClr;\[,k _ ultimately \'Cf.\' dClllOlil'at:ng. 

.,. 
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A compromise position is to rake authentic texts, and to simp!if}' them in 
ways "\Vh1Ch retain their flavour. This is the approach generally 
adopted by course book writers nowadays. Another is to write 
classroom texts, but to make them more engaging than the example quoted 
above, In fact, \vith only the slightest change, the text about Mr \Vest could 
be made some,vhat more attention-grabbing: 

This is Mr West. He has a bag in his left hand. Where is he standing? He is 
standing at the door of his house. What is Mr West going to do? He is going 
to put hI's hand into his pocket. He is going to take a gun out of his pocket. 
He is going to point the gun at . 

One kind of tmthentic text - cend one has been hugdy under-exploited 
in conventional classroom practice - is the teacher's text. The teacher's story, 
the teacher's travel plans, the teacher's New Year resolutions, are likely to be 
of much nlore interest to the students than those of a dYMactcr in ,1 
course book. The teacher has the added advantage of being able to talk to 
students in language they Clll underst.wd, and to monitor theif 
understanding 'on-line'. 

And, 6na11y, the students themselves llfC capable of producing text. The 
students'texts may be the most effective, since there is evidence to support 
the view that the topics that learners raise in the classroom arc more likeiy 
to be remembered than those introduced by either or course books. 

In the following sample lessons, we wili see :111 eX:lmple of how to deal 
with each of the four text SOurces {the courscbook, authentic texts, the 
teacher, the students}. Further ,tctivities desi.gned to exploit learners' texts 
(in the form of classroom conversation) and teachers' texts (e.g. narratives) 
are dealt with in Chapters 6 and 8 respccti\'(.'ly. 

iample lesson lesson 1: Using a scripted dialogue to teach the present simple 
(Beginners) 
The teacher h,\s chosen the f()Uowing recordeJ dia]ngue from a coursebook 
to llse as a vehicle for introducing thc present simple with adverbs of 
frequency (e.g. a!-woj'j) to ,\ grl)Up of beginners. 

JOE: 
OAVIO: 

What do you do on weekends? 
Well, that depends. During the school yeaf, I usually have to study on 
Saturdays. 
And how about Of) Sundays'? 
Well, we always have lunch together; you know, the whole t,Olmily, 
Then after lunch, 1 sometimes go to the p.-'3xk and meet my friends, 
Oh? What do you do there? 
We play soccer, take a walk, or just talk. After that, I go out I usual!y 
go to the movies. 
How often do you go out of the city? 
About once a month. My uncle has a smali farm in the mountains, so 
\ sometimes drive up there. 
That sounds nice. Do you go alone? 
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D: No, my mom, my two sisters and some of our friends usually go too. 
J: But why do you go? 
D: A lot of things: green trees, clean air, and no people. 
J: Oh, just like LA! 
D: Hal That's a good joke. 

(from ::\Japle, R. N,w fiVr7'"iiC 1, Longman, 1988) 

Step 1 
The t.;:acher tdls. the class that she is gOlng to play the .. n a conversation 
between hvo friends. She asks students to close their books and to listen to 
the first part of the conversation and to answer this question: r-1lhat are 
talkillg abollt: last 11.xekcnd, next WI'Cki'llli, or l"ul'ry weekend? She then plays 
the tape down to ' ... and meet myfriCllds.' She allows the students to discuss 
with their neighbour the answer to her question, and of Tel's to replay the 
section of tape if they wish. 

Step 2 
Once she has established that the conversation is about e'-,XIY 7L:eckend she 
asks the students to listen to the whole conversation and to put these words 
in the order that they hear them: mo'ules, drive, soccer, go oul, study, IUllch, 
pm-k, walk. (She checks that learners are familiar with these words.) She 
plays the whole ,:onversation, allowing learners to check their answers with 
a neighbour, and she replays the tape if they seem to be having trouble with 
the task. She then checks the task, "vriting the words on the board in a list 
in the order they are mentioned on the tape. For the nouns in the list she 
elicits the appropriate verb and \"Tites this up too. The list looks like this: 

Step 3 

stu.d..y 
\"\0-vc 
qo to -rflC po..rk 
phy sccccr 
t o.KC " lwJk 
go OJ. t 

-go to tilC ,-nCVICS 
·d.rivc 

She asks the students if they can tell her which of the actlyities in the list 
DaYld does on Saturdays, Sundays, and about once a month. She replays 
the conversation if necessary. She asks one or two other questions about the 
gist of the convefs;nion, such as H'l,o do,'J hI! /.1lrce IlIlIeh 01/ Slindays? 
dOd be' go 10 Ibt/mll? 11'/.10 "['Ith? etc. 

Step -4 
The teacher then asks learners to listen fix the following words and to 
tHatch them with the words in the list on the bm.rd: I!ma!(v, dT..ca)'.(, 
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sometimes. Sbe replays the tape as often as necessary, allowing students to 
check with their neighbour, and then she checks the task, writing the 
appropriate adverb against the word on the jist on the board. For example: 

Step 5 
She then asks learners to focus their attention on two or three of these 
sentences and to tdl her exactly what the speaker says. She replays the 
relevant sections of tape, \lntilleamers arc able to provide the full sentence, 
which she writes on the board, "tor example: 

Step 6 
The te/leher dnnvs the students' attention to the f"(mn of the structure, 
underlining the verbs and explaining that the present sirnple is used for 
routine activities. She draws a box arotlnd the adverbs (ahuap, sollle/imts 
etc.) and points out that the adverb comes between the subject and the verb. 

Step 7 
She then asks learners to write two or three more sentences about David, 
\lsing the above sentence pattern, i.e. subject + advcrb + verb + .. 

Step 8 
Shc then asks the class to opell their books, aml she repbys the C(JllYCfsation 
while they read, checking their answers to Step 7. 

Step 9 
She then im'ites the students to write [our or five original sentences about 
themselves, using the pattern 5hc has highlighted in S'tep 6. 

Discussion 
The first rule in llsing;l text (or the introduction o(a new grammatical form 
is that tlle students understand the text. 1n this case, the te<lchcr has chosen 
a text that she has esrimaJed is within the students' range. At low this 
will usually mean a scripted text, i.e. one that has been 5peci<lllywritten with 
learners in mind. She has also chosen a text with a high frequenc), of 
instances of the targeted gL'-\Dm.Jr itc:;m, This will help learners notice the 
new item, and rna\' lead them to work (iut tl,c fules lw induct'iorl (see 
Chapter ..J.). - < 
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But simply giving the students the chosen text is no guarantee that the), 
will understand it. Steps 1 to 3 are the checking stage, during which the 
teacher guides the learners to a c1e;lfer understanding of the general gist of 
the text through a carefully staged series of tasks. Note that it is absolutely 
critical that the students realise that David is describing routine activities, as 
opposed to past or rUhlre ones. Unkss this is checked, students might be 
misled into thinking that the (present simple) is typically 
used to talk abour the past or the f·uture. 

From Step 4 on she prepares students to home in on the target lant,ruage: 
the instances in the text of present simple with adverbs of frequency. 
You will notice how, from Steps 1 to 5, each sllccessive listening to the 
conversation requires learners to attend more and more closely to form. 
As a rule uf thumb, listening t,'tsks should generally move from a meaning-
foclls to a form-focus. 

I--bving isolated and highlighted the structure in Steps 5 and 6, she then 
sets tasks that require learners to demonstrate their understanding of both 
the f;:lt'1ll and the meaning of the new item. :'\otice that at this production 
stage, the progression is from form-foclls to meaning-focus. It is as if, 
having taken the language item out of its natural habitat (its context), the 
sooner it gel's put back into iI context, the better. 

Evaluation 
The E-factor: The efficiency of kind of presentation depends very 
much on the text being within the learners' comprehension capacity, 'which 
is not always easy JO gauge. It is also essentd that the examples of the target 
language are both intelligible by reference to the context, and prominent or 
frequent enough in the text to be easily noticed. If such texts are unavailable 
they may have to be scripted and recorded by the teacher. This detracts from 
the ease of preparation, If texts are roo long or too ditJJcult, unpacking their 
meaning will require H lot of classroom time, reducing the economy factor. 
A fi.lrther problem with texts tailored for language presentation is that they 
start to lose touch with rcalifY, and fail to rcpresent real language use. 

texts have often been criticised on grounds. However, 
assuming the texts :tre well chosen or well written, the contextual support 
they provide 11l:1kes learning rebti\'Cly e,tsy, and this approach therefore 
S(OITS highl}' In terms of cHicacy. 

The A-factor: Icarners will be fiuniliar with materials that me texts 
to introduce coll·\'(.'xtualisc new items of language. Also, the lise of 
dialogues genel'ally matches learners' expectations of how language is llsed 
in the rcal world: people usc prilll:lrily to talk to each other. In this 
sense a text-dri\'cl1 :lpproach is u:;ually culturally appropriate. Bowcnr, 
blrllerS who experiencc dltliculty in underst.mding recorded texts may fInd 
thIS approadl frustrating. And, as with any inductive approach (see Chapter 
4), disL()I'ering lllc:ll1il,g in texts hvours karners who arc good at picking 
out pattcrns from n::lmplcs. Learners who prefer ;J. rule-drivcn approach 
may, hI.lIVCYCI', feel that the usc 01 texts is a rather roundabout route. 
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Lesson 2: Using an authentic text to teach the passive (Intermediate) 
This teacher the following authentic text, i.e. a text th;tt was 
not written spccifkaUy ,tor language teaching purposes, as a vehicle fiJI' 
introducing the passlve: 

DOG ATTACK ... --... -1 
Jessica Johnson was out walking with her husband when she was attacked ! 

by an AJsatian dog, ]essicl'S leg was bitten, ,lnd she had to 
stitches in two woands. Two Jays later, the wounds Iud 

become infected, Jessica was admitted to hospitaL Even after she was 
discharged, she !lccded fttnher treatment from her GP - she \\',15 told 
to rcst for two \\'eeks. 

Jessica is self-employed <lnd her business \V,1.S affected while she , 
sick. Also, the trousers and shoes she'd been we;l.ring at the time of the I 
attack were ruined bv bloodstalm, and had to be thrown away. 

l Jessica told us, now trying to get compensation from the O\\'llerS of J' 
the dog.' 

(from A,\worthy, A. et aI, rlfl/Ii'cM January 1 Si91) 

Step 1 
Before handing OLlt the text, the teacher tells the class the title of the article 
(DOG ATTACK) and asks the students in groups to think of and list 
vocabulary items that [hey might expect to find in such a text. :lre 
written on the bO'J.rd, and the k<\cher uses this stage to ieed. in words fro])) 
the text that might not have been mentioned by the e.g. s/i!d'('5, 
l.L'Oli/U/r, blcoJ'lilins. 

Step 2 
The teacher asks the chlss to l'c"d the text silently wtth a vlew to ,mswcring 
these quest.ions: r-Vbo at/dc/":t'd.? If/bat'? !-fo'[!/ Aul(JJ? {I'bo ''{c'il_' to Nalll<'? 
The students check their answers in p,\lrs before the teacher L'llecks in open 
class. The teacher asks further questions ilbollt the text, such as l};/w 
'lUIJ .1/.11' Nibil! oil,,·,. IoYJes did ,IA' .()!t!;.,.p 

Step 3 
The te,\cher the cbss to rllrn the text 0\'1.'1' and then writes the5c t\\'o 
sentences on the board: 

WlSllPC1V6CO- AIS:.1.. dcq 0.. ';--;',J,ckcd. kr. 
ll':t._5 J.. 77(l,ckcJ. by em U.n5ll.pcrvi::..cd. Also.71J..n 

He asks the class if they can remember which of these t\\'o sentences 
used in the text. I Ie them to chcck the ten if the\' cannot remember. 
He then elicits from the students a description of the' ditlerence In f(lI'Ill 
bet\\'ecn the 1'1,\"O idcntir)'ing 1 ilS adi\'c and 2 ,IS 

Hc points om lllat ·whi1c in 1 the ur' tI,\: \'(.'1'1.1 (the d\)g) the 
;lgent, or in 2 rhe o( the n:rb (SllC) is the }'cl'son who is 

the action, HI.' elicits the of the sub,led + 
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atLxiliary verb to be + past participle. I-Ie then asks the students to srudy the 
text again and decide 'why sentence 2 was considered appropriate in this 
context. He elicits the answer: Because the woman is the topic, or Iheme, of the 
SIOl)" 1I0t the dog. (Themes typically go at the beginning of sentences.) 

Step 4 
The teacher asks the students to find other examples of passive 
constructions in the text, to underline them, and to discuss in pairs or small 
groups the rationale for the use of the passive in each case. In checking this 
task in open class, the following points are made: 

The passive is typically used: 
1 to move the theme to the beginning of the sentence, and/or 
2 when the agent is unimportant, or not known. 
\,\111ere the agent is mentioned, 'by + agent' is used. 

Step 5 
The teacher asks the students to cover the text and, working in pairs, to try 
and reconstruct it from memory. They then compare their versions with the 
original. 

Step 6 
The teacher asks students if they (or people they know) h,n·e had a similar 
experience. Having recounted their stories in English they are asked to write 
their story (or one of their classmate's stories) and this is checked for 
appropriate usc of passive strucrures. 

Discussion 
The teacher has chosen a text ,vhich is both authentic and rich in examples 
of the passive. (It is not always the case, however, that grammar structures 
cluster in this way.) Because it is authentic rather than simplified, the 
teacher has to ·work a little harder to make it comprehensible, but, for the 
sake of presenting language in its context of use, this is an effort that is 
arguably \volth making. As was pointed out above, authentic texts offer 
learners e.xamples of real language usc, undistorted by the heavy hand of the 
grammanan. 

In Steps 1 and 2 the teacher aims to achieve a minimum leyc! of 
understanding, without which any discussion of the targeted language 
woutd be pointless. As in Exarnple 1, the shift of focus is from lTH:anlng to 
f()rm, <lnd it is in Step 3 that this shift is engineered, But even while the 
f{XllS is on the form of the passive, the teacher is quick to remind students 
how and why it is used. To consolidate this relation between form and usc 
he directs them back to the text (Step 4), which they use as a resource to 
expand their understanding of the passive. 0'ote that there are one or two 
slippery examples in the text: is, for example, the 'iL'OUJldJ had baOIllr! il1ji'rtrd 
.m example of the passive? In fact, strictly speaking, it is passive in meaning 
but not in form. Is jl'.lsirl1 is .rclf-c/iI/J/oJwl This looks like a 
but here .rt'!Follploycd is being used as an adjecti\·c. It is often the C<lse that 

s, 



authentic materials throw up examples that resist neat categorLs<uiOll, The 
tcad,er's choices here include: a removing these from the text, or re-
phrasing them; b explaining why they are exceptions; c enlisting :1 more 
general rule that covers aU these uses. ?vlost experienced teachers would 
probabLy opt for plan b, in this instance. 

Step 5 tests the ability of learners to produce the :,ppropriatc forms in 
context. The teacher has chosen it writing t"sk rather than a speaking one, 
partly because the passive is not used in spokeD English to the extent that 
it 1S in \Vrittcll English, but also beclUse a \vriting exercise allows karners 
mOfe thin.king time, important when meeting relatively cQrnplex 
such as the passive. They then have a chance to the theme 
through speaking and writing activity (Step 6); the writing also serves as 
a wa), of testing whether the lesson's linguistic aim has been achieved. 

Evaluation 
The E-factor: This is economical only if the texts arc neither too 
difllcult nOf too long, and if the)' contain typical examples of the target 
item. Therefore the time spent finding the right text, and, baying found it, 
designing to n1<lke It comprehensible, d'.:.tracts from tlv.:. ease of this 
approach. However, assuming the texts are available, this appro"ch must 
rate highly in terms of efficacy for, ap<lrt from anything else, the experience 
of successfully learning grammar from authentic texts provides the self-
directed learner 'with a pmverf\'ll tool for independ.ent st\ldy.1-1oreover, even 
if some le<lrners are already familiar with the item, :!uthen1"ic texts 
a)'e usually so language-rich that the student is likely tD (ome away hom t'he 
lesson having gained in some other ,va)" such as learning new vocabulary. 

The A-factor: Students in many cultures will be familiar Wilh text-based 
to langu<lge study, and fOf many WI dents the sense of 

<1chicvcn1ent experienced from cracking: an authentic tc-xt wiH be 
!1loti\'llting, Bul' od1crs, especially at lower levels, may find them (hunting. 
It may be better, in such cases, to llSC simplitlcd tcxts. 

'U11ple lesson lesson 3: Using student language to review ways of talking about 
the future (Intermediate) 
For this lesson the teacher uses a cassette recorder with it microphone on an 
extendable lead. (She could also llse a hand-held personal stereo that 
records.) She asks the sm:l11 class of about si:x learners to sit in a closed 
circle; the microphone is placed In the centre of the circle; t}1e teacher stands 
outside the circle. and Opef',\tes the. cassette recorder herself. 

Step 1 
The tcacher sets the topic the coming mid-term holiday. She then waits 
while the students (who arc farnillar wit'b this activity) constfllct and record 
a conVCf9,tion, uttcn.\lce by '.ltt<':1"11l(C. They do this ':5 if tll':y wcre h',:wing it 
1l:1t1Jnll C011\'t.Tsation, taking turns, interrupting! ch:lllging tupic, and on, 
the only ditfercnce being that they p:1U."C to rehearse and record each 'turn' 
before the conversation resumes. The te:lcht:r"s role is to prod de tllc 
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language tlmt the students need and to indicate when she thinks they arc 
ready to record their turn. 

A' typical sequence might go like this: 

ERNST (3 student): 
TEACHER: 

ERNST: 
TEACHER: 
ERNST: 
ANA (a student): 
TEACHER: 

ANA: 
<f.ACHER: 

ANA: 
PAOLO (a student): 
TEACHER: 
J>.40W: 

ERNST (to teacher): 
TEACHER: 
tI'.N5T: 
rEACHER: 
ERNST: 

etc 

And, what will you do the next Easter holiday? 
Listen: Ana, what are you going to do this Easter? 
Ana, what are you going to do this Easter? 
Good. Again, [She indicates she is going to record it] 
Ana, what are you going to do this Easter? 
I don't know. Maybe I'll stay in the house. 
At horne. 
I don't know, Maybe I'll stay at home. 
OK. (She indicates she is going to record it.] 
! don't know. Maybe I'JI stay at home. 
And you, Ernst, what are you going to do? 
Good. [She indicates she is going to record it.J 
And you, Ernst, what are you going to do? 
How do you say [he mimes skiing]? 
I'm going to go skiing. 
I'm going to go skiing. 
OK. [She indicates she is going to record it.] 
I'm going to go skiing. 

This produces the following amount of recorded text: 

ERNST: 
ANA: 

PAOLO: 

ERNST: 

Step 2 

Ana, what are you going to do this Easter? 
I don't know. Maybe I'll stay at home. 
And you, Ernst, what are you going to do? 
I'm going to go skiing, 

\Vhen the teacher _. or the students - decide that there has been a fair spread 
of participation, and the conversation has run its course, the teacher directs 
the class to all face the board and the t<'pe is rewound and replayed in its 
entirety. This aBows students to appreciate the conversation as a piece of 
continuous text. :-\ote that the amount of raol'dt'd ll1ateriallasts f;)f a much 
shorter time the actual time spent preparing it. Twenty minutes of 
preparation may yield only two minutes of tape. The taped conversation is 
then transcribed on to the board. Any errors that got past the rehearsal stage 
arc corrected. 

Step 3 
The teacher then draws the students' attention to features of thl.' 

that rebte to the e;.;pression of ±1.1ture meaning. For example, 
she undedincs the fol1owing: 

b 
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AfYJ-) Wf...:J.t ths toster? 
:r. o..onlt knew. M(\yoo 'irl tlliX1. 

She asks the learners to idcntif)1 the different forms and to otTer an 
explanation of their use in this context. For example, she guides them to the 
rule of thumb that going to 1S generally used to talk or ask about thlIlgS 
already planned, \vhereas 1.oil/ is used at the decision-making steIg.: itself 

Step 4 
Students ti5ten to the recorded text one more titne, following it on t1u: 
board, The teacher then rubs the text off the board and the students re-fi_lI'1l1 
in their original circle and improvise the conversation again from memory. 
They are encouraged to add more details if they wish. 

Discussion 
This procedure borrows heavily from a teaching method called Community 
(or Counselling) Language Learning (eLL) which was fmt promoted 
in the 1970s. eLL aims at centring the langu:lge learning experience 
nluch as possible on the le;:wners themselves, glving them responsibiEt), 
for the content of the lesson, and engaging not only their intellects but 
their fedings as v.tell. The teacher's role is th;,lt of a consult'.l.nt, 
providing the language the students need in order to express their meanings 
effectively, irrespect.ive of the gramm,l1' agenda of the lesson (if there is one). 
There is no course book as such, nor even a syllabus: topics initiated by 
the students and the teacher decides which langu:tge points to {(xus on from 
what emerges in the conversation and taking into account the !e\'cl and 
needs of the class, 

In the modified version of the eLL methodo10gy as described ,lbm'c, the 
teacher, who in this case is working from a gntmmD.r sylbbus, has pre-
selected the theme so as to engineer instances of the 'structure of the c\:;.y', 
i.e, future forms (Step 1). Cert:lin strtlctures lend themsdn·s to this kind of 
thcn"J.tlc tre,ltment: it's not difflCUlt to imagine a topic thilt would throw 
examples of the past tcnse, for example. But noticc that the learner:; arc not 
directed to use specific forms, by saring for example.l wallt you 10 !lJ,' 

to', The focus is very much on meaning from the olltset. 
The teacher reformulates rather than simply corrects whJt lc,\r1H:r, :u'e 

trying to say, In other words, her "uimdc is not so much TI.'ill 1.L'ilS 
This is 1.i)hat yeli sl.Joltid Jay, as 1 IIlIdaslfilid l..dlil! ),011 to .uy. Tbis i5 
I Jay il. The learners usc the teacher as a klml of 1.1ict'Hl11'lry 
and referc·nce grammar. At lower lc\'cls and in monolin.L,'l.Ja! c1aS5rC10!11S the.,· 
would be permitted to express their meanings in their moth(:f tongue :ml1 
the teacher would then for them. 

In Steps 2 ',ll"h,1 3, the te·;t,::her t:\kes" IT\OrC dir ... (t\\'c n:\Ie. tb." 
text (although therc is no reason why individ1.l:'! students cOlll,ln'r llu (hio i 
and drawing; the students' attcntion to features of the text. In \)r(h"dl;X Cl J" 
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this means that the teacher needs to be able to make snap decisions as to 
what language items are appropriate to focus on. In our example, the 
teacher's job is made easier because the theme has been pre-selected to 
include examples of the targeted structures. The advantage of using the 
students' own text to focus on (rather than a course book or other pre-
selected text), is that the teacher can be sure the students already understand 
it. l\loreover, they may be more motivated to shldy the language in their 
own text rather than in a second-hand one. 

Step 4 is a way of returning the text to the students, while at the same 
time providing an opportunity for a more fluid conversation. 

Evaluation 
The E-F'actor: In terms of ease this techniqlle rates high since it needs no 
planning nor any materials other than the recording equipment. Of course, 
the requirement to provide reformulations of what the students 
are trying to say can be fairly demanding, and is perhaps not recommended 
for novice teachers. In terms of time, it mav not be the most economical 
way of giving grammar instruction, but the 'opportunity that the conversa-
tion stage provides for creative :l.nd personalised language llse can have 
only positive side effects. The f,ct that the language focus emerges out of 
the learners' cOllversation means that there is a high level of relevance and 
therdl1re memorability. The efficacy of this approach is, therefore, high. 

TheA-f.'lctor: This technique is most appropriate for a group of about six 
students. If there "re more than about nine or ten the amount each srudent 
can contribute tails off considerablY. In classes where the students are 
reluctant either to take much or to interact with one another, this 
technique is slow to get going. At beginner and elementary b·els it requires 
the teacher to be fairly protlcient in the learners' mother tongue, so it is 
unlikcly to work well with low len:l rnultilingual classes. On the other hand, 
with small classes of eirher interrncdiate InTI students, or of monolingual 
beginners where there is a good class dynamic, this approach works very 
well if not llsed excessively. 

Lesson 4: Using a dictogloss to teach would for past habits (Upper 
intermediate) 
A diL'togloss is <1 form of dictation, but one in which the students heM and 
reconstruct the whole text, rather than doing so line by line. 

The teacher Ius decided to usc ,1 spoken text as a context for 7!'JO/dd in its 
past habitual sensc (c.g. Tf'bm ill COl/ada ·'il..-'C tjim go "'l1ya/.:ing 
... ). The technIque he uses invoh'cs the students collaborativcly 
J't.'COll5trtlcting the text frum memory and then comparing it with the 
origin;d. Both the reconstruction phase and the comparison phase 
encourage <l strong rlmYl focus - good ttlr alerting students at this level to 
features of the language might ordinarily pass thcm by. 
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Step! 
The teacher sets the theme by introducing the topic of s\.\mnwt holidays. 
After chatting abollt this for a few minutes, he then says 'I am going to telL 
you about hO\\I I spent my summer holidays as a chi.ld in Australia. 1 want 
you to listen and, as soon as I have finished, I want you to write down an)' 
words, phrases or sentences that you can remember.' He then tells them rhe 

'When \ was a c(li\d we used to go camping every summer. We'd choose a 
different place each year, alld we'd drive around until we found a beach we 
liked. Then we'd pitch OU( tent, as near as possible to the beach, We'd 
usually spend most of the time on the beach or exploring the country round 
about. We never went to the same beach twice,' 

Stcp2 
At a cue from the teacher, the students individually write down as much as 
they can recaU, \-vhether it be individual words or groups of words. The 
teacher then tells the class, working in groups of three, that he 'wants them 
to comp,ue with e;1Ch other what they have noted down, and to try and 
reconstm(:t the text. During thi" he is av:tilabk to '"n5\\'cr questions 
about vocabulary, e.g. pitch (/ ItIlt, but does not intervene in the construction 
of the text. 

Step 3 
teacher chooses a student to act as the 'scribe' ;ll1d to 'srite their 

reconstrUCl"cd version of the text on one half of the board, incorporating the 
suggestions of all the students in tlw class, Again, the teacher docs not 
intervene at all, unless to answer rclari\"ely minor questions about 
vocabulary and spelling. 

'This is an example of a text that the st,ld<::l1ts might produce. 
ti\'c1y: 

Step 4 

I [,)a.s a. c.'n'i1o. use,.a ·t·o go l"O Co.mplllg in ·t'ne 
We c.hC!o,,£d & di+fE'Je.t1"l- e.o'(.h lJ::.M 

d(ove. 0n-j"11 l<le. found a be&c.h which l<)r::. He.ed, lhen l<li?_ 

a -j'en-j-, o.S nea.l' lD ·the. be.ach as pos"',ib:e. 
06t..d i'o speena rno.:=,1" of -j'ne.. -i"\me. on DE'_0.c\1 Of 

ltte. C.oUfYtYt.-') around i",)e. ne.,'e.( wexrt- -("0 
l·[uice.. 

TI.t:: teacher then projects an DyerheaLl tl"an'parcncy of his origir'd lext (m, 
in thc C\'cnt oC not h<l\'ing an o\"{:rhe,ld projector, writes it on the bd;1.n!, next 
to the students' rcconsrrllctcd version), asks them to identity ;,11.\' 

ditTcrcncc$ oct"\\'ecn the two text:;. They ,lIT quick to notice ddl(.'renccs in 
word order ;lrld the suhstit'\ltion of m"d (0 for in the 
scnt('n("C. They nrc to notice tlK fmlT (c,ntranc,\ fmnY,," of (:,',;{ 

ci.")Ci,tt' 'C::t'idri,c'(' etc), Th<e tCclChc[" dulknges them In C.\l'l."iill wiLlI 
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these represent and individual students hazard a guess that they are 
of the past perfect, or of the second condition,tl. The tCllcher 

gently rejects these explanations, and brieHy explains the use of to 
express past habits. 

Step 5 
The students write their own textS j of a similar length and style, about their 
own childhood holidays, which they then exchange and discuss. 

Discussion 
The technique on "",hich this lesson is based is variously called dictogloss, 
didocomp, or grammar dictation. Unlike traditional dictation, where the 
text is read and transL:ribed clause-by-cbuse or sentencc-by-sentence, the 
dictogloss technique requires learncrs to process the whole text at once. To 
do this, they have to capture the meaning of the text, although they may not 
be able to recall the exact forms in vvhich that meaning is conveyed. That is, 
the), understand the teacher's account of his holidays, but they don't have a 
\\'ord-fiJf-word memOr), of exactly "what he said. So, when it comes to 
reconstructing the mea;ling of the' text, they tend to draw on forms which 
they are already' with (e.g. "1.0[' dro'1N rather than 'we'd dr/<i;e). \\Then 
they compare their \'e1"sion of the text with the original version, they are 
well-positioned to notice the difference between how they expressed the 
meaning and how the teacher himself expressed it. The difference between 
7L'i' dro",.'c and 7Uta drivi! is one instance of the difference between their 
grammar and the teacher's (or target) grammar. It is important f(w the 
learner to notice the differences for themselves, as we have seen before, in 
order f()r them to make the necessary adjustments to their mental grammar. 

It is essential, therefore, that the text should be short, and within their 
general level of competctlce -- i1pill"t, that is, from the inclusion of the 
targeted language tc)rm. For this activity, therefore, prepared texts will 
prohably work better than authentic Olles, But the delivery should aim for 
authenticity, alld, if possible, the teacher should try to 'tell' the text at Step 
1 rather than simply read it alond, in order to engage the students' ,lttcntion 
more directly, I t may be necessary to re-tell the text once or twice: the 
ttacher will "need to "monitor his students carefully in order to assess their 
COllljlrehenslon. 

[t is also important that !earners arc givcn a chance to collaborate on the 
reconstruction task at Steps 2 and 3: the discussions they h;\\"e at this stage 
about the appropriacy and accuracy of bnguage forms arc a valuable 

I.lpportllnity. 
Step 4 IS (;tcilit;\tcc! by the uf an O\'erhead projector, but this is not 

esselltial. The tc'.tcher could write up his own \'ersion, or distribute it in the 
fnnn of a handout. It is important that learners are dear as to the nature of 
the diffen:nces bct\\'Cen their own text and the originaL That is, their ,"eEion 
may tnl"lude altertl:lti\·es (a j'(l/ch 'w(' /;k'd for 1/ b,'ad, 
Id·,j), or pans of it may be unacceptable IIScd to KO h [(IllipillX. wed 
10 Leal'1lCl's shuuld be encouraged to a,k queqioos about their 
tc:\ts ill orJcr to cbri!)' the Il<ltUre of these differences. 
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Evaluation 
The E-Factor: The role of noticing as 'a ft'f h',\5 been 
{'mphasised in the recent lirerahlre on second language acquisition (see page 
16), and the dictogloss technique provides 8. usefi.d means for guiding 
learners towards noticing the gap between their present bnguage 
competence and their t,trger comperence. It also aHows learners at ditlcrent 
levels to notice different things. Therefore, on the grounds of effleacy it 
!"ares high. It is also rclati\'ely easy to set up, although not aU structures can 
be v\'orked into a short text so naturally. 111 terms of economy the actl\'it"y' 
makes good use oftimc, and ensures learners are working on 
langu<tge production tasks at an early stage in the lesson. 

The A-factor: Some learners find the challenge of reconstructing texts from 
memory forbiddingly difficult. especially if they \'le\y it as a test rarher than 
a learning exercise. Such learners need to be prepared gradually for ditto-
gloss tasks, by means of using very shorr texts (even single sentences), or 
texts that they have already seen in their vvritten form. The teacher can also 
aHow them repeated hearings and can give them some explanation as to the 
purposes of the task, and suggests strategies they can usc to pcrf;xm it. 

Sample lesson Lesson 5: Using genre analysis to teach reporting language 
(Intermediate) 
LangLl<tge is context-sensitive, as wc havc seen. To underst<1!1d \1'1.' 

need to have some knowledge of its context. Context can aiso determine the 
kind of language that is used. For example, a request for a loan will be 
worded differently if it is made to a fi-iend rather than to a bank manag.;r, 
The study of the ways in which social contexts impact upon 
choices is called genre analysis. A gcmc is a type of text whose O\'erJl1 
structure and whose grammatical and lexicl1 feMmes have heen determined 
by the contexts in which it is uscd, and which over time 11:n·e become 

tionalised. 
In this lesson, the teacher is llsing II relatively recent genre - the Internet 

news buUetill - to te,1Ch w,lys in v,'hi(h news is n:portcd. 

Step 1 
The teacher dictates the following words to the cbss, and explains r!ut they 
arc the key words in a news story. The students are encouraged to a,k about 
the meaning of any unr;lmiliar words ;lnd then, in pairs, to tr.\' to 
what the story is about: 

monkey escaped Thursday 
zoo missing spokesman 
enclosure attacked staff 
vandals loose says 
sighting children'S night 
twelve 
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Step 2 
Having elicited some of the student-' ,red'cr" h 
following authentic texts to the presents the 
news bulletins taken at diffe l' [.'. s at t ley are separate 
\\T-'l"' ) SI k. reU t1l11es 10m an Internet website (TVNZ 

t: Nte .... Ie as s the to try to pt t th h 
chronological order in they appeared. e tree texts in the probllble 

A 

Concern for missing monkey 
Staff at a New Plymouth zoo say they are becoming concemcd 
about the safety of a missing monkey. 

The capuchin monkey escaped f1'0111 the Brooklands Children's 
Zoo on Thursday night after vandals attacked its enclosure. 

B 

Zoo spokesman Anthony Joines says staff say they are particu-
larly \vorried the monkey might cat something poisonous. 

------" 

Monkey still on the loose 
The hum continues in :\ew Plymouth tor a monkey missing from 
a zoo. 

The capuchin monb:)· hns been on the loose since vandals 
attacked its enclosure at the Brooklands Children's Zoo on 
Thur5day night. All 12 monkeys in the enclosure got out but zoo 
:;taff m,magcd to catch 11 vcstcrd,w. 

I Zoo spokesman Anthol;Y Joines'says the monkey will be abk to I I s\1r\"ive on lc\\·c,. berries and bark, but it will be gettir!g lonely. I 
__ ______ ____ 
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Step 3 
The teacher checks this task, drawing attention to clues in the text. For 
example) the use of the indefinite article in a monkey in the sentence of 
texts A and C, suggests that it pre-dates references to tbe 1I10/11:ey i.n text B. 
The greater concern for the monkey's well-being in text A sug.gests that it 
follows text C. And, in fact, the actual order is C, A, B. 

Step 4 
The teacher then asks tl'Je students to use the evidence of all three texts to 
generalise the fUDction of each paragraph. These functions arc summariscd 
briefly as being: 

Paragraph 1: to report the current situation or most recent event, 
I.e. the UPDATE 

Paragraph 2: to sketch the BACKGROUND to the story 
Paragraph 3: to report an imlder's VIEWPO(NT 

Step 5 
The tClKher asks learners to Use the evidence of all three texts to identizy the 
language features of e-ach paragraph. Again, these can be sunlmarised ',\s: 

UPDATE: present tenses (either present simple, continuous or perfect) 
BACKGROUND: m\linly p,-,st sinlple 
VIE\VPOJNT: indirect speech; modal verbs might) 

Step 6 
The teacher asks learners to imagine the ontcome of the story, and to ·write 
the fourth and final news bulletin, They arc reminded 1·0 usc tlle pattern 
UPDATE - BACKGROUND - YJE\VPOINT, and to choose their trnses 
accordingly. Shldcnts ·work in groups. One group doing this activity 
produced the following story: 

JOtj foe monl-e.lj '::;,. cap-run:,. j 
S-ta.ff B..-t me... Ne...v.) P\'ji'\\OJih z_oo h&\le.. be...e.r\ iir).e... "'\-0 
c<}:tc.n i"'he. monl.e.lj missing. 
This TIloo\!..e..lj \).\'\5 on ihe.. loose. be..C.a.0'se. SOfTIe.. ,-'a.ncla.\s 
b:rtac.k.e.d -the... (T\onk.etjs' e.nc.losure.. on l'nu( Sdi:Uj rl"lg'rri-. 
Ele.ven of me ·twelve,. (iJ'n'lc'n e.:se.apcd c.ould be c.avg'rrt 
CjI..1IC\O..ltj-

loo l'I"ni110n:3 Sd.Lj.::> .si"& -Ff IS \Ienj I 
naPPlj and he iYlB..nk..s CI tILE'AI.:) for t11Ct( help He.. 
I r never again 
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Step 7 
The teacher supplies students with the fmal story as actually reported. 

E"ap,d monkey ,hot d<ad . 1 
The monkey th,lt has been on the loose in Plymouth for hve \ 

days has been deakd. ,,1 1, -t of 12 which escaped after 1 
The ntpuchll1 mon ey \V,t5 t le d Cl 'ld ',Zoo 1 

! -1 'l sure at Brooklan s 11 rens· 1 
vanda.is ati'J..c (e( an en} 0 'J' , <;, • the monkey was spotted in \ 

Zoo spokesman Ant lOll} G.l11es .. U}S I . > coax it to take 
',earb)' Pukekura Park and a bid W"J.S maC c to t.t ybto 1"or the \ ' , l' II "he :nys it ecarne c '-" 
t(JOd laced with. sec at.1Ves. f- 'md it was decided to \ 
monkey had no l11tcntlOn 0 gOln 
,hoor ;'t J 

Discussion 
A genre is a ,ext-type whose features have become conventionalised over 
time. A sports commentary, an e-mail message, a political speech, and (as in 
the texts we have just been looking at) an Internet news bulletin are all 
exarnples of different genres, Instances of a genre share common 

sllch as their overall organisation, their degree of formality, 
and their grammatical features. These characteristics distinguish them from 
other genres. A genre ana.lysis approach not only respects the integrity of 
the whole but regards the features of a text as being directly int1uenced 
by i['s communicative function and its context of use, Thus, the way tl,e text 
IS organised, and the way choices are made at the level of grammar and 
vocabulary, will be determined by such factors as the relationship between 
speaker and listener (or reader and writer), the topic, the medium (e.g. 
spoken or written), and the purpose of the exchange. For example, the 
'monkey' text \'louid take a diiferent form if it were a phone conversation 
between the 'Zoo owners and the police, reporting the incident. The 
implicltio[] of it genre analysis approach is th;n grammatical choices atc not 
arbitrary but axe dependent on higher order decisions, e,g. the k.ind of text, 
tht ;'ludien.::e, the topic. \Vhereas traditionaUy it ]'HI5 been the to 

independently of its contexts of use, a genre an,dysis 
appro:tcb sees grammar as subservient to the text and its social function. 
is therefore beH t,lughr <lnd practised as jmt ,mother feature of that kind ot 
tcxt. 

As in ,111 tcxt"baseO presentation, it is essential that students h8XC a clear 
gr;<,p of II'll!lt the tens arc about. The prediction task (Step 1) and the 
ordering (Steps 2 and 3) arc to this end. (In this instance, getting 
the right order \s of less importance than The ['let that the 1";lsk forces 
students to :lttend vcry ro 1l1C>Uling.) The ,!dvantage of having seventl 

of this gcmc the teacher to guide the students 10 

t 
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discovering its generic features (Steps 4 and 5), including such gralllm,lr 
items as the use of present tenses, past simple and modality. These 
grammatical features are treated, not;1s ends in themselves, but as choices 
determined by the mture of the genre. It is important, therefore, to rebte 
them to the function of each paragraph and to show hmv each paragraph 
relates to the overall function of the text; i.e, break.ing ne\vs. This is \'\'h)' the 
text begins not with the b,lckground but with the update. This in turn 
determines the use of present tenses in the first sentence. Step 6 provIdes 
students Ivith an opportunity to appl)' these features in the construction of 
a whole text: they can also mine the previous three texts for other generic 
features. 

Evaluation 
The E-factor: Because a genre analysis apprMch a text-level view of 
language, it takes on board many more features than simply grammatical 
ones, and this suggests that it is \'ery economical. However, there is a 
danger that the lesson can turn into all analysis and no synthesis. That is, 
too much time can be spent identi(ring and explaining features of the text 
that no time is left to use these discm'eries to create new texts. Also, it.is not 
always easy to find texts thar are both representative of a genre and also at 
a level accessible to un)' but advanced learners. The efficacy of such an 
approach will depend on how easily text features can be pulled out of their 
contexts and highlighted. \Vhere there is more than one example uf a genre, 
as in the sample lesson above, this is much easier since all the teacher has to 

is to ask the learners to compare the texts and tlnd that they have 
111 common, 

The \\;'here learners' needs can be fairly <lccurately predicted, a 
genre analysis approach ,vill probably be very useful, especially fi)[ preparing 
them for formal genres such as business presentations or ,lCademic essays. 
General English students, especially at lower kreIs, may find the amount of 
language data overwhelming, imd hence {md it ditliClllt to see tht' \\'ooJ [or 
the trees. They may also floo it somewhat contrived to he producing 
examples of genres tlhlt are - like ne\vs bulletins - bid), 
"0:evertheless, it could be argutd. that, i.f students never have to prmhl(l' 
texts such as news buUetiI;s, the exercise of writing one wilt make them 
better readers of such texts, and, by lYJ.ying gre·,lter ,wtentlon to the m'cL,U 
structure and function of texts in geneml they will become better writers. 

In this chapter we have discussed the way that: 
language IS context-sensitive; which is to say that an utterance 
becomes fully intelligible only when it is placed in its context; and 
there are at least three levels or layers of context: the co-text (that 
is, the surrounding text); the context of situation (that is, the 
situation In which the text is used); and the context of culture (that 
is, the culturally Significant features of the situation). Each of these 
types of context can contribute to the meaning of the text. 
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The impfications of this context-sensitive view of language on 
grammar teaching are that: 
e Grammar is best taught and practised in context. 
\> This means using whole texts as contexts for grammar teaching. 

We have looked at a number of ways of using texts. Some of the 
advantages of using texts are the following: 

They provide co-textual information, allowing learners to deduce 
the meaning of unfamiliar grammatical itt:ms from the co-text. 
If the texts are authentic they can show how the Item is used in real 
communication. 
As we\! as grammar input, texts provide vocabulary input, ski\\s 
practice, and exposure to features of text organisation. 
Their use in the classroom is good preparation for independent 
study. 
If the texts come from the students themselves, they may be more 
engaging and their fanguage features therefore more memorable. 

Texts are not without their problems, however. Notably: 
The diffIculty of the text, especially an authentic one, may mean 
that some of the above advantages are 10st. 
The alternat.ive - to use simplified texts - may give a misleading 
impression as to how the language item is naturally used, again 
defeating the purpose of Llsing texts. 
Not all texts will be of equal interest to students. 
Students who want quIck i:lnswers to simple quest.ions may consider 
the use of texts to be the 'scenic route' to language awareness, and 
would prefer a quicker, more direct route instead. 

looking ahead No single method of grammar presentation is going to be appropriClte 
for all grammar items, nor for all learners, nor for all learning 
contexts. A lot wiH also depend on the kind of practice opportunities 
that the teacher provides. In the next chapter we will look at a range 
of practice types. 
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I\li Restructuring 

• Sample lesson 1: Practising how much/how many? using a 

sequence of oral drills 

@ Sample- lesson 2: Practising the third conditional uSing written 

exercises 

• Sample lesson 3: Practising can using an information gap activity 

1$ Sample lesson 4: Practising the present perfect using a 

persona!isation task 

• Sample lesson 5: Practising the passive using a grammar 
Interpretation activity 

• Sample lesson 6: Practising going to using conversation 

Practice So far we have been looking at ways of /,rescllliliK graJllmar. But, as with <lny 
skill, simply knowing what to do is no guarantee that you will be able to do 
it, or that )'DU ,d\ be able to do it wtlL Teachers win be familiar ,,,,ith 
learners who arc fast and fluent speakers, but whose language is practically 
unifltdligible because of the errors they make. There arc also learners ·whose 
langu;lge is virtually erro( free, but who arc painfi.d to interact ·widl because 
the production of every word is a struggle. A happy balance would be 
learners who are able to fine-rune their output so as to make it intelligible 
but who, at the same time, arc equipped with a core of readily available, 
fairly D,utorl1atic, hngll;>,ge, ::;0 that the), cnn CDpe with the pressures of 
time communication. It is the purpose of practice activities to target these 
two objectives: precision at applying the system, and automisation of the 
system. These two objectives are nl1lcd, respectively, accuracy and fluency, 

There is a third type of student: the one who is reasonably intelligible and 
at the same time HueDt, but who can express only 3. relatively limited range 
of meanings, If such snldcnts arc going to m;lkc any headway in the 
hngwage, It is not enough simply to be '"bie to spe'"k C,S1 and ';lccut,<"tdy. 
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They als() need to be able to reorganise (or restructure) what they know in 
order to make it more complex. Practice activities may also provide this kind 
of learning opportunity: through practising the grammar, learners come up 

situations which force them to reorganise their current knowledge. 
Sn, a third objective of practice is directed at restructuring - at integrating 
new knowledge into old. 

To achieve accumcy jJlt learner needs to devote some attention to form, i.e. 
to 'getting it right'. Attention is a limited comrnodity, and speaking in a 
second language is a very demanding skilL Learners have only limited 
attentional resourccs, and it is often difficult for them to focus on form and 
meaning at the salTle time. There is inc\'itably some trade-of I between the 
two. So, for learners to be able to dcvote attention to form, it helps if they 
are not worrying too much about meaning. That suggest.s that practice 
nctivitit:s i()Cused on accuracy might work best iflearners arc already familiar 
with the meanings they are expressing. This, in turn, suggests that expecting 
learners to be accurate \vith newly presented gramrnar is a tall order. It may 
be the case that accuracy practict: should come later in the process, when 
learners have been thoroughly familiarised ·with the new m(\terial through, 
£;)1' example, reading and listening tasks. 

/\s we said, accuracy requires attention. Attention needs time, Research 
suggests that learners arc more accurate the more time they have available. 
They can use this time to plan, monitor and fmc-tune their output. 
Therefore rushing students through accuracy practice activities may be 
counterproductive. Classroom activities traditionally associated with 
accuracy, sllch as drilling, may not in f.1Ct help accuracy that much, especially 
where karners arc being drilled in newly presented materi,lL 

Finally, learners need to value accuracy. That is, they need to see that 
without it, they risk being unintelLigible. This means that they need 
unambiguous feedback when they make mistakes that 
intcl!igibiliry. By correcting learners' errors, te,lChers not only provide this 
feedback, but they Cotwcy the message that accuracy is important. Knowing 
they are being carefully monitored often learners pay more attention 
to i(wm. 

To summarise, then, a practice activity which is good for imprO\'lng 
accmac), will hm'e these characteristics: 

Attention to form: the practice activity should motivate learners to want 
to be accuratc, and they should not be so focused on they are saying 
that thc), have no left-over attention to ;ll1oC<lte to how they are saying it. 
Familiarity: learners need to be hmiliar with the language that they are 
trying to get right. 
Thinking time: monitoring for accuracy is casier and therefore more suc-
cessful if there is sufftcient time available to think and rdlect. 
Feedback: kamel'S need unambiguous messages as to how aCCllr<lte they 
:lre - this traditionally takes the form of correction. 
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fluency Fluency is a skill: it is the ability to process hnguage speedily and easily. 
Fluency develops as the learns to antomise knowledge. One way 
they do this is to usc pre-assembled chunks of language. Chunks may be 
ptcked up as stng1e units, in much the same wa), as individual words afe 
learned. Common expressions like Whatf the matter? and D')I(j1/ know ·,oM! 
I mean? are typically learned as chunks. Chunks may also be 'acquired when 
utterances arc first assembled according to grammar rules, and then later 
automised. Fluency activities are aimed at this process of automisation. 

Too much attention to form may jeopardise fluency. So pretetiee activities 
aimed at developing t1uency need to divert attention away from forrn. One 
way of doing this is to design pr·actice tasks 'Nhcre the focus is prim"rily on 
meaning. By requiring learners to focus on what they are saying, less 
attention is a,"aiIable to dwell on how the), arc saying it. In this way, the 
conditions for automisation are created. 

One way of engineering a focus on meaning is through the usc of 
information gap tasks. Real communication is motivated by the need. to 
bridge gaps: I need to know something - you h;1\'e the information - I ask 
you and you tell me. In information gap tasks the production of language is 
motivated by a communicative purpose, rather than by the need to 
grammar knowledge for its own sake. A communicative purpose might be: 
to find something out, or to get someone to do something, or to offer to do 
something. It follows that the exchange is a reciprocal one .- there is as 
nluth a need to listen as there is to speak. Thi.s, in turn, metl1S th\\.t spe-;>..kers 
have to be mutually intelligible (not always ,1 condition in drill-type 
activities). Furthermore, there is an element of t"ilc unpredictable involved 
- what if you don't have the answer I am looking tor, or you refuse my 
request, or you reject my offer? 

All these elements - purposefulness, rec'tprocity, mutual intelligibility, and 
unpredictability - are features of real-life communication. Cbssroom tasks 
th<lt incorporate these features are known as communicative tasks and help 
prepare students for the CllHll1d-thrust of real communication. But more 
than that - because they ,ue message-focused they serve to shift the learner's 
attention away from a concern for form, and in this way they help develop 
fluency. 

To sumtT\\\rise: when: fluency i.s the go·'ll, pral:ticc '.Ktivitics shmdd h·;wc 
these characteri,dcs: 

Attention. to 111eaning: the practice activlty' s\'lodd entourage to 
pay attention less to the form of what the), Me saying (which ma), slow 
them down) and more to the meaning. 
Authenticity: the activity 5hould attempt to simulate the 
conditions of rcal-life" language usc. TlliIt is, the learner should be 
producing and interpreting language under real-time J!ld 
with a measure of unpredictability. 
Com.municative purpose: to help meet tlv.:se hst twO conditions, the 
;\ctivit)' should ha\'e a commt1!1icul\·c purpose, is. there ,1llluJd be 
built-in need to interact. 
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ChunlJng: at least some of the lanf.,'llage the learners are practising should 
be in the form of slwft memorisablt chunks ·which can be ilutomlsed. 
Repetition: for automisation to occur, the practice activity should have an 
element of built-in repetition, so that learners produce a high volume of 
the targeted forms. 

Restructuring involves integrating new information into old. Traditionally, 
restructuring was lUeant to happen at the presentation stage. That is, 
learners ,vere expected to lc;uJ) a Dew rllJe, and stJaightawllY incorporate it 
into their 'mental grammar'. 1\lore recently there has been some scepticism 
as to whether this really happens. There is a growing belief that 
restructuring can occur during practice activities. One school of thought 
argues that communicative activities (such as information gap tasks) provide 
a fertile site for restructuring. This is because such activities problematise 
learning: what if you don't understand my question, or I don't understand 
your answer? This communication breakdown forces the karner to take 
stock and re-think. In turn it otTers the potential for negotiation. 
Negotiation of meaning - the collaborative work done to make the message 
comprehensible - is thought to trigger restructuring, In fact, some 
proponents of the communicative approach considered that this was all that 
·was necessary for language acquisition to take piace. 

Restructuring is sometimes experienced by learners as a bnd of flash of 
understanding, but more often, and less dramatically, it is the dawning 
realisation that they have moved up another notch in terms of their 
command of the language. 

Pract'lce activities designed to aid restructuring might have these 
characteristics: 

ProblcOlatising: having to deal with a problem often seems to trigger 
restructuring. For example, when learners are put in a situation where the 
message the), an.' trying to convey is misinterpreted, they may be forced 
to reassess their grasp of a rule. Ivloreover, the input they get as they 
negotiate the meaning of 1,Yh<lt they are trying to express may also help 
reorganise the state of thcir menta] grammar. 
Push: the activity should push learners to 'out-perform their competence' 
- that is, to produce or understand language that is a notch more complex 
than they would normally produce or understand. 
Scaffolding: there should be sufficient support (or scaffolding) to 
provide the secnrity to take risks with the lant,ruage. This means the 
practice activity should try to balance the new with the familiar. 
Scatlolding could, example, take the form of telling a familiar story 
but from a ditTcrent perspective. Teachers often provide students with 
scaffolding in thc way thcy interact with them, repeating, rephrasing or 
expanding what they are saying in order to carryon a conversation. 

Fc\\' practice t:lsks, whether their objective is accuracy, nncncy, or 
are likely tu meet all of tlle criteria listed above. On the other 

hand, SUIne t;,sks rnay incorporate features th:n suit them to more than one 
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objective, e.g. both fluency and accuracy. Not all1carners wi.!! respond in the 
same W<ly to the same activit),: differences in ability, learning style and 
motivation \\,111 affect the degree to which they engage with the task. This 
suggests that teachers need to be familiar with a fairly ,vide repertoire of 
practice activities. It also suggests that time spent in presenting new 
language should not be at the expense of time that could be spent on pro-
viding a useful variety of practice activities. 

Sample lesson 1; Practising how much/how many? using a sequence 
of oral drills (Elementary) 
Grammar practice is often associated with drilling. In this example, the 
teacher of an elementary class has presented /JO'W JIIUf/J!;' and bo''iiJ IIWIll'? \vith 
uncountable <ind countable nouns respectively, <ind is now providing 
practice through <i sequence of different types of drills. 

Step 1 
The teacher says the following sentence two or three times: 

How much milk have we got? 

At a given signaJ, the class repeats this in chorus. Then the teacher indicates 
to individual students to repeat it. He corrects pronunciation where 
necessary. 

Step 2 
The te,lcher repeats the sentence and the chss choruses it again. Then the 
teacher supplies the prompt: 

and indicates to a st1ldent to supply the response: 

How much rice have we got? 

The teacher supplies further prompts, such as IIImt, .III icc, JIIp,ar, .rp"S/lc//i 
and individual Shldents provide the correct response. 0;ote that all llH.' 

examples (lIIeal,jllice etc.) afe uncountable i.c. tbe;' do not normally bn: 
'" plural f;)nTl. 

Step 3 
The teacher repeats Step 2, but this time uses pidures (of mc;!t, juke etc.) 
rather than word prompts. 

Step4 
The te3cher repeats Step 1, hut this time with the 

How many bananas have we got? 

The teacher then ,,"upplies prornpts that arc nuuns, 
pv/atot'." eggs, onium, tOIllIl/O,'.f etc. Initially the prom ph arc \\"(]fcjs, .md dWll 
pictures. 
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Step 5 
The teacher then supplies prompts that are a mixhlre of countable 
uncountable nouns, first \vords and then pictures. For example: 

TEACHER: 

STUDENT 1: 

TSA(HER: 

STUDENT 2: 
TEI,CHER: 

)TUDENT 3: 
TEACHER: 

STIJDENT 4: 

ete, 

Step 6 

eggs 
How many eggs have we got? 
meat 
How much meat have we got? 
coffee 
How much coffee have we got? 
apples 
How many apples have we got? 

and 

The teacher distributes pictures to the students, who in pairs test each other. 

Discussion 
This sequcncc represents a classic progression through v(Cry controlled to 
less controlled driUs. that 'control' has two senses here: the language 
is controlled, that is, the learners have no choice in the bnguage they are 
using; and the intenKtion is controlled, that is (until Stage 6 at le,lst) the 
teacher dictates \\'110 speaks and when. These h"lo types of control wcre 
comiden:::d cS5cntial in practice if learners were to gain control 
(a third sense of the \"Iord) over the targeted sentence 

Step 1 is an example of an imitation drill, in which the students simply 
rcpeat the teacher's model, first in chorus and then individually. Step 2 is 'it 

simple substitution drilI, in which one clement of the model is replaced by 
item that tilts the same slot. Note that it is in flt:t not necessary to 

understand the meaning of the slot-fitling items at this stage. This is why 
the tC:1chl'J' intmdu('cs visual prompts (Step 3), which direct some attention 
on to meaning. 

Step J, repeats the process with a contrasting sentence pattern: many? 
as opposed to IJilit/;? Step 5 brings the two patterns together and 
requires th(: students to make the countable/uncountable distinction so as to 
be able to make the necessary adjustments to the structure. This kind of drill 
is ct!led variable suhstitution drill, in rh,u the response will vary, 
arcording tu t}le prompt. Again, to ensure Shldtnts really :lfe attending to 
meaning, pictures arc substituted for words. In Step 6, the teacher, satisfied 
lh:n students measure of control over the dIstinction bet\,,!ten /.10'-V) 

III/I'-/.)? -,md !,t/,O !/Iilli)'?, reh-..:cs control of the interaction, and allows the 
st"lJdcllt: [() pr,lctise ;;1 pairs, thereby increasing the quantity of practice thcy 
arc gett11lg, 

Evaluation 
The E-factor: Drilling is easy to do, once students :lre llsed to it and the 

m:btefcd -,l few b;ISic techniques such as gi\·ing a clear inLiicltioJl 
;IS to when indi\"idu;t1 response, <IS opposed to a class one, is requllClL 

r 
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Some planning time needs to be given to the choice of prompts, and the use 
of picrures can be a drain on preparation time, but on the \vhole drilling 
one of the e:l.siest techniques to learn. It lS abo <111 eco11Qmic,\l way of 
practising grammar, since it requires little effort on the part of the teacher 
but quite a lot on the part of the students, especially if the drill is of the 
variable substi.tution type. It ·,\150 allows the teacher to attend \1er)' closely to 
the accuracy of students' responses. Finally, drilling has wide applicability, in 
that almost anything can be drilled. 

The efficacy of drills, however, IS more questionable: as ,v::IS pointed out 
earlier, drills afe traditionally associated with accuracy practice and typically 
follow close on the heds of grammar presentation. This may be asking a lot 
oflearners, h01yvever, since the enforced production of newly mer items may 
deflect attention away from the brain work that is necessafy for 
restructuring to take place. In other words, the requirement of'getting their 
tongues rollnd it' may be at the expense of 'getting their minds round it'. 
Drills may be more effective for Ene-tuning language that learners are 
already fairly [,lmiliar with. Drills could thus come at the end of a teaching 
cycle rather than at the beginning, and act as a means of tidying up language 
that is still a bit ragged. 

Another purpose drills may serve is to aid automisation of language 
chunks. In this sense, they are really a form of fluency practice, since they 
help the learner to store language as memorised chunks, which are more 
speedity and n10re e'Asdy accessed than gnU11lW,lt rules. There is a Limit, 
hmvever, to how many chunks a learner can memorise. Perhaps drills should 
be reserved for high-fi·equency and formubic items such as functional 
language (Would you like ... ? How about ... ?) and conversational routines 
(Did ),011 bave a nice 'W(CkClld? Spcak to you lata etc). 

The A-factor: Learners who Come fcom educational backgrounds where 
rote learning and repetition are common practice ,vit! feel comfortable with 
drilling. On the other hand, others may associate drilling with the inbnt 
schoolroom, and consider it out of pLKC in H\1 adult le'Arning context. 
Certainly, when drilling is done to excess, and in the absence of other, more 
communicative kinds of practice, tedium can set in, cancelling out any of 
the likely gains. 

Lesson 2: Practising the third conditional using written exercises 
(Upper intermediate) 
The so-called third condition;l.l (Ill had kllGWI1 ),011 ,'were (ol!Iill ... 1 :flid 
hl1'vl' bd,·'; {/ (Ilk,') is tfpically taught at a rebtive1y ad\'anccd stJgc, both 
because of its syntactic complexity and because it expresses a concept that is 
itself fairly opaque, i.e. hypothetical P;lSt time. It is not a structure th.lt i, 
easily picked up simply through expmUl'c, and is probably best 
through the conscious study and application uf rules. In this (eXample, the 
teacher has chosen to focus attention on it through a serics of writl!:n 
cxen:tses. 
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Step 1 
The teacher distributes cards to different students, on which are written the 
following woed" STUDIED, PASSED, HAVE, HAD, IF, HE, JACK, 
\VOULD, and asks them to stick them on the board to form a sentence, e.g. 

l"'J flACK] E:'J I HE llWOULD I HAVE I [PASSED I 
The numbers each word: 

4 
----;] 

STUDIED J 

6 7 8 

f HE I [Wol'illj [PASSED] 
The teacher then distributes further 1,vord cards, and invites students to 
place them irl the appropriate column (1-8). For ex·;trnp!e, JILL, HADN'T, 
WORKED, FAILED, SHE, WOULDN'T, BOB, DRIVEN SLOWLY, 
HAD AN ACCIDENT, MARIA, TAKEN A TAXl, BEEN LATE. This 
results in a t',1.ble that looks something like this: 

2 3 4 5 6 

iJ\C-KJ [STUDiE[)] IWOULD] '-_--l 
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[!lL:tJ L§ I SHE I 1 FAILED 1 
l BOeJ 'I H'-AI'-'" -'A-'''-A-C-C-ID-E-N-T'I 

r:-:-c-l i I j TAKE:\' A TAX} I 11lEEN LATE I 
Step 2 
The teacher then asks students to use the table to write as many sentences 
as they can, workilJg in pairs. Sample sentences include: 

If· 3\1\ 'na.6n'i· ,STllO'Ie.O, sr-iC;. wo:i;c\ hove. f-i').'lle.a. 
If bob had driven 'sioL<li(j' he wOJldn'1' have. rod an ac.c.ideri't. 
If IA&ne. 0. ·ro."Ki, s.ne. \0OJld\'\ '-t be..e.r. \e.-te.. 
1{' r-.\aria 'noon '1- d(ive .. n ",,'re. wouldn'1' \-,ave. be-e.n \c'l:t-c. 
If Jac.t. had (VO(V-cd, he- v)ou[dn'1' \iQ.vC ho.d an ae-eideni'. 

Students rcad out their sentences and the teacher check.s thern for ac(uracv, 
as 'well as eliminating illogical sentences. . 

Step 3 
The te;]cher dicratcs the follo\ving situation and asks learners to choose a 
sentence from the tahle that completes it: 

Jack had an exam last week. He didn't study for the exam, so he didn't pass. 
If.. 

Possiblt completion:.; are bod .1tlldi(d, be u'olild htn!{' PIWtti or ". ht' 
,';"01i!dn'/ ))IH'cfi1iltd. 
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111e teacher then asks the learners, still working in their pairs, to dwose 
four of their sentences (from Step 2) and write a situation for each sentence, 
ending in an incomplete fl,<o sentence, as in the tC:Kher's example in Step 
3, Having written their situations, they then ex.change them with another 
pair, and complete the 1f ,» sentence that each situation gencnu'.:s, They 
return the sentences for checking. 

Step 4 
Tbe teacher then hands out a YolOrkshect of situations for which students, 
'\'/orking in pairs, devise Dew sentences using the third conditional. For 
example: 

'I 1 Alex and Anna. dedded to go to a restaurant. They didn't hook a 
I table. When they arrived the restaurant was full and they didn't get 
I a table. ff .. 

I : 
i 

Chns went for a w,llk He dIdn't 1,11-e an umbJdla It starred Jillllmg 
and he got weL II.. J 
Lisa had a lottery ticket, nml1ber 2378. Bm she lost It TIcket 
number 2378 won. The winning prize was a trlp to [/ 

Discussion 
The teacher has adopted an approach to grammar prac(ke th'lt is morc 
thoughtful than the practice of Sample lesson 1. Jt is an 
based on the view th;lt accuracy requires an clement of retlcctiol), 
Reflection, in turn, requires time and attcnrion, and is therefore perhaps 
better mediated rhl'Ollgh written, mther than "paken, exercises. The 
challenge to the teacher is to make these written exercises involving, 
interesting, and collaborative. 

So, in Step 1 class attention is focused on the correct ordering of elements 
in the sentence - that is, how ,vords are 'chained' together. A.Hendon is abo 
directed to the 'slots' in these ch<lins - the words ('hi!t can subsrlwrc for other 
words in the chai.n (see Chapter 1, p<lge 2). Together, these chai.ns aod slots 
make up the hQrizontal and vertical ekments of a substitution taMe, which 
acts a kind of sentence- generator (Stcp 2). So [.,1', howevcr, the Ii.xus has 
been almost entirely on forni, and there is 110 guarantee that 
understand the concepts underl:>ing the senrences they have generated. Ir is 
therefore important to 'lWlC.h meaning to these sentences, hencl.'. Step 3, 
which compels learners to provide a. mini-context for their sentences, 
testing their own understanding of the structure as well as ;,Bowing them to 
test each other. (In llloDolingmll classes it would idw be possihle to dicit a 
mother-tongue tnnsbtioJ1 of rhe sentences they corne up with.) So filr, the 
practice has been very controlled in terms of hnguage. Step 4 allows 
learners a little more freedom, they ue still limited to the form of 
the third conditional. A nanlral to Step 4 might be SNnc form lif 
personaJisation, where the), are cncollr<lged to write true sentences ilbout 
themsclnos\ but tlle rhird condirionil1. 
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Evaluation 
The E-factoi': In terms of case, written exercises obviouslY involve more 
preparation than, say, spoken drills, especially tf they ltre \vith 

activities such as in Step 1. However, m.ost ELr coufsebooks 
now come accompanied by workbooks for homework usc, 'and there are a 
number of self-study gramm,lf books on the market (see, for example, page 
44). VVhik these aEC brgely designed for individual use outside the 
classroom, there is no reason why th<:y Shollkln't be exploited for the kind 
of reHective, coi1abOHl.tive grammar practice work described above. Apart 
from anything, ,\ phase of lmv-inten:;ity, book-centred stlldy can provide a 
welcome change of i(xlts in communicative dassrooms. 

written exercises are probably as econornicRl, if not more so, than 
oral drills, because time spent thinking about hnguage have irnportant 
effects on restructuring. It is irnportant, however, that the exercise 
challenges le,mwrs to engage with both form and meaning) and unless. there 
is some kind of element, its value in tenns. of the 
economica.l use of classroom time will be reduced. On babnce, however, 
written exercises are probHbly _more cffectiv'c tbm drills for targeting 
accut\\(:y and restructuring. 

The A IVIost learners, whatever their learning background or 
preferred karning style, appreciate an opportunity to £·llnilarisc themselves 
with a neW itern by means of unhurried written work, Some rm\y prefer to 
do this colhbot'Htiveiy, others individually. Allowance should <lisa be made 
for the learner who 11\.'<1)' see this ki.nd of activity as being intellectually quite 
demanding, vvhcn dealing with concepts such as hypotheticat 
meantng. Nevertheless, there is. no reason \'lhy rdatively simple structures 
Cll111l1t be de'llt with in the same way. 

Lesson 3: PractiSing am using an information gap activity (Elementary) 
In the following ,lCtivity, the teacher uses an information gap task in order 
(,(, target Hucncy by directing attention to meaning and lntcr:lctiol1. 

Step 1 
The tl'acher cxpl'"lns the situation: 'You are street musicians. You dance, yOll 
.'iing, ,lnd YOll play an instrument. Your has Left to join a circus. So 
you looking V)1' a new pMtncr .- someone who can do the sa.me things ,15 
)'OU. 

Stcp2 
The t('''cbet' dmws 
the f(.)Uowing grid 
on (he board: .[ 

--.--
She dicits from the class the names of thl'l'e kinds of musical instrument, 
three r.'·jWs of singing, and three (bnces. As :,wdcJ)ts ideas she \1,T;t6 
these ,into the grid Cldding t!l( if for cXJmptc: 

.. ,'. ) .",' '-' .. "",.' 
\-' .... 
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plClY 
cpcro.. l'thc 

ihe m'" C'" 
t\,g 3 .. ___ 

teacher then asks the students to each choose ftom the grid one 
instrument, one and one dance, This is 'their street mU5IC([1n'S 
act'. For example, they might choo:;.e tbe gui/ar, 0/,0'1"[(, :wd t/;e' r/.)<1-rhl. 

axe instructed to ktep their choices 'secret'< 

Srep3 
The teficher this fonnuh, Oll the board: em you,,,? ;tnd eiiclrs 
pussible questions. Fot cxampk: Can you play t/J( silxopl.wl1tr em) )'0/1 sing the 
Niles? Call you dance t/.1C ch4-·d1f1? Students iHe told th,lt they h;cvc to now try 
and find their new by asking iHi rnany other studc:nt:; ;ct least three 
c)l.lestions untit they find someone who has chosen the 'combitution' 
as they haw. The thell up and nwyc around ilsking their 
questions. Once they arc ioto the ilctivity, the teacher fubs eml VOli . . ? off 

. . 

Discussion 
The activity, although tightly controlled in terms of the LllJguage content, 
tM1ks as nJl Infon11<lt)on g;;p activiry since each student different 
'information': in order t(l complete the task, they musr matd) their irJ1()fJ'n-
,\tion with that of otber students, using hnguagc to bridge the gllp. 'fhere is 
,1 communkatiye, pmpose to the t;'hk, Le, tv find their partneL This l1'lC,ttlli 
thaJ they not only h,we t(J speak but to iistcn, For it to w1)rk. students need 
to be carefully brieftd to the kind of interaction 8.l1d the 
bnguage they wiLl need. Thus, the tc,\(:her uses an im,lgio;w), situ:nio\) (Step 
1) and invokes the studerlb in selecting the vocabulary (Step 2), The 
'new' Lmguilge (eM you ... ?) is provided for them <tnd this pto\';dcs the 
scdlolding within \vhich can get used t(t structure (Step 3). 
\Vhen the activity is well llllde[wa)" the teacher rubs tht 'new' bnguagc off 
the board. 

Ewuuation 
The E-fattor: This game type of information gap is e,xtn:mdy e,\::<y to set 
up, ,\l1d the grld ide,l C,tn be adapted to other situ<1don; and For 
eX\1mple, to prnC"tisc going to, the teacher em dkit the: n;t(11CS nt' thrce 
holiday (c.g:. A({]jm/(o), three holiday rnonths Aiigwt), and 
three hotel (t.:.g, 1'%1" G'rand). Students C<1(h chc)osc II "cHnbinal'ion 

then question one anotlwr ill order to ftnd SO\l1com: .gulng t(i ih.'" >:acne. 
place, in the same fw::mrll, lInd staying ;H the SHiJ:C hotel. Orh('r klr1ds 1)1, 
information gap exercises involve mort pn.:P;1f<1tJO!\ su(h ,lS {he u.;c or 
pic:tures (e,g. students in p;lirs Spot the dilTefQI1CC he(ween tiro 
pictures) or th£:; lISf:; of texts (where, [;)f example, :,tudcnts in h;1W 

T. C. 
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different data, and they have to pool data to complete a task, such as 
planning a day's outing). Such activities also require careful setting up so 
that srudcnts get the idea that the inform,ltion \\'hich each student has is 
different. 

In terms of economy a task like the street musician game is likely to 
generate a lot ofinstilnces of the target langlrage. This is parl·jcubrly the case 
if it im'01ve5 interacting with lots of different students. In pairs, the activity 
would not 'work as \vell, unless the number of choices in each column of the 
grid were extended from three to, Sil}" ten. 

As for effic,\cy, it is debatable the extent to which information gap 
acti\'ities like the one above replicate real-life communication. Obviously, 
ehe sitt.wbon is wry contriwd, and the language extremely controlled. But 
as a practice activity this may not: be a bad thing. It means that not too many 
demands arc being made on students in terms of their attention, There is a 
mcaning-focus, since thcy have to listen to each ocher in order to do the 
task, and this directs attention away from form. They are free to do this 
because the form is unvarying and available on the board if they need it. At 
the same time, the rnc<1llinf,'" rile}' ,tre expressing are not complicated, so 
they can also focus on form when the\' need to. All this should enhance 

If it seems too controlled, could be asked to supply their 
own ,'ocabulary rather than use the words in tIle grid. 

Despite the management problems that can arise, the interactive and 
problem-solving nature of inform,ltion gap acti,"itics put them in another 
leag-ue altogether when compared to drills. They provide a useful 
intermediate stage in a progression from controUed to freer practice . 

.The A-factor: H:O\ve\,e1' com·jnced the teacher mav be in the usefulness of 
information gap ,lcti\'itlcs, many students remain'sceptical, and are often 
mystified by the complicated logistics involved in what seems to be nothing 
more than another grammar exC'rcise. This means that teachers may need to 
approach this kind of acti\'ity cautiously, perhaps briefing students 
beforehand on the rationale underlying it. A further problem, immediately 
d)\"iollS to teachers of1argc classes of young learners, is that any acti\'it)' that 

students milling around may simply be impossible, either because 
of bck of sufficient space, or because the noise generated would be 
intolerable. In such (l situation, it still be possible to design the task for 
groups of " maximum of four or EiYe students. 

Lesson 4; Practising the present perfect using a personallsation task 
(Elementary) 
One we,lkness of the preceding acti\"ity was its lack of depth. Learners did 
not really ha\'e to eng,lgc, either intellectually or emotionally, with the 
content of the task. The following acti\'it'l' attCll1Dts to meet the conditions 
for fluency (e.g. a high tllrr;(WCr C:f chun'k-typc language) while 
incorporating an element of In this way it aims for a deeper 
len:! of personal in the 18Sk. 

,,, 
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Step 1 
The teacher writes the following table on the board: 

Ohe per-son 
TUX) people 
Th''''' people 
£veryone 
Ne Ohe 

in Ocl..r } + -eel 

He provides an example sentence. For example: Two peoplf in OIfT groll/, hrrix 
acted in a play. He establishes that the time franle Implied is that of 'your 
whole life up to nov/, He elicits other verbs that could fill the fourth 
column of the table, including a range of common irregular verbs such as 
.f(el1, been to, had, mt'l, eaten, done, gone etc. 

Step 2 
The teacher puts the class into groups of four, with the instruction that tlwy 
should produce as many true sentences about their group as they can in ten 
minutes, using only sentences generated by the table. A spokesperson is 
appointed for each group who will have the job of reporting on some of the 
more interesting findings. The teacher monitors the group work, checking 
that students are on task, and providing help with vocabulary when needed. 

Step 3 
The teacher brings the class back to 'plenary' mode, and asks the 
spokesperson from each group to report on some of the I'nore interesting 
sentences. In the case of sentences beginning One persall ... or ]11OoITb,."" 
prople ... he invites the other students to guess who is being referred to. He 
also asks some students to elaborate on their experiences, by 
questions such as When did tbat happcn? H01JJ did.l'0/{/;'c! ill the timd etc. 

Step 4 
Individually students write sentences about peopk in their class, based on 
the preceding activity, For example: 

Ta1'ljana no..s been 1'0 Allst-(alia. 
Elena has ea:te.n ds-t-(iCh mea"t'. 
Yevge.ni has worlLcd in a (Cstaura.d' 

Discussion 
The activity has I11<llly of the features of a traditional pattern practice drill 
in that the structure is tightly controlled :lnd there is a high degree of 
repetition (lfthe basic pattern. The diHcrcncc is that the content of the drill 
'IS provided by the students themsd'les, working frorn tl,c model providerJ. in 
the f()fJn of a substitution table (Step 1). :\lore()\'Cr, because the students are 
working in groups (Step 2) the activity is both more and 
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more meaning-focllsed: there is less (;mphasis on accuracy at this stage, 'The 
pressure to be accurate comes in Step 3, when students are reporting their 
group's sentences. (It would be a good idea, therefore, to select as spokes-
people those students who might normally pay less attention to form,) 
Again, a fonls on accuracy is prO\'ided in Step 4, where, by being asked to 
write sentences, students' attention is brought back to form, \vhere 
previously it had been more concerned ·with the meaning, This stage also 
provides them with a useful record of the lesson, made more memorable 
thnlLlgh having been personalised. 

Evaluation 
The E-factor: The ,tctivity is extremely easy to set up: all that is needed is 
a board, and once students are familiar with the activity-type, not even that. 
Note also that the activity can be adapted to virtually any grammatical 
structure, For example: 

ChC petSCh 
TclXJ people 
lv,r& people 
t:vaycnc 
No one 

in OlJ,r 

co..n .. 
is/o..rc gOing to,. 
\.CoM to .... 
u.ruLL 
Jces/ciOH 
h:J..5/);ct.ve 9ot .. 
might . ., 

h:J..vc denC., if .. 

1\101'eo\,cr, the activit), rates highly in terms of economy, since the mininml 
setting up has excdlcnt pay-ofT in terms of the volume of practice generated. 
Theoretically, there is no limit to the number of sentences the groups could 
produce, 

As for eH-'icacy, the activity meets a number of the conditions for effective 
fluency activities outlined abuve. The language is fairly formulaic and there 
is II high l'olume of repetition of the timmdHej a secure scaffold is provided 
in the torm of the table, but form is de-emphasised since learners' main 
conccrn 15 to create mcaningful j\1oreovef, the :1ctivity works just 
as ,veil with classes uf mixed ability, in t1wt learners can contribute to rhe 
level of their ability. . 

Finally, In term's of forging a group dynamic, the activit), has positin; 
since students arc obliged to imeract and find out things about 

each other they might nut otherwise h8.\'C known, Note that to do this they 
will need to be t:unili,lr with the question forms, such as /-JiN./t' )'01/ ('·0'1" , .. ? 
and rVbo !1'l.sl/l(/SI/t . . ? It would pay to write these on the board in advance 
of the group work. 

The l\-filctar: Some students - because of their cdllCi1tion;d ot culnm1.1 
b,lckground, or due to personality Elctors - might find 

or out of pb:e in the language There is also the 
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problem that learners may feel suth prcssure ttl be 'interesting' that ther 
become anxious, and lose sight of the linguistic purpose of the task. It Illa)' 
help iflearners were giv(:n the option of 'p'lSs.i.ng' when topics. come up th·,\.t 
they do not wish to commit themselves to. 

Sample lesson Lesson 5: Practising the passive using a grammar interpretation 
activity (Elementary) 
Typically grammar practice involves language production, that is, eirher 
writing or speaking. l'his derives from the belief that the sooner learners 
start producing accurate language, thc better. An alternative view is rhat 
learners first need to engage with new language receptively that is 
through listening and readiJ1g. Advocates of this position argue £1)1" the 
importance of v"hat is called consciousness-raising as a means of 
restructuring the learner's grammar". Accordingly, a number of researchers 
have devised exercise types called either grammar interpretation activities 
or structured-input tasks. Such tasks require learners to process input 
\vhi(11 has been specially structured so as to help thern. understand the t,\.rget 
item. There is no immediate need to produce the item. In immediate 
production may be counterproductive, in that it may distract attention aw;,y 
from the brain vmrk involved ,in understanding and restructuring. 

In the follo\ving example, the teacher has chosen a grammar 
interpretation activity to sensltise a group of elementary students 10 tbe 
difference between active and pjlssive verb forms. 

Step 1 
The teacher distributes the pictures (A-]) on the following page - or 
alternatively, dispiays them on the board using an overl1cad projector. 

She then tells the class to listen to the sentences she is going to read, and 
to match each :;entence with its picture. Sne re.ids c'1.(h of the f,jllowi.ng 
sentences aloud - along with its number - repeating them if students secm 
confused. 

The man hit the bus. 
2 The man was hit by the bus. 
3 The Queen was driven to the airport, 
4 The old woman attacked a policeman. 
5 The dog followed a cat. 
6 The clown chased the lion, 
7 The old woman was dttacked by a policeman. 
8 The dog was followed by a cat, 
9 The Queen drove to the airport, 
10 The clown was chased by a lion. 

Step 2 
After allowing students to compare their answers with a l,artllcf, the re;1dwf 
then distdbutes the written sentences, or writes them on the b,):ml. 
Students check their answers again, before the teadler checks the with 
the 
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Step 3 
The teacher asks the studenrs to turn the written sentences over (or she rubs 
them off the board). In pairs, the students use the pictures to reconstruct tllC 
sentences fron) memory, writing t\\'O sentences for each of the5c prompts: 

The man. 
The Queen, 
The old woman. 
The dog. 
The ,clown. 

Students read their sentences aloud for or compare them with the 
sentences on their handout. 

DiscussiDn ii 
The activity is called a grammar interpretation activity beca\lse, in order to 
do the matching task, k'"rners have to 'interpret' the diJference between 
active and paS5ive forms. For thosc studellts still unfamiliar with the 
difference the exercise problematises the language point, forcing them to 
acknowledge the dTect of making one grammatical choice o\'er another. 
Note that the exercise (until Step 3) is receptive: unlike traditional 
grammar practice excrcises, the student docs not have to supply the targeted 
language item. 

Ey,uuation 
The E-factor: Since most published grammar practice aL'tivities .11'( 
production-based, teachers who "want to incorporate grammar 
interpretation exercises into their te,lChing arc going to have to dcsi"gn man)' 
of them themselves, a factor that de,racts fron, their easi.ness. Nevertheless, 
!ll'any production exercises can be ttlrned into comprehension exercises. The 
following exercise is easily <JcLlpted: 

I \Vllte sentences \\lth the jJlcSent pelfect lontll1dOd5 iOl 
Ben WOIl<. five }1OllrS "go lIe IS stIll \\OlkJl'f; I 

2 Rebe(cajOmed the queue lor tIckets ')0 n1mut(S au;o She JS stdl J 
queumg 

------------------- ---- - --- --
Here is the exercise turned into a comprclwnsion acti\'lf:',': 

Choose the be5t summary of each sit"uation: 
1 Ben started work tlw hours ago, He is stili working. 

il Ben is working fell" rive hOllE. 
b Ben was working t{)r fi\'e hours. 
c Ben hilS been working fl.)r fin:: hours. 

2 Hebecca joined the queue {()r tickets :10 minutes <1,1.\0. She hl)lIght 
her ticket 10 minllres ago, 
a Rebecca is quelling for 20 minutes. 
b Rebecca \\"",,5 qut\l:,ng for 20 

Rebecca has be(>)1 gU(>ljing for 2U minute." 
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I':oricc that these tasks work only when two (or rnore) similar forms are 
being contrasted. 

Grammar interpretation tasks are an cconoInical way of drawing 
learners' attention to grammatical choices: they require minimal means to 
make major distinctions. As for efficacy, their pmver to prompt students to 
notice fcatlll'es of til': input and hence to raise consciOllsness suggests then 
they rate highly. If nothing else, such tasks are likely to have a beneftcia'! 
effect OJ) Tcading ,mel listening skilk AJso, the Iact that learners work 
colhb01'ativeiy on the task increases the chance of peer-teaching. 

The A-factor: Grammar-interpretation tasks will appeal to students who 
enjoy problem-solving activities, but those who don't may feel frustrated, In 
this sense, they share m::ttly of the characteristics of inductive grammar 
presentations (see Chapter 4). Nevertheless, there are many students who 
may li.nd immediate production of new language - in the form, for example, 
of drills off-putting, even threatening, and who would therefore \velcome 
the chance to 'get their minds around' new langu,tge in advallce of 'getting 
their tongues around' it. 

lesson 6: Practising going to using conversation (Elementary) 
Conversation ,- or chat - bchveen teacher and students, if it takes place at 
<ttl, is customarily confined to the beginnings and endings of lessons. Yet 
there arc grounds to suppose that conversation p1'Ovides a rich language 
environment for integrating new language. Experienced teachers wilt know 
that it is possible to have conversations with learners of even quite !ow 
levels, simply by askingye,i/Jlo questions, and by prompting, and if necessary, 
reformulating the learners' answers. In this way, conversations provide the 
ideal scaffolding within which learners can take risks in the kno" ... ledge that, 
if they trip up, there will be someone to heip them. As speakers become 
more proficient, these verbal scattolds can be graduatly dismantled. 

In the following example, the teacher of a class of elementary teenage 
students is using;l conversation to embed examples of going to to talk "bout 
(i.ltllre plans. 

Step 1 
The teacher seats the students in a circle, occupying one seat in the circle 
hilllself He then initi!ltes a CO!1l'CfSilti()ll ,lbout the weekend these 
lines: 

TfACH(R: 

FRANS[SC: 

5Q, Fr"ansesc, what are you going to do this weekend? What 
are your plans'? 
I study. 

1-+ TeACHER: You're going to study, are you? What are you going to 
study? 

rRNlSESC: Mathematics. 
TU,(H[H: Why mathematics? 
FRM,S<,C: Have an exam. 

t 



TEACHEf': 
FRANSESC: 
TEACHER: 
FRANSESC: 
TEACHER: 
CARLA: 
TEACHER: 
CARLA: 
TEACHER: 

CARLA: 

3- TEACHER: 

CARLA.: 
TEACHER: 
CARLA: 
TEACHER: 
CARLA: 
TEACHER: 

CARLA: 
TEACHER: 

CARLA: 
TEACHER: 

Step 2 

6 & HO\.',; to practise grammar 

YOU'Ve got an exam? What, !18xt week? 
Yes. I have. 
So you're going to stay at home and stUdy? 
Yes. I going to study. 
And what about you, Carla? What are Y\Ju going to do? 
On Saturday I go to shopping. 
On S<lturday, YOu're going to go shopping? 
Yes. 
Agaill. 
On Saturday I gOing to go shopping. 
'I'm going'. 
I'm going to go shopping. 
What are you gOing to buy! 
I going to buy no s€ [I don't knowJ maybe a new je<lns . 
You're going to buy new je<lns. And in the evening? 
I go to party. 
You're going to a party? What are you going to wear? Your 
new ... f 
Yes, maybe I'm wear a new jeans. 
'I'm going to Wear my new jeans.' Again. 
I'm going to wear a new jeans. 
And Ram6n, what are you going to do ,,,7 

The conversation continues in this vein until most st'udents have been 
involved. Then the teacher says: 

TEACHER: 
CARMEN: 
TEACHER: 
CARMEN: 
TEACHER: 
CARMEN: 
TEACHER: 
CARMEN: 
TEACHER: 

RAUL: 
TEACHER: 
FRANSESC 
TEACHER: 

RAUL: 

5- TEACHER: 

RAM6N: 
CARLA: 
TE'ACHtR: 

And me? What about me? [pause] 
What about you? 
What ",? 
What will you do this weekt:'nd? 
What am I going to do? 
Yes. What you are going to do? 
'Whi;lt are you going to do?' 
What are you going to do? 
I'm going to buy i.l table. [pause] 
What a what kind a table? 
A dining table. 
i. Que? [What?] 
A dining table. A table for E:ating, you know, Igestures] 
Why? 
Why am I going to buy a dining table? Because! don't have 
one! 
How are you." where are you eat your ... ? 
Where you are going to buy a table? 
I don't know. Any ideas? 
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Step 3 
\Vhen the teacher decides that the conversation has run its course, he goes 
to the board and elicits some questions and answers using going to which he 
writes on the board. For example: 

whc<. t (If<:: yOJ. gc'll;9 to d.c 
thiS luzckcncl? 

(lfC ycu. to wzo.r? 

where, o.fC 1(},J. to bu .. y 
you, ., o.blc . 

Step 4 

:t 'm to stIJ.d.y, 

I. \n 9Cir:9 to I.l\'2tl..f my 
r1CUJ j0J.hS, 

1 'm to roy it 
ih tOJJI"l, 

He then asks students, in pairs, to have a similar conversation about the 
following week He monitors this, correcting and providing vocabulary 
w'llere necessary: 

Step 5 
The teacher sets a \vriting task for home"work, which is to write ten 
sentences <tbout their plans for the weekend and the follmving week, 

Discussion 
For conversation to W01'k in the classroom, a number of conditions need to 
apply, one of the most important being the teacher's genuine interest in the 
students as people. But a genuine interest in itself is not sufficient unless it 
is reflected in the teacher's behaviour, including such things as manner, 
voice, body language, ere-contact, and usc of names. The way the class is 
organised is very irnportant as well (Step 1), and even if students cannot sit 
in a circle, it is imperatin: that they 0111 all sec and hear each otl1.::r, and that 
the teacher is seated too. The teacher's role is to provide a verbal scaffold 
witbin which the learners can feel safe. At the same time, he uses the 
conversational structure as a means to introduce and reinforce the targeted 
language item: this, after all, is not real conversation; father it is an 
instructional conversation, because it is taking place in a classroom. 
Nevertheless, the teacher IS able to maintain the foclls on the meanings that 
he and the s!'udcnts are jointly constfucting, while at the same time nudging 
students to pay some ,mention to the form of going to. For example, he 
reformulates students' Utterances (,lS in the turns marked 1 and 2, for 
example); he extends students' utterances (turn S); and he cycn explicitly 
COfrects some utterances (turns 3 and 4, for ex,unple). \Vhat's more, he 

the interaction in such a way that, as well as asking questions of the 
students, the students arc C1lrel"ted to ,15k him questions (Step 2). In this \,I'a.\' 
the structure gets thoroughly manipulated, and, at the s;'tme time, the 
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conversation achieves a more natural symmetry. In Step 4, the focus shifts 
away from the teacher-student interaction, to a student-student one, 
thereby increasing the amount of speaking time all round, while allowing 
the teacher to monitor the extent to which learners are accurately and 
appropriately incorporating the target structure. As a finnl insurance that 
the form of going to isn't sacrificed to conversational fluency, the horncwork 
task (Step 5) serves as a kind of student-generated drill-type activity, and a 
useful summary of the lesson. 

Evaluation 
The E-factor: Nothing is easier (nor is anything more difficult if you afe 
not used to it) than simply talking to students. It requires no preparati(1n, 
no technology (rrlthongh recording the convcrsation 'Jive' provides a.n 
excellent resource for further lanb'11age work) and it is feasible even with 
classes of 20 students or more. It is less economical, in terms of how much 
each student can potentially contribute, than small group work, bur, as in 
the example above, it can act as a useful prepanJ.t'ory stage [or group or 
pair work. Not all structures arc equally easy to incorporate with a notice-
ably high frequency into a single cOl1\·crsation: in Elct, to do so might make 
the conversation stilted and heavy going. ?\ewrtheless, high frequency 
grammar items, sllch as the present simple, past sirnplc, and modal verbs 
such as sbould, would, could and mig})! are fairly elsily and natumlly con-
textualised in inDm1ul chat. 

In terms of its efficacy, there has been littk research into how well 
instructional conversation works fc)r second Lmguage learning. i-,'e\'U'-
theless, there is considerable anecdotal evidence from language learners in 
non-classroom settings who have reached high levels of proflciency solely 
through interacting in conversational contexts. 

TheA-factor: For students who expect the teacher to mainLl1n the role of 
leChner, including the social distance that such <l role ",SlIllles, free-r'l11ging 
and informal conversation will baft1e them, and, especially if the class is a 
hrge one, may PW'I'C impossible. Obl'iol1s1y, t11C smaller the group, lhe better 
the chance of all students participating, but a jot also depends 011 the group 
dynamic that has been created. However, conversation can itself imprun.' a 
dynamic that may be sluggish, especially if combined with the judicious use 
of personalisation activities (see Sample lesson 4 abow). 

Conclusions In this chapter we have looked at ways that grammatical knowledge 
is automised through practice. Practice activities are conventionaJJy 
aimed at improving both accuracy and fluency of production. They 
can also provide conditions for increasing the complexity of the 
learner's developing language system a process also known as 
restructuring. Practice activitif:s need not be aimed solely at 
production, but, as in the case of grammar interpretation tasks, can 
serve to develop the receptive processing of gl"ammar as well. 
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A number of key criteria for choosing, designing and evaluating 
practice activities have been mentioned. Perhaps they can be reduced 
to essentially two factors: 

The quantity factor: simply put, this means the more practice the 
better. But quantity of practice is not enough unless the practice 
meets the following condition: 
The quality factor: practice needs to juggle attention to form in the 
interests of accuracy, with attention to meaning in the interests of 
fluency. 

Looking ahead Practice may -- in the long term - make perfect, but on the way the 
learner is inevitably going to produce l<3nguage that falls short of the 
target, in terms of its intelligibility or appropriacy, or both. How the 
teacher deals with flawed output will have an important bearing on 
the learner's chances of ultimate success, and is the focus of the next 
chapter. 
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errors? 

to deal with 
r errors 

$ What are errors? 

It Attitudes to error and correction 
o Responding to errors 

* Sample lesson 1: Using learners' errors to review cohesive 
devices 

o Sample lesson 2: Teaching grammar through reformulation 

Lal1guage le.uners nuke mistakes. This seems to happen regardle% of the 
tea..:her's skill and persc\"crance. It seems to be an inevitable part oflcarning 
it language. teachers believe that to ignore these mistakes might put 
at risk the learner's linguistic development. Current research tends to 
support this \·iew. Not to ignore mistakes, however, often means having to 
make a number of decisions. These can be summed up in the 
form of the 'in-Hight' questions a teacher might ask wben faced with a 
student's possible error: 

Is there an error here? 
,Vhat kind of error is it? 
,Vhat caused it? 
Docs it matter? 
\Vhat shuuld I do about it? 

Here, for example, is a written text produced by a Spanish-speaking 
Shldcnt: 

The Sunday night past, the doorbell rangs, I opened the door and I had a big 
surprise, my brother was stopping in the door. He was changing a lot of. He 
was having a fang hair but him looking was very interesting, Now, he's 
twenty five years, and he's lower. We speaked all night and we remembered 
a lot of thinks. At last when I went to the bed was the four o'ciock, 

\Vhile it is clear that the text is non-standard (by native-speaker $wndards) 
it is not always an eas).' task to idcntin' the indi\'idua! errors 
Tlke for cxal;1ple, I a big At flfSt sight there seems to be 
nothing wrong with this. It is a grammatically wdl··formed sentence - th:;; 
is, the words are in the right order, the tense is and rhe and 
\Trb agree. the is clear and But would 
nati\'e speAcr e\'er say it? According to corpus e\,idcl1l'e (that is, 
of spoken :\nd written texts) something can l!e il big .fIllpriso', :l ('.In /, 
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ill for a big surprise, you can hmJe a big surprise for someone, but instances of 
I had a big sUlJ:ri,rc simply do not exist. Should we conclude, therefore, that 
it is wrong? 1 he answer is yes, if we imagine a scale of 'wrongness' ranging 
from 'completely wrong' to 'this is OK, but a native speaker would never say 
it'. However, no corpus is big enough to include all possible sentences and, 
at the same time, n-::w ways of saying things are being constantly invented. 
This is a casc, therefore, when the teacher has to use considerable 
discretion. 

Once an error been identified, the next step is to classifY it. Learners 
may make mistakes at the level of individual words, in the way they put 
sentences together, or at the level of whole texts. At the word level, learners 
make mistakes either because they have chosen the wrong word for the 
meaning they want to express (A:ZV brother '1.oas stopping in the door instead of 
.rlill/ding), or they have chosen the wrong form of the word (lower instead 
of thinks instead of tbings). These are lexical errors. Lexical errors 
also include mistakes in the vva)' words are combined: the Sunday night pilst 
instead of la.11 Sunday /light. Grammar errors, on the other hand, cover such 
things as mistakes in ycrb form and tense (tbe doorbell rangf, we SPM/:.<,d), and 
in sentence structure: 'was the/ollr o'clock, where the subject of the clause (it) 
has been left out. There is also a category of errors called discourse errors 
which rdatl:: to the way sentences are organised and linked in order to make 
"\vbole texts. For example, in the student extract above at last suggests that 
what follow's is the solution to a problem: c·vmtually would have been better 
in this context. 

To sum llP, then, the following categories of errors have been identified: 

lexical errors 
grammar errors 
discollfse error" 

and, in the case of spoken language: 

• pronunciation errors 

It is not always the case that errors fall neatly into the above categories, and 
there is often considerable oyerlap between these categories. 

Identifying the cause of an error can be equally problematic. Speakers of 
Spanish may recognise, in the abo\"e text, the influence of the writer's tirst 
language (his LI) on his second language (his L2). For example, the lack of 
the indefinite article in h,,\ 1000iJ['J' (for J.h'S ali/1.i.Jya) suggests that the learner 
Jus borrowed the construction (CJ abogado) in which the indefinite 
article (1111) is not used, Such instances of L1 influence on L2 production 
are examples of transfer. They do not necessarily result in errors - there is 
sllch a thing as positive transfer. HI':r I01.L'['J' is an example of negative 
transfer or what was once called Ll interference. 

The case of mllgr, hO\\'e\'er, cannot be accounted for by reference to the 
karner's Ll. can .rpmkt'd. Both errors derive from over-applying (or 
oyergenernlising) <In L2 rule. In the case of mllgJ, the learner ha5 

the third person -J rule in the present (bl.-' rillgs) and applied 
it tn the past. In the oLj'(ak"dhe h<ls on:rgencraliscd the pagt tense -,Ii 
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ending, Such errors seem to be influenced not by factors extern,tl to the 
second l.anguage such as the learner's first but by the nature of the 
second language itself. They suggest that the learner is working according 
to L2 ndes and this is evidence that a process of hypothesis formation and 
testing is underway, I n fact, these developO-\ental enors nre not dissimi\'M 
to the kinds of errors children make when they are learning their mother 
tongue: 

He go to sleep. 
Are dogs can wiggle their tails? 
Daddy braked it. 

These two kinds of errors - transfer and developmental - account for the 
bulk of the errors buners rnake. Such errors can range from the f:lirly hit-
and-miss (him lookiJlg 'Ioas interesting) to errors that to sho,,-\' 
evidence of a rule being fairly systematically (but not yet accurately) 
applied. Thus: my brother 'WtlJ stopping, he n'r7.f rlliwging, he WfIS ha'uillg a IOl1g 
hail·. These are all examples of a verb form (past continuous) being over-
used, but in a systematic way. It is as ifthe learner had a rule to the 
effect that, 'when talking about past states as opposed to events - usc '-U.YlS 

+ -illg', 
It is probably these systematic errors, rather than the random ones, rhat 

respond best to correction. Correction can provide the feedback the learner 
needs to help confirm or reject a hypothesis, or to tighten the application 
of a rule that is being applied fairly loosely. Of course, it is not always clear 
whether an error is the product of random processes, or the product of a 
de\'eloping but inexact system. Nor is it always clear how ineX;lCt this 
system is. For example, it may be the case d1at the learner knows the right 
nlle but, in the helt of the moment, has failed to apply ic One way of 
testing this is to see whether the learner can self-correct: could the writer 
of the text above change speaRed to .lpoke, for example, if told that spmRt'd 
was wrong? If so, this suggests that the rule 1S both s),stematlc ',lnd e,)Hcctly 
formulated in the learner's mind, but that it hasn't yet become automatic. 

The next issue to address is the question of priorities. \Vhich e!Tors really 
matter, and which don't? is obviously rather subjective: some errors :we 
likely to distract or e\'en irritate the reacier or listener while od,ers go hugely 
unnoticed. For example, speakers of languages in which nouns arc 
distinguished by gender (e.g, un bmltllle, Ime pOlllm,,) frequently (her are 
irritated by gender mistakes such as UIlt' /ral/Ollt', A t;lirer, but Hill lairly 
subjcctive, criterion might be the onc ofintelligihiIity: to what extent 
the' error interfere 'wirh, or distort, (,he speaker's (or writn"s) 1 n the 
text above it is difficult, even impossible, to recover the meaning of 
(for IIl-w)'cr) from the context. On the other hand t/.IL' dOi)!/,d! /(ili/!.-' ie L,iri.\· 
unprobfematic. It may C;luse a momcntary hilYUp in comn1Unicltinn, but it 
is not enough to threaten it. 

lt should be apparent by now that thne are manr dccicillllS th,lt 
teachers have to make when monitoring learner production. I( is .!lot 
surprising th:lt the way they respond 10 error tcnds 10 be 1111>1'e nilel) 
int\litin than considered. Bm bt:tllrc thc qllcstiull 
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to how to respond, it may pay to look briefly at teachers' and students' 
attitudes to error and (orrection, 

Few people like being wrong, and yet there seems to be no way of learning 
a langmgc without being wrong a lot of the time. Not many people like 
being corrected either, yet to leave mistakes uncorrected flies in the face of 
the intuitions and expectations of teachers and students alike. This accounts 
for some or the problems associated with error and correction. 

Attitudes to error run deep and lie at the heart of teachers' inntitions 
about bnguage learning. r..hny people still believe that errors are 
contagious, that learners are at risk of catching the errors other learners 
make. It is often this fear of error infection that underlies many students' 
dislike of pair and group work. On the other hand, many teac1{ers believe 
that to correct errors is a form of interference, especially in t1uency 
activities. Some teachers go further, and argue that correction of any sort 
creates a judgment,ll - and rhercii.)lT stressful - classroom atmosphere, and 
should be avoided altogether. 

These different attitudes find an echo in the shifts of thinking that have 
taken place amongst researchers and materials writers. Recent thinking sees 
errors as being evidence of developmental proccsses rather than the result 
of bad habit formation. This sea change in attirudes is well capntred in the 
introductions to ELT course books. Here is a selection: 

'The student should be trained to learn by making as few mistakes as 
possible ". He must be trained to adopt correct lc;.wning habits right from 
the start.' 
((iTJfll Fin·1 Thif{gJ· Fi'fTt by L. Alexander) 

'Getting things vvrong is only good practice in getting things wrong.' 
(from SUCCtH 'luith El1glij), TeadJt'r's Halldboo/, 1 by B·Hnett et '.(1) 
'Provided students communicate effectively, they should not be given a 
sense of failure because thev make mistakes.' 
(from TlJe EIl,ilish COline, 1, TMrlxrs Boo/.:. by Swan and 
\ Valter) 

'Don't expect !e,lrners to go straight from ignorance to knowledge, 
Learning takes time and is not achieYed in one go. Be prepared to accept 
putiallcaming as ,tn Important· stage on the H··ay to fLdl btming.' 
(from Proj<'C/ English 2, TNuher's Boo/.:. by ·Hutchinson) 

';\hking mistakes is an important and positive part of learnIng a 
language. Only by experimcnting with the langnagc and receiving 
feedback can students begin to work out how the language works.' 
(from Blu'j)!'i!)/ JII/CI'JII<,dia/e, Hook by Abbs and Freebairn) 

Certainly, current methodology is much more tolerant of error. But the tide 
may be turning yet again. Studies oflcarners whose language development 
has fossilised is, it has swpped ;\t a point well short of the L\rget 
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suggest that lack of negative feedback may have been a factor. 0:cgativc 
feedback is simply indicating No, you can't say t/;at when a learner makes all 
error. Positive feedback, on the other hand, -is \\,hen learners are told when 
they are right. If the only messages learners get are positive, it may be the 
case that there is no incentive to restrucrure their mental gramn1<1r. Th(' 
restructuring mechanisms close down. Hence it is now generally accept('d 
th·J.t ',1. focus on form (not just on is necessary in order to gward 
against fossilisation. A focus on f()!'!n includes giving learners dear 
messages about their errors. 

\Vhat options has the teacher got when faced with a student's error? Let's 
imagine that, in the course of a classroom actlyit)', :1 student has been 
describing a person's appearance and said: 

He has a long hair. 

Here are some possible responses that the teacher might consider: 

1 No. This is clearly negati"\'c feedba(k, but it offers the student no due as 
to what was wrong. The teacher may be assuming that the student has 
simply made a slip under pressure, ;lnd that this does not therefiJfC 
represent a lack of kn01.vledge of the rule. The learner should therefore 
be able to self ... correct. There are, of course, other ·ways of signalling that 
a mistake has been Ilude without having to sa)' No. A f.lcial expression, 
shake of the head etc, might work just as well. Some teachers try to 
soften the negative force of 110 by, {()r example, making a mlllml1l noise 
to indicate: lYell, thllt's not coITert but thanks illl}"tUay. 
Unfortunately, this may bl\'c the student vmndcring Ha'vt' I made t1 

mistake or hfl'UI'li't J? 

2 He bas long !Jair. This a correction in the strictest sense of the word. The 
teacher simply rep.lirs the student's utterance - perhaps in the interest 
of maintaining the now of the talk, but at the same time, reminding the 
learner not to i()Cus only on meaning at the expense of form. 

3 No a!"ticle. The teacher's move is directed at pinpointing the kind of 
error the student has made in order to prompt self-correction, Of, if tlut 
fails, peer-correction - when learners correct each other. This is wht:l"C 
metalanguage (the use of grammatical terminology) comes in h:mdy: 
words like articlf, prr:positio!l, l.'crb, tensf etc. provide an econol11i«11 
means of giving feedback - assuming, of course, th;1.t students ;\re 
·,,,heady with these terms. 

4 No. Anyone( An unambiguous feedback signal plus all itwitarion 
peer-correction. By excluding the option of ho\\'!.'\"cl"\ 
the te;1Cher risks humiliating the original student: perhaps the tCl..:hc! 
know5 the student wcll enough to rule out self-correction for this error. 

5 He 10115 . . ? In other words, the te:lcher is the SrUdl'flt'5 llttcr-
ance up to the point where the error occurred, \\'ith it \,iCI\" to 
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the error as a clue for self-correction. This technique can be reinforced 
by finger-coding, where the teacher marks out each word on her 
fingers, indicating \-vith her fingers the part of the phrase or sentence 
that needs repair. 

6 He bm a long hair? .Another common teacher strategy is to ecbo the 
mistake but with a quizzical intonation. This is perhaps less threatening 
than saying ]\/0, but often learners [,il to interpret this is an invitation 
to self-correct, and think that the teacher is simply questioning the 
truth of what they have just said. They might then respond Yes, he bas a 
'VfI)' IOllg DO'u)I) to hel't. 

7 Till sony, 1 didn't tlntientand, Variations on this response include Sorry? 
He ·what? Ex(Usl' 1Ilt'? etc. These are known as clarification requests 
and, of course, occur frequently in real conversation. As a correction 
device they signal to the student that the meaning of their message is 
unclear, suggesting that it may luye been distorted due to some 
problem of form. It is therefore a more friendly way of signalling a 
mistake. Research suggests that when learners re-cast their message 
after receiving a clarification request, it usually tends to improve, despite 
their not having been told explicitly that a mistake has been made, 
f'nuch less what kind of mistake it was. This suggests that the policy of 
'acting a bit thick' (on the part of the teacher) might luye positive 
dividends in terms of self-correction. 

8 IllS! one? Like fbi.'? [draws bald man with one long hair] Hil ba ... The 
teacher has pretended to interpret the student's utterance literally, in 
order to show the student the unintended effect of the error, on the 
principle once the student appreciates the difference between he 
hll5/ollg hair and he J){-lS a long hair he wilL be less hkdy to make the same 
mistake again. This is only with those mistakes which do make 
a difTerence in meaning - such as he's Iowa in the text we started with. 
There is, of course, the danger of humiliating the student, but, if 
handled semitively, this kind of feedback can be extremely effective. 

9 A long bai,. is/WI olle single bail', like YOllfind in yom' soup. For the /.Jail' 011 
your /.JMd YDU '1001t/dll'{ use an article: He bll5 long hair. The teacher uses 
the error to make an impromptll teaching point. This is an example of 
reactive teaching, where instruction is in response to students' errors 
rather than trying to pre-empt them. Of course, if the teacher were to 
do this at every mistake, the classes would not only become very 
teachcr-centrcd,'tlUt the students might become re!ucta;lt to open thei'r 
mouths. 

10 Ob, be' bi/5 Iollg bilil; JUJ jld This technique (sometimes called 
reformulation) is an example of covert feedback, dis6'1lised as a 
COllnl'sational ;1side. The hope is, that the student will take the veiled 
correction on board but will not be inhihited from con.tinuing the flow 
of talk. Typically, this is the W<ly parents seem to con:cct their children 
- by offering an oqvndcd n'rsiOll of the child's utlCf;lIlCe: 
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CHILD: Teddy hat. 
MOTHER; Yes, Teddy's got a hat on, hasn't he? 

Some thcorists argue that these expansions and reformuhtions help 
provide a temporary scaffold for the child's developing language 
competence. The problem is that learners may simply not recognise the 
intention nor notice the difference between their utterance and the 
teacher's reformulation. 

11 GMd. Strange" this seems, it is in fact a very common ""y th"t 
teachers provide feedback on student production, especially in activities 
where the focus is more on meaning than on form. For eX<tmple, it is 
not difficult to imagine a sequence like this: 

TEACHER: 
STUDENT: 
TEACHER: 
STUDENT: 
TEACHER: 
etc. 

What does Mick Jagger look like? 
He has a long hair. 
Good. Anything else? 
He has a big lip$. 
Good. 

The intention behlnd good (or any of its ?ltcrn'i,tives, such as OJ..1 i.s to 
acknowledge the students' contributio!1, irrcspective of either its 
accuracy or even of its meaning. But, if comtnlcd as positive feedback, 
it may lull learners into a false sense of security, and, \vorse, initiate the 
process of fossi1Jsation. 

12 Teacber says but writes down. error fDr fnt,'!e reference. The 
intention here is to postpone the feedback 50 as not to disrupt the now 
of talk, but to deal with errors bter. Perhaps the students <lre working 
in groups and the teacher has chanced on the error while monitoring. 
A correction in this context might be inappropriate. i\l everthe1ess, there 
are some grounds to believe that the most effecti\"C feedback is th:n 
which occurs in what are called real operating conditions, that is, when 
the learner is using language communicativdy. For eX'.l.rnple, a tmincc 
driver is more likely to notice the correction when it is most rdc\',int -
while driving - than after the e\'cnt, in a list of points being ticked off 
by the driving instructor. The trick, it seems, is to intervene without 
interfering. 

To sum up, then: learners' errors offer the teacher a rich source of lbta with 
which to monitor learning. At the same time, learners need feedback on 
their production. This suggests that teachers should deal with at least some 
of the errors that ",rise. To do this, they have a wide range of feedb:lck 
options available. The choice of feedback strategy will depend on 
i:lCtors as: 

TllC type of error: Does it have a major etJect on communication? Is it 
one that the learner could probably sdf--Rpair? 
The typc of activity: Is rhe focus of the actiyit)' more on (;:,)),111 or on 
meaning? If thc latter, it is probably to correct without 
too much with the flow of conwf'lunlc'J.tlon. 
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The type of teamer: \"'i11 the learner be discouraged or humiliated by 
correction? Alternatively, will the teamer feel short-changed if there is 110 

correction? 

lesson 1: Using !earners' errors to review cohesive devices 
(Intermediate) 
In this lesson the (in a class of mixed nationalities in is 
llsing a sampling of learners' errors to highlight a feature of cohesio[1 - that 
1s, the way sentences <"nd parts of sentences 'Me connected by words like Illld, 
but, /.JO"TI.)(hVt'r, and 50 etc 

Step 1 
The tCilchcr hands out a worksheet which consists of a number of selltences 
she has collected [ronl their pre,<ious written work. (These sentences could 
also be presented on the board or by means of an overhead projector.) She 
asks the students first of all to attempt to correct them, working in pairs, 
and then to identify one feature they :tll have in common. This is the 
worksheet: 

no girlfriend.in spite llandsome boy, . 

1

2 The Li.ttle Red Ridill. g 1100d. has dropped illto the forest nevertheless 
her mothc/s wan1illg. 

3 1 cat chocolate everyday lnspite I have to do diet. 

I 4 I caIne to Austra!ia nevertheless a lot of interesting places is in Japan. 

I 
5 1 will stay at home this weekend nevertheless my boyfriend will spend 

his time on the beach, 
__ ___ ___ . _ _________________________________ --l 

Step 2 
The teacher monitors the pail' work, helping learners sort out some of the 
peripheral for example, the wrong choice of tense or yocabular:v, 
as in bas droppal in/a (for which she suggests simply 1.1.'(11/), She deliberately 
ityoids dealing with ,-kljil'lt and 7li:1.}r:rtl.lI'/m at this stage, but instead 
encourages to try and work out the solution themselves, 

Step 3 
The te,lCher then distributes a handout (sec the opposite page) \\-hlch she 
asks ie;nners to study before returning to the sentence correction task. 
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----- - -
\Vh",n conttastmg 0,\0 ::'\lrprhtng LIlts, the mDst CDll1n1on W,I) 1;, to the 

Contrast 

bllt: I 
The flln1 W',\S long btlt I didn't get bore-d. I 

Some other wa),s of expressing contrast are: 

Linking ideas in ONE sentence: 

1 ill -,pite of + NOUN In spite of the film's length, 
I didn't get bored. 

2 ill spite of tbej(ld that + CLAUSE 

Linking T\VO sentences: 
1 nf'Iitrth,,/t:ss + sentence 

Stcp4 

In_ spi.te of tile fAct that the 
film was long, I didn't get 
bored. 

The tllm was long. 
i'\everthdess, I didn't get 
bored. 

The teacher then elicits corrected versions of the sentences in open class, 
writing these on the board, and drawing attention to the linking de\'ices (ill 
spite of [the il\'t that]; Ilcuatbdcss) by underlining them, ',md asking 
individuals to explain their llse. There are obviousl\' several wan of 
recasting the example sentences; rhe following arc correcti(;ns: 

1 1. a...m 0.. ha,nclsollC bey, NcvcrtliC!css) 1 cien't /-1(1 .. \'('; 

0. 9irlfhcnJ. 
;z, Liti-Ie !Zed. R..ielinq H-ccci u.x:nt intc the fercst in 

spite of f,cr rnetScr1s IJJ;J..rhil'9_ 
3 Ih spite c-f f:-,c fo.C+ t','\J... t .1.. a...m en 6. C\ict) I c.J.. t-

c(c,cclo. tc every ciGlY. 
L{ 'There e:U-C Cl let cf rLJ,ccs 'In ]"(lp,\n. 

1. +c A\,l..st't\lkl... 

5 11m qc;nq to S1-0,Y a....r t,..,;s li.x::ckcnd. ih =;r-Itc cf 
,,y.IY Dc;y\rICI>J,. '6 _qC','9 "\-c "t 0 .. "7 

-;,"lC DCc7..Cn. 

StepS 
The tc;tehcr then nut an exercise \\'ht(h tbe students t() tn(lkc 
the l'orrcct dwicc oflinking dC\'lcc, For ex;ullj']c: 
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Complete these sentences using ill spite of, in spire of the focI that, or 
lIevertheless. 
1 \Ve went to the beach _____ it was a rather cold day. 

l 2 It was a Hither cold da), __ ... ___ , we went to the beach. 

3 ____ to the beach. I ... _________ ____________________ 

Discussion 
Teaching students of intermediate level or above inevitably involves a El.ir 
amount of review and remedial teaching. The core grammar areas are by 
now familiar territor)\ and, apart from vocabulary, there is not a lot of new 
language left to encounter. The problem is that their 'old' language is 
neither "ccurate nor automatic. Fluency practice can target the latter aim, 
but accuracy may be best denIt Iv.ith by means of a more reactive, and at the 
same time, more reflective approach. Simply to present previously shldied 
items all over agJ.in may be both time-wasting and de motivating. Using 
learners' errors for consciousness-raising purposes offers the teacher an 
alternative to presentation, ·while at the same time it the lesson, 
tailoring it to the specific problems of the students. 

I-landing out a worksheet of anonymous errors (Step 1) avoids the 
problem of targeting (and possibly shaming) individual students. At the 
same time, the teacher can Include errors which she has collected from 
other groups, thereby enriching her database. In Step 2 the intention is 
to tidy up the errors before homing in on the targeted language area. 
(The teacher could, of course, circumvent this stage, by tidying up the 
errors herself when preparing the vvorksheet.) By preparing an explanatory 
l'la!ll-lOlJt (Step 3) the teacher mnlntalhs the learner-centred focus; only in 
Step 4 cloes the teacher assume her traditional role at the bo"rd, in order to 
knit together any loose ends, before handing back to the students again 
(Step 5) at the testing stage. 

Evaluation 
The E-factor: Assembling a collection of learners' errors is relatively easy 
where teachers have access to personal computers. It requires only a little 
extra time, \\'hel1 marking written work, to key in one or two errors per 
student. R'iorc difficult is capturing spoken errors: recording students from 
time to time can help build up a useful database. It pays to organise the 
collected errors into categories - tense, modals, vocabulary, word order etc. 
This will greatly facilitate preparation of future classes. Preparation of 
gr:lrl"lmar handout'; (as in tJlt; sample lesson) is also time-consuming: the 
wide range of sclj:'srudy grammars now available, as well as the grammar 
reference notes in current coursebooks, now makes the writing of grammar 
handouts virtually unnecessary. 

As a means of directing attention on form, ;ll)d assuming that the errors 
have been prc-sckcted and evcn tidied up so as to reduce the danger of 
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overload, the use of students' errors is extremely economical. There is no 
area of language, for a start, that can't be approached in this way .. /Uso, 
authentic errors have a credibility that invented examples seldom have: 
shldents often recognise errors - even ones they didn't make themselves. 
For this reason error analysis of this kind is particularly effective for 

Ll transfer mistakes, such as the Sp<mish speaker's It's the hest 
film I have /lcver secn. Students could be encouraged to keep a list of these 
in their notebooks, or prepare posters for the classroom wall, captioned, for 
example, Our Favourite ]\listakes. 

Finally, the f'act that the grammar lesson has been planned around the 
errors the learners have actually made, rather than baving been planned to 
pre-empt the errors they might make, makes considerable sense. It has been 
argued th..,t a lot of grammar teaching is probably hrge1y redundant, since 
it is motivated not so much by the problems that learners really have as by 
the simple fact that the item in question has been described by linguists and 
grammarians: because it is there, let's teach it. An error-driven flpproach 
attempts to redress this tendency, focusing instruction on what really 
matters, which argues in f.1.vour of its effectiveness. 

The A-factor: There is always the danger that, by emphasising the 
negative, a focus on the errors they have made serve to discoUf<lge 
learners. However, students generally react positively to this very direct 
treatment of their errors, preferring it to more covert approaches. lvlost 
st\!dents accept that explicit feedback on error is ?s\ essenti?.1 con.pone.nt of 
classroom learning - the real difference, in fact, between focused instruction 
and random acquisition. In order to convey a more positive message, 
hO\vever, it pays, from time to time, to intersperse correct sentences (from 
students' output) flmongst the incorrect ones, and ask students first of all to 
sort them into these two categories. 

Lesson 2: Teaching grammar through reformulation (Elementary) 
Reformulation is the process by ,vhich the teacher takes the meanings the 
learners arc attempting to express in English and 'translates' these into an 
acceptable form. It is a technique that has been llsed in tile teaching of 
writing. Students \vrite a tlrst draft, which the teacher then reformulates, 
not just at the level of individual words and sentences, but in terms of the 
organisation of the text as a whole. Heforwulation is therefore. rnore than 
simply correction. \Vhereas correction is offered in the of This iJ bva) 
you should say it) the impetus tlJ1derlying reformulation is more: Tbi.r t.; I.wv: 
I 1VOIIId say it. 

In this lesson the teacher introduces the bngu<lge used fur tdking "bo\\\ 
disasters by reformulating a text joinrly constructed by the 5tlldcnts. 

Step 1 
The teacher introduces the theme hy placing a newspaper picture o( a 
disaster, such as an earthquake, on the board. He sits ;m,j, without gi\·ing 
explicit prompts (such as Wbr7! /;(7P/,(/IJ ill (111 ['tlrfbqllit.l.:d or fl,,,, .. ·,, yOIt t"<','r 
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/Itt'll ill fill <'lIrt/.!qllakd) but 5impt)' by indi..:?ting with a look or gesture that 
students should say anything the), 'want with the topic, he 
encourages the production of isolated words, phrases ;me! sentences, These 
afe kft uncorrertcd: the focus at this stage is simply on brainstorming ideas. 

Step 2 
\Vhen students arc starting to run out of ideas (e\'cn with some gentle 
prompting from the teacher), or when start dep;u·ting too widely fi'orn 
the topic, the teacher stops the activiry and draws a line down the centre of 
the bO·J.rd. He hands one student the drJ.lk 'J.nd asks this student to 'dct as 
the dass scribe, Her job is, working with the whole to coHate the ideas 
that the students have produced a.boLlt the topic, and to write them up on 
to the board. T'he tcacher then the dassroom or sits at the back, The 
class then cotlabol'ilti\'ely construct a text which the scribe writes up on to 
011(' half of the board, 

Step 3 
The teacher returm and reads the students' text aloud, vvithollt 
;uy, but any questions where the meaning is unclear. I-Ie then 
rcf;JrlDulates this text on to the other blf of the bon.rd that is, he rewrites 
it in its entirety, conecting superficid errors of speLling, word choice, 
collocation, and morphology, recasting cCil11plete sentences if necessary, and 
1C\'('n 11100'ing whole sentences around so 8.3 to produce a more coherent text. 
As he docs so, he explains the r,Hion\lle underlying each change, but ",1 ways 
insisting th',lt fhi" is tlu 1 '[L'(;uid S(7Y it, and constantly checking with the 
class as to what their intended meaning Iud been. Students then copy the 
reformulated text. The foUO\ving p'dge shows the text a group ofJapanese 
students produced, and the way the teacher reformuhtted it. 

Step 4 
Stlldenh Ihen, working individu"Uy, write their own texts about a simihu 
topic -lI.lr hurricanes, \'okanoes or floods, They compare these in 
pairs, suggesting changes and improvements, before submitting thlCir texts 
to the (cachet for correction. 

Discllssion 
The teacher's intention in STep 1 is to the karners some say in the 
content ;tnd direction of the lesson ;lIld, apart from the se1ectioll of the 
topic, !lot to impose on it a structure of his own. The joint 
brain,torming around a topic asst)!llCS that the class arc both suffIciently 
t;xthcol1\lng aue! that there is:l n:LL'Xed cbssroom dl'namic conducive to the 
frte t10w of ideas. If nut, the teacher 111-,1.), prefer to structllfe this acti\City 
murlC purposefully, by 5etting a spccitl-:: writing t,lsk and/or by asking 
k.lding questions. :--':eycrthekss. ;\s students become more accustomed to ,\ 
lc,;s dirt:dive appruach, they surt to shew more initiativc, 

1t is illlportant, in StlCP 2, that the t""cher renounces any active rollC ill 
the construction of the text - physically abscnting himse1i is a clear sig;n',l\ 
th;lt ;lr<' OJ) their own, It is ;th) impurr;,11t to th;H this 

('()lbborative eXl'rctSe - th"t the dass ',l whole i, responsible for the text, 
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Japanese and 
have gO"r a '1lJi-re long -time 
(eto.-tionsh\p. Mo(e man .'<oD 
(jea(:::, ago The big one had 
QGCu(ed and ii" cau5ed 
damage, for example.. fire.. 
which had been used for 
c.oo\([n9 a-r lunc.1> i"ime. lhel.) 
were '1uii"e ignoranT wim wha-t 
TheLj should have done. So 
now on thai" da':) almo,si" all 
The. JapanC5e do inc 
,siilJa-tion iigain,si- ine 
di,sii.s-te..( ,since ii- is pcediCTed 
thai"" ire big one will ,suceiLj 
occur before 10rig. So i.lna-r 
mo:si" of ihem k.eep 
imme(gerd- food, dnnk.., 
mediCine e-tc. Of course we 
hope ihese.. ihings Me nOT in 
need. 

7 How (Q deai with grammar errors 

Reformulated teachcr text 

11'lC Jo.po"llCSC ani co..rthcLu..o.kcs 
MVC l>J...d.. a. icr:g-term 
relatiohship. Menz thJ..n GO 
vealS a.go the (Big OhC I 
OCCi_J..rrer:( o"ni it w.lJ..sco. terrible 
da.\"'""J)(l,.gc, such o..s fkc5) dlJ..c to 
tf'lC ta.ct tM t people used tirt: 
to ccck mid -d..o..y meo..!. 
[hey didn't rcoJly knew uJoo.t 
prcca.uticns to ta.kc . .so r)CW, 
On the o..hnMzrso..ry of tM t 
da.y) a.lmost everyone in .Ja.pa.h 
dees a.n w.rthctlJ..a.kc drill J sirt:C 
it is predicted.. t\JO... t next 
(Big Crx:: I will o.cfinitc\y occU.r 
beTcre icnq. 1niS is why: most 
peeple keep c""'Doney food, 
dXink o..n::l l'rIeo.OlC a. t hol'"!1GZ. Of 
coursc J fJJC hope tllest: thinqs 
will hOt bc ""eeleJ, -

rather than one or two of the more forthcoming individuals. If this is likely 
to be a problem, or if the class is too large to make this feasible, an 
alternative strategy would be to organise the class into groups of about four 
or five, and have each group produce its own text, ideally onto an overhead 
projector transparency, or, if not, on paper. \iVhilc it will be too much for the 
teacher to reformulate all these texts, one or t\vo can be chosen for the Step 
3 activitv. 

It is important, in Step 3, fhat the students arc involved in the text 
reformulation process: the tcacher can elicit ideas f()1" impnwements, can 
ask questions to check the class's intentions, and can keep the class 
inf()f!lled by explaining his thought processcs as he hunts for better ways of 

these intcntions. Before lllm·ing into Step 4, an alternative stage 
rnight be to erase or cowr up the rd()!"llmlated text and learners to \vork 
in groups to reconstruct it fmm memory, l.lsing their original tcxt as a 
prompt, This will forcc attenti,l!1 on torm, :1S wen ;'IS encouraging greater 
attentiveness during the rett)rmubtion st'lge. 

Evaluation 
The E-factor: Reformulation n:quires no materials since the 
texts are created entirely by the smdents, All that is necessary is some 
stimulus, in the form, ex'ample, of yiSll,lls, 01" a situation (for a 
dialogue betwcen two friends ;lbuut their health nlI1cerns), or a task (such 
as, \-\'rite a letter to the llC\Y'I'.lpcr compbinint; "bout a local problem.) The 
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rdormulation process requires only a board, although overhead projectors 
are very llseful for this purpose. The greatest demand is on the teacher's skill 
at on-the-spot reformulation. However, if the teacher has been 
unobtrusively present during the text construction stage, some preparation 
for the reformulation stage can be done in advance. In terms of economy, 
the danger is that so many problems arise out of the text there is a risk that 
the students lose sight of the wood because of the trees. That is, even if the 
teacher has pre-selected a grammatical item to focus 011, and chosen a task 
that is likely to generate this item, it may take some time to tidy up 
extraneous problems before being free to home in on the target. This is not 
necessarily a disadvantage, however, especially at higher levels and in mLwd 
ability classes, where a rich input rather than a purposefuHy Lean one, is 
likely to be more effe<.::tlve in the long run: there will always be something 
for somebody to notice. 

And, as 'with the previous example, an approach that is driven by the 
learners' texts is more likely to meet their immediate needs than an 
approach that is driven by an absentee courscbook writer. 

TheA-factor: For the reason just mentioned, the reformulation oflcarners' 
texts is likely to have relevan<:e to learners than the study of 
'imported' texts, Nevertheless, the reformulation stage has to be hmdled 
sensitively, so that learners see it as an empowering 8.ctivity rather than an 
exercise in humiliation. l'vloreover, any flctivity th(lt allows the teacher 
prolonged control of the blackboard rU1)S the risk of becoming periJously 
'chalh),-talky', 

In this chapter we looked at the types and causes of error, at 
attitudt;$ to correction, and at strategies teachers can enlist in dealif'lg 
with error. It is important to note that: 

Not all errors are caused by L 1 interference, A lot of errors are 
developmental - that is, they occur in the normal course of 
language acquisition, irrespective of the learner's mother tongue. 
Not all errors are grammar errors, and not all grammar errors are 
simply tense mistakes. 
Not all errors matter equally: nor do they an respond to the same 
kind of treatment, 
Correction is not the only form of feedback that tt;achers can 
provide. Other options include positive feedback, clarification 
requests, and reforrnulation. 
Failure to provide Some negative feedback may have a damaging 
effect on the learner's language development in the long run; on 
the other hand, providing only negative feedback may be 
ultimately demotivating, 
Learners' errors offer a rich source of material for language focus 
and consciousness-raising. 



7 How to de,,1 w,'th grammar errors 

looking ahead So 'far we have been dealing wtth ,Ways of Introducing, practising, 
and providing feedback on grammar, and have been largely 
concerned with classroom activities, techniques and procedures. The 
view has been essentially a dose-up one. But how do these activities, 
techniques and procedures fit into the larger context of a teacher's 
daily work plan? What is the place and status of grammar 
presentation, for example, in the overall lesson? In the next chapter 
we take a wider-angle view, and attempt to answer the question: 
How do you integrate grammar \\\to your teachi\\g? 
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The PPP mode! 

An alternative model 

$ Sample lesson 1: integrating grammar using a PPP mode! of 
instruction 

• Sample lesson 2: Integrating grammar using a task-basE!d model 

of instruction 
@ Sample lesson 3: Integrating grammar into a skills-based lesson 

@ Sample I@sson 4: Integrating grammar into a story-based Jesson 
for very young learners 

The PilI' model HI}\\' dOl'5 gmmmar fit into the overall cuntext of a l:ll1guagc lesson? Once 
upon a time the grammar lesson 'was the language lesson, and so the 
questioil wouldn't have been asked.l\pically, lessons fdlowcd the pattern: 
gL1J1lm;U eXpbD;jfion followed by exercises. Or, Wh,lt (mne to be kmrwJl llS 
presentatioll and practice, The practice stage was aimed at achieving 
accuracy. \Vlw!1 it \vas recognIsed that accuracy alone is not enough to 
achieve mastery of ;1 language, a third element \vas added -
production, the -,lim of which was J1uency (see Chapter 6). The standard 
model for The bngu;\,!,e lesson became: 
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PRACTICE f--.. L 

This kind of typical of m;lJ1Y published English language 
teaching !t )1'clS a logic thilt is appcallng both to tcachers and 
bcrners, it rdkcts the W,1\' thin other skills - such ,1S pLwing tennIS or 
\Ioing- ,1, compute[' are That is, knowledge becomes'skill through 

... -c of pmctice. :\1orco\'e1", this nwdcl dlows the teacher tn 
('umroj the CO[ltcnt ,me! pace or the lesson, which, for new teachers in 

helps them cope with the or CbSC'l'OOlll life, 1t 
prOl'idc, ,\ i.'(lI1\'enicnt ttinplate ont,) \\'h\('h ::tlly number of lessons (,ll1 be 
rJl'(f1jlcc/. 

the PPP i110del h'.lS been critiCIsed bec,lusc of of thl.: 
it nukes language and bngu;lg-c It tll[ 
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example, that language is best leu'ned in incremental steps, one 'bit of 
grammar' at a time, and that the teacher, by choosing what bit of gramm,n 
to focus on, can influence the process. Research suggests, however, that 
language acquisition is more complex, less linear, and less amenable to 
teacher intervention. The PPP model also assumes that accuracy precedes 
fluency. However, all learners go through a long stage of making mistakes. 
l'vleanwhile they may be perfectly capable of conveying their intended 
meanings fluently. As in first language learning, accuracy seems to be 
relatively late-acquired - a kind of fine-tuning of a system v\'hich is already 
up-and-running. Dehying communication until accuracy is achieved may 
be counterproductive. R,1ther than as preparation for communication, it 
seems that it is by means of communication that the learner's language 
system establishes itself and develops. 

As we have seen, PPP represents an accuracy"to-f1uency model of 
instruction. An alternati\'e model stands this progression on its head, and 
adopts a fluency-tn-accuracy sequence, Put simply, the learning cyete begins 
with the meanings that the learners want to convey. They try to express 
these meaning using their available resources. They are then given guidance 
as to how to do this better. This guidance may include explicit 
instruction. Through successive stages of trial, t.'lTnr, and feedback, the 
learner's output is fine-tuned for accuracy. 

Proponents of the communicative approach proposed a fluency-first 
model of instruction that is called task-based: first the learners perform a 
communicative task that the teacher has set them; the teacher then uses this 
to identify language features learners could have used in ordcr to 
communicate their intentions more etTecriveiy. These fe;ltures are taught 
and practised, before students re-perform the original (or a similar) task: 

In this kind of lesson, the language items that are selected for specicli 
attention arise solely out of an ,lssessment of the learners' communicHi\T 
difficulties, rather than having been predetermined by a gmmm:lr sylbbm. 

But if the grammar is not pre-programmed, how is teaching organised? 
One approach is to organise the syllabus around the tasks. Thus, the 
syllabus objectives are expressed in terms that relate to rea! lanpuge use 
(telling a story, booking a hotel room etc) rather than in grammar terms 
(present perfect, adverbs of frequency etc). 

Task-based learning is not without its problems, however. For a start, 
what criteria determine the selection of tasks, the ordering of tasks, and the 
evaluation of tasks? .l\-lore problematic still are the management problems 
itssoci;l.ted wi.th setting and 1110nitori.ng t(lsks. It is V'ntly due to these 
problems that task-based teaching has had a mixed rcceptilm. ;'\evenhekss, 
many teachers are finding W;lyS of marrying elements of a 
approllCh with the traditional grammar syllabus. 
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Lesson 1: Integrating grammar using a PPP model of instruction 
(Intermediate) 
In this example, we follow a teacher as she conducts a lesson through the 
three stages of presentation, practice and production, The linguistic 
objective of the lesson is the language of coercion, e,g, the expressions make 
Jomeone do sOllletbing, (not) let someone do something, be allowed to do soll1l,thing 
and the modal structl.lre ha'l..'e to. 

Step 1 
The teacher uses a generative situation (see Chapter 4, Sample lesson 3) to 
provide a context for the targeted language. In this case she introduces two 
characters, Tom and Viv, and tells the class that when he was young, Tom's 
parents were very strict. Viv, on the other hand, had very easygoing parents, 
For example, she says, Tom bad to help v)ith the housework. But Viv didn't have 
to help 'Ii)i!h the housework. Tom's parents made him take piano lessom. He didn't 
'IJJant to, but they made him. Viv, on the other hand, wanted to have a motorbike. 
Her parl'Jlts let her !Ja-ve aile. 

Step 2 
The teacher asks the class to report back what they can remember her 
saying about Tom and Viv. She elicits on to the board the following 
sentences, shaping them into their correct form: 

Step 3 

1 \xed, to help with the h:Jctsewxk. 
;;Z H-is po.rents I'TJO"Je him tClkc P'lo.no lessons, 
3 I+c =sn't o.l\o.uec( to st",y out I",k 
'1 VIV JiJn't ho.ve to hzlp with thz hou.scu..crk, 
5 H-cr po.rents let her h:1.ve 0. motorb',kc, 
G 5'", =s o.l\rux:cl to sto.y out I",k 

The teacher then elicits paraphrases of each of the six sentences and writes 
them on the board. For example: 

I···· 

I 
10. HiS po.rcnts m::uic him help With the hcu50.VOrk. 
;;.:(0.. H-c h:J.J.. to to.ke pio.hO lessens. 
3", l'''''y cldn't let him sto.y rut Ide. 

The teacher erases the first set of sentences and asks students, in pairs, if 
they can reconstruct them from memory. Students write the sentences and 
these are read out and checked in open class, 

Step 4 
The teacher sets a group-work task. The object is to find out who, in their 
groups, went to the strictest, il!1ci ,,,,ho to the most easygoing, schtloL 
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Students prepare questions to ask each other using the target language 
forms and finally report back to the teacher. A general class discussion 
fdlOWS, as to the merits or not of a strict education. 

Discussion 
The lesson is plotted along PPP lines, ·with Steps 1 and 2 being the 
presentation, Step 3 l"he (controlled) practice and Step 4 the freer 
production. The presentation is a sihlational one, arguably more meaningful 
and memorable than 11 straight explanation. The teacher W;lstes no time in 
presenting learners with the written form (Srep 2), since the written form is 
more easily processed than the spoken form and rhcrercn'e a better medium 
for a grammar focus. 

The practice stages involve the students first of all tmnsforming and then 
reconstructing the rnodel serrtences (Step 3). Again, this is done as <l written 
exercise, allowing students reflection time (1S well as the chance to work 
colhboratively. It is probably at t.he stage wben the students are reading out 
their sentences thrtt the teacher would start to fine-tune for accurate 
pronunciation. The fluency task (Step 4) is still relatively controlled, but by 
haying the st11dents ask and answer a lot of questions using the target 
language there IS built-in repetition. ]Vloreover, there is a communicative 
purpose to the task, ensuring ,1 fOCllS on meaning as mllch as on form. 

Evaluation 
The E-factor: A PPP model is an easy one to use <lnd adapt, as was pointed 
out earlier. In terms of economy, i.e. the learning dividends measured 
against the time and effort involved, the PPP model scores le-ss highly. This 
is in part bec?.use it is too easy to oycr-prolong the first P at the expensc of 
the other two. There is ahvays something more that can be said abollt :l 
poi.nt of grammar: a case Df grarnm;\f expanding to fill the tirne avaihbie fijI 
it. As a rough rule-of-thumb the proportion of time spent on each of the 
three stages ofPPP in a lesson should be something like 1:2:3. 

It is the efficacy of PPP that is most disputed. Many of the problems 
ba\·e been outlined earlier in this chapter, and rather than rcvic\v them, it 
may be more instructive to compare Sample lesson 1 with Sample lesson 2 
which follows. 

The A-factor: The PPP model reflects most students' experience of 
classroom instruction whatevcr the subject: the progression (rom t:hcory to 
practice 11a5 an unassailable logic. This, of course, does not mean that it 
the most effective model, but teachers should not be surprised if the), 
encounter resistance when applying alternative models. \Vhat 15 

howevcr, is to hlfn the PPP model into an excuse for copious 
teacher explanation - the 'chalk-and-talk' school of teaching (see 
CI"Fter 10). 
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Lesson 2: Integrating grammar uSIng a task-based model of 
instruction (Intermediate) 
How could the lesson in Sample lesson 1 be recast to fit a task··based model? 
In the following lesson, at the same level, the 5ame notional area (coercion) 
and the same theme (childhood) are dealt with in a wholly difFerent ·way, 
one which is drivc,-l by the learners' meanings, rather than the teacher's 
grammar agenda. 

Step I 
The teacher introdllces the theme by telling a short anecdote about her 
school days, which demonstrates, for example, the relaxed approach to the 
dress-code operating in her school. She uses this story to check the meaning 
of and its opposite, sirict. 

Step 2 
The teacher invites one or two lcamel's to reCollnt related experiences. She 
suggests that many people react against a strict upbringing by adopting very 
easygoing attitudes as parents, and vice versa, Since there is some argument 
about this, she suggests that the class conduct a sUfvey, in which they 
canvass each other to see if thefe is any correlation between previous 
experience and present attitudes. She organises the class into pairs to 
prepare questions, \vhich they write down. 

Step 3 
The teacher organises the pairs of students into groups of fout, and ash 
them to tryout their questions on each other, and to make a mental note of 
the answers, She monitors the interactions, noting down examples of 
student productions that could be improved, but she doesn't corn:ct them at 
this point. 

Step 4 
The teacher asks the class to listen to a recording of some tluent English 

chatting on the same theme. The conversation includes variollS 
examples of the language of coercion. The teacher asks some general gist 
questions about the conversation .- for example, which of the speakers h,ld 
a striL"t upbringing, ,vhidl h;ld an e;"L"ygoing one? She then lnnds out ;1 
transcript of the recording, and replays the tape while they read. 

Step 5 
Students [hell stttdy the transcript with a \·icw to finding language that 
might be useful in the survey task, particularly language related to the 
notions of being strict and easygoIng. They list these in two colLlmns: 
adjectives and \,trbs. work in pairs on this task, and then the 
teacher elicits ideas on to the board. For example: 
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ViR-BS 
I UXl.5 o,IIOJ.JCd 
he (flGl..de \'fKZ 
1 lltlh It let tkm 

She then asks the class to complete the blank spaces after each verb, and to 
make generalisations abollt the grammar of the verbs. She also eLicits the 
question forms of the verb structures: 'U'I'ri' )'011 tlilo"(!.)l'(i to ... ? etc. 

Step 6 
The students then return to their survey task - but afe first given a chance 
to redr,lft and refine their questions in inirs. They arc then I;aired orf wIth 
different students than the oneS they were talking to earlier (in Step 3). 

Step 7 
The teacher then asks students, working in their original pairs, to prepare a 
report on their findings, with ,I \'iew to answering the question: Ito\\' docs 
upbringing aHect attitudes? Individual students are asked to present their 
report to the cbs:;. A genenlt discuss\O!l ensues. 

Discussion 
The ksson is a task-based one because, rather than being plotted 'J.1'ound a 
pre-selected item of gmmmar, the purpose of the lesson is to :tchieye a t,lsk 
outcome: in this case, deciding how upbringing ai-Teets attitudes, \Vhi!e this 
mny SeeH) contrived - just as contrived, in fact, as pre-selecting it grammar 
item - it could be argued that the task foclls ew::ounlges learners to take 
more creative risks with their bnguage. They needn't restrict themselves to 
the teacher's grammar agenda (as in Sampie lesson 1); theoreticaUy, the), 
(QuId choose any language (rom the sample text (Step 4). and most 
importantly, a task invests the lesson with an intrinsic interest, apart fr()m a 
concern only fi.)l' bngwlge. The language is simply a means, not an end in 
itself (as is so often the case in PPP-type lessons), 

It should be clear th'lt this t;lsk-hased lesson l11iUl\' of the 
ingredients of the PPP lesson, but that the order is radically the 
major difference being that the production stage is brought to the ([·Ollt of 
the lesson (Steps 2 and 3) after ,m initial introduction to the theme (Step 1). 
The lesson starts in the deep end, as it were. The production st,lge 
trial run, where learners attempt to put into WMds the me,Ulings they 
to express. The problems they h:\\'e doing this should m(ltivate them tn l(wk 
f()r mlutions in the sample text (Step 4), That is, they han: ,111 incefltin: 1-'-' 
use the text as a resource, and may be better primed f('l1' noticing d!' 

the text tl"MI if they h .. .'.d just re,,\d it tor the s;,ke of re·<\ding it. The 
role is to guide students (Step 5) to notice featul'I;s that she hc['sca )LlS 
diagnosed as being misused or undel'used ill the tfl;,! run. Studcnts then 
re'"dy, theoretically, t() 1'e-;ntempt the LlSk (Step 6). As .,\ rm,1\ push tuw.,:,l,s 

the report stage (St<.:p 7), in \\'hi..:l1 The 'g(l I'dbb.:, 
imposes element of formality that (orces ;tttent:cl!) ,)11 ttl t:lt'n1. 
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Evaluation 
The E-factor: A task-based lesson generally requires more in the way of 
classroom management than a lesson in which learners are led through a 
succession of practice activities. This is because it invariably involves some 
degree of peer inrerDct.lOn and colJnboration. 1n addition, there 1S an element 
of unpredictability in lessons that begin with a diagnostic activity, out of 
which the language focus emerges. Of course, experienced teachers are 
generally good improvisers. 1\-10re usefully still, they are capable of 
predicting (Dod therefore preparing for) the kind oflanguage problems their 
learners are likely to encounter in engaging in a task. Nevertheless, the 
management demands, and the likelihood of having to 'think on their fed, 
make a task-based approach a risky undertaking for new teachers, or for 
teachers of large classes. ::\10reover) the lack of task-based materials means 
that teachers who wish to adopt this approach will have to adapt existing 
materials or create their own. And designing a task that will be motivating, 
manageable, and language productive, requires some ingenuity. A task-
based approach, then, is not easy. 

;';01' is it necessarily any more economical in terms of time and resources 
than a PPP lesson. The two lessons that have been described - Sample 
lessons 1 and 2 - probably would take about the same length of time to 
execute. 

\Vhen it comes to efficacy, however, there is reason to rate a task-based 
approach highly. For a start, a task-based lesson usually engages the learner 
more than a grammar-based one. This meaos there is likely to be a greater 
depth of langunge processing, not to mention greater interest and 
motivation. Also, the principle underlying the trial run is that learners are 
more likely to notice language feahlres in the input that they themselves 
have discovered a need for, rather than language features that have simply 
been served up to them. And, while some learners will notice feature A in 
the input st::lge, others will notice feature B, and still otbers featurc C, 
whereas in a PPP approach the much narrower focus reduces the chances of 
incidcntallearning considerably. Finally, a task-based approach, by offering 
tb:: learners an opportunity to m,1ke rncHnings for themselves, seems to 
replicate more closely natural acquisition approaches, in which accuracy 
develops out of f1uency and not the other way round. The danger of such a 
meaning-driven approach is that features of for111 may go unnoticed and 
that the learner's output becomes fluent but inaccurate. In the worst-case 
scen;uio fossilisation may set in. To guard against this, frequent overtly 
form-focused stages need to be built in to the task-cycle. 

The A-factor: As was suggested above, learners are more likely to be used 
to the well-trodden PPP path than to task-based learning. Nevertheless, a 
task-based approach would seem to be particularly appropriate with learners 
at an intermediate level and abow, who have a grounding in basic gramm;n 
and vocabulary, but need opportunities to put this language to use. It also 
works well with mixed ability groups, since task achievement does not 
depend on having a specific level of abilit),: it is rather a case of 'each 
according to their means'. 
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To sum up, then, a presentation (PPP) approach is based on the prcrnise 
that there is something that the learners don't know and it attempts to flU 
these holes in their knowledge. A task-based approach, on the other hand, 
starts from the assumption that there is something that the learners om do 
and tt attempts to empower them with the means to do this more effccti.vdy. 

Sampie lesson lesson 3: Integrating grammar into a lesson 
(Intermediate) 
Although in tbe preceding two examples we h'lVe gone to lengths to 
contrast presentation-based and task-based models of instruction, it may be 
misleading to give the impression that it is a case of one or the other, The 
following example attempts to demonstrate that, although the teacher is 
working to <l grammar syllabus, it is to incorponlt'e the targeted 
language into a lesson that is essentially a skills one that is, a lesson whme 
primary focus is the development of listening, reading, speaking or writing 
skills. 

Step I 
The teacher tells the class an adventure he had in a North African country, 
when he was travelling with a group of friends. \Vhilc he is telling the 5tOl:y 
(and, note, telling, not reading) he is also recording it on a personal stereo, 
Into tlle story he inserts, unobtrusively, a number of examples of the 
structure ,,0 + th,t ... 'as It 'Was so bot that 'UH decided to gofor 11 
,(wim . , the people wcre So jI-i<'Jlli/y t!Ja! we didll!: '10IWt to lawe ... !I,e train 'WIIS 
,1'0 crowded that 'UN rouJdn'! .find d seat «, Once the story is completed, the 
students respond, asking questions to clarify details of the story .111d adding 
comments of their own. 

Step 2 
The teacher then asks que5tions det,liis of the story. For C);;IIT1pk, he asks 
Wbat did I say a/ioul/be u'mthtl'? The students respond as weil as I'hey can 
remember, for example It iDas '?loy bot; It 'Was too hot, The teacher rewinds 
the tape of the recording to the appropriate point, and asks them to listen: 
It so bot that WI! decided to go /1)1' a swim '" He continues by asking similar 

such as J+rhl1! did I SilY about thi? peoth? Aboullhe train? amI each 
time fInding the point in the recording 'where he uses the .10 (!'at 
construction. Each inst;tnce of the structure is written on the bOJ.rd, 

Step 3 
The teacher then produces a copy of a letter, telling the cbs that this is the 
letter he wrote to his parents, recounting the incident. I-fe thcm to 
guess which parts of the he didn't tell his j)'.uents or th,)t I,l: h;1\:c 
altered, He hands out copies of the letter that the), Ciln see If t!1C'lf 
predictions were right. They rcad and then report 011 the 
between the 'true' and the n-rsion he ga\'e his 
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Stcp4 
The tcacher then asks thc students to teIl him whitt he had \Yl'ttkn about 
the weather. The students try It ''Uws so hot tbat YOII d((idttl /0 go for a swim. 
He asks them to check the letter, \vhere in fact he has written It 'UJ{/S surb a 
hot day 'WI.' di!Cidcd to go for iI swim. He repeats the sequence of questions with 
rcg:ltd to the people, the train etc, and each time the students find that, 
where the spoken narrative had so + adjective + /!JI)/ ... the written text has 
SlId; (aj + a.djenive + noun + tba! .. Each instance of this latter construction 
is \vritten on the board alongside its equivalent construction fiom the 
spoken text. For eXiuTlplc: 

StepS 

hot thctt llJZ 
90 fer a. 5l.l}iI11< 

It WJ5 SLJ..ch 0.. irot o..o..y 
th-J. t u;C 

The teacher ,lsks students to f()ftlluiate the rule. lie vvrites it llj) in this 

-!- a.ctj0:.TiVe .... 1';\1.1. T 
(oJ + + nC\.1.h 4- tha. t 

Step 6 
The teather then clears the board of the sentences, leaving only the above 
rub'" and ;ls·b the stltdents to write ;1 short summary of his story, 
incorporating the sentences the!, have been studying. The)' do this 
individually, and then compare their stories in pairs. 

Step 7 
The teacher invites students to f(,'C\U Similar incidents that !TIay h,,\'(' 
happened to them or to someone they know. They tell their stories, 'tlrst to 
each other ttl pairs, and then selected studerns are asked to teli their story to 
the class. "'here the teacher sees all opportun.ity to incorporate the USc of 
so or Slid) he pa\lses the story ;\nd elicits the appropriate constructIon from 
other st1.ldCltb. 

Discussion 
In essence this is a PPP lessl)n, WIth the targeted langu;'ge presented by 
i)leanS c,f a text - or, in E,ct, two texts (Steps 1 and 3) - fol1Dwed by a short 
practice S(-;lge (Step 6) an'."l ;t production :;tage (Step 7). ;\lcvenhdess, tilt.: 
icsson is so rIch in skills work thM it h;lfdly seems like a grammar lesson itt 

It is much more like a Llsk-bascd lesson, the t;lsk being to tdl and 
compare travel stories. And yet the grammar is fed in and recycled 

thwugho((t, and is made sldlicient1y 'problenhltic' (Step.f) rlwt 
the Cltll)ot Eli! to notice iL By his OWI1 the tLtcher 
\-inu<llly guarantce:; ,\ high !c\'d of eng;tgcl1lt:nt ('111 the )\,11T ,)f the 
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this is enhanced by his telling it rather than simply reading it :l1oud: in this 
way he is able both to monitor student understanding more directly and to 
make on-line adjustments where understanding seems to have Elltcred. 
Moreover, by recording it, he has the text available for later language-
focused work (Step 2). Because this lesson involved a contrast between two 
si.milar structures, the teacher has used two texts, but this is ',m added extra 
to a lesson f()rmat that can be reduced to this basic formula: 

[TEXTl 

In thi.s modd, the first text is the teacher's text, and the second is the 
student's. The language that is taught is taken from the first text and 
reintegrated into the second. In the case of the sample lesson, any number 
of features of narrative could have been chosen to tocus on - for example, 
the lise of sequencing devices such as then, eventually, mcallu,hile etc. As it 
happened, the teacher, working f(Om a grammar-based syllabus that 
prescftbes who,t he is to te<'1.Ch, used the narmtive as ',\ vehicle fOf tntroductng 
so and Sl/ch. 

Evaluation 
The E-factor and the A-factor: It fequires little ingenuity to structure a 
lesson around your own story, whether it is a holiday narrative, your daily 
routine, a future plan, a childhood IT\.emory, or the layout of your Hat. In ClCt 
it is highly unlikely that there is any language area that cannot be turned 
into teacher text. For teachers who have 110 access to authentic materials, 
using their own texts would seem to be not only the Illost realistic solution, 
but the most effective, The teacher's text also prm'jdes a model for the 
students' texts, both at the level of the type of text and the level of the 
specific langu·.lge fe'l.tures embedded i.n it. Again, in terms of priniing the 
students as to what the),wi11 have to do, a text-teach-text model is eas), and 
economical 

Recording the text while telling it adds a technical complication, btlt the 
pay-off is considerable in terms of the potential for hmguage-focl1sed work. 
An alternative might be to write a script of the text in advance of the 
read it aioud and then provide learners wi.th copies of the transcript. t-kt this 
would be at the expensc of nahlralness and spontaneity. A compromise is to 
pre-script the text, and rehearse it suHlciently so that it can be wId (not 
read) as naturally as possible. 

In terms of overall efficacy as well as nppropriacy, the appru;\(h 
combines advantages of a PPP approach (in that it is comp;ltiblc with ;t 

gramnlar syUaous) and of a task-based "pproach, in that thcl't: is ',\ hc',\"}· 
emphasis on skills, on fluency (both receptive and producti\·e), and 011 

meaning. Of course, the etlicacy is going to depend to a Luge extent (In dll' 
teacher's ability to provide suf}Jcicnt highlighting of the Llrgetl'd 
items without letting this stage become the !esson, 
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lesson 4: Integrating grammar into a story-based lesson for very 
young learners 
l'dOSi of dn: :lpproaches 50 f<lr J-m'e been targEted at adult or young ,ldult 
learners. This is largely because any explicit focus on grammar is going to be 
over the heads of learners younger than eleven or tweh'e years old. The 
research cvidence su,;gests that until learners reach this age., second 
language acquisition is acquisition, and that the new language is best 
experienced earher tlI;m learned. Stories and songs offcr a and 
highly engaging means of experiencing the language. 

In this lesson, the teacher of a group of fl\"e-ye,u-olds is incorporating the 
present perfect continuous into a story-telling activity 

Step 1 
The tead"l(:f is 5e,lted and the children sit in a half-circlc on it mat at her 
feet. She uses a series of large visual aids to tell the story of Goldilocks and 
the Three Bears. The visllals carl take ("he form of either a 'big book' or a set 
of loose-leaf pictures, but they are big enough to be seen c1earl)' by all the 
children. The story is told naturally but clearly, and with a good deal of 
checking of understanding (OK?) <l.I1d of repetition, She also stops to 
explain or translate unfll11iliar vocabulary as it occurs. The teacher inserts 
fl:equent examples of the present pl'r{ect continuous into the story, il1 the 
form of statements (SOIl/COI//s b({'1i eating 111)' porridge) and of questions 
UVbo\ b<'fll cating my porridgL'?), and adapts the traditional story so as to be 
able to include seYeral inst;l))Ccs of this: Who."r A,,'ll tiJ"iJii:ing m)' !Fho's 
bC(I1 l"t'adil1g my 11'I.1OS bh'1l sitting ill !Ii)' c!.lllir? Who:, bei.'ll playing 

my do/I? etc. l\ typicd sequence might go Eke this: 

i'\nd then Father Bear {()Unci his newspaper. His newspaper was all 
mixed up [teacher gestures appropriately1. Farher Bear thought 
b(('1/ reading :11)' IIc7...'..'.yaper. Father Bear asked rV/Jo:, lh't'Il readillg my 
?h··Z!.'.I/,dpO-? . 

Step 2 
The teacher goes through the story again, this time inviting the children to 
thorns the refrain W/.u/( ball "·iI/iug m)' porri,zgc? etc. 

Step 3 
The teacher repeats the story in lessons, and, at each successive 
te.\ling, she itwitcs morc and 111o]"e particip;>tion from rllt children, She also 
\"aries the story by either fe-arranging the sequence, or by introdllcing new 
elcmcnt5, such as tlll"thcr evidence of Goldilocks having been in the house 
(50111((111/$ h·cII willg III)" ((,IIIIi1/(I"; .\('/II('oll«r !hYIl picking lI1}jh'1.!)crs. etc). 
The children arc eventually so fllll1iliaf with the story that, prompted ll1ainly 
h!' the pictllres, they :Ire rapbJc of telling it on their OIH). 

Step -t 
Thc letcher the children the t.lsk of dr.m·ing their 0\\'11 pictures for the 

\\"hieh thv:-· em usc as .1 ba'Sls tor I"l'-tclling. 
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Discussion 
The sequence adopts the same appro,lch to tcxt-i:mliliarisation that children 
experience in their first language: that is, repeated tellings, reinforced with 
visual stimuli and such theatrical elements as changes of yoice (Wbo:, ball 
eating my pOlTidgd). Into these re-tellings a number of repeated, refrain-like 
elements are incorporated. No attempt is made to deal with the text or the 
language embedded in it as an object in its own right, e.g. by talking about 
the grammar. The principle operating is that, at this age, engaging and 
comprehensible input is suffIcient to trigger acquisition. 

For \Try young leitrners, there SC.en\5 no Emit to the ',\l)''\Ount of n:pe:,\tcd 
tellings of a story they will tolerate, although these 1ellings should be spread 
o\'er a number oflessons. As they get older, howcwl", this tolerance drops off 
markedly. The teacher will then need to 11nd tasks that disguise the 
repetitive element, by, for example, having them transform the story in some 
way, such as turning it into the script of a puppet play, or telling it 
bachvards, or telling it fl:om the point of view of another character. 

Evaluation 
The For the stories to be meaningful and engaging they will need 
to be reinforced ·with some visual dement: pictures, puppets, stick figures on 
the board, building blocks, mime, "ideo, etc. This may require considerable 
preparation on the part of the teacher. However, once prepared the material 
can be used and re-used, and, as noted above, thefe is no limit 1'0 yuung 
children's tolerance for repetition. l\Iore challenging is to find stories that 
have retrain-like dements, or, in the absence of these, to adapt traditional 
stories to include a high turnover of sllch formulaic language. 

Stories provide a textual scaffold that supports the introduction of 
language that may be way beyond the learner's upacity to process and 
produce. Children havc an cll\'iablc capaci1y to cope with meaning-
that is, they are llluch less bothncd than adults might be bv "oc,lbllhry that 
they don't 'understand, so long as the m'Cl'all or the'story is ClJ;11Iicu. 
The efficacy of stories as a means of introducing young learners 10 a new 
language is beyond doubt, and there is no shor1'agc of stories. The challengc, 
perhaps, is to persuade their parents that stories arc ;l more 
cfl1cient route to langu;lgc acqui<:ition than the stml)' of grammar. 

The is appropriate to all ages and all and 
works just as well with large classes as with unes, pn!Yided that all 
students can sec the visual stimuli, and that the teacher involvcs all the 
Shldents. As pointed out abo\'C, the extenJ to which children will tolerate 
repeated hearings of the same will depend on their age. J\loreo\'cr, 
stories may need to be chosen (,<Herullv to ;1\'01d cultural unfamiliar!1", or, 
more clements that might distress children, or that n;ight 
promote the i()rmation of negative sterentypes. 
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Conclusion In this chaptN we have taken a wider-angle view of the role of 
grammar, and looked at it from the perspective of the design of 
lessons as a whole, attempting to answer the question: How does 
grammar fit into a lesson? Two contrastive models of lesson design 
have been examined: the PPP model, and the task-based one, Each of 
these derives from a different theory of learning, the major claims of 
each theory being: 

In the PPP model 
language is learned in bits and in steps 

" fluency develops out of accuracy 
" grammatical knowledge is proceduralised through practice 

In the task-based model 
language is acquired in lumps and in leaps 

" accuracy develops after fluency 
.. the internal grammar develops through exposure and interaction 

We have also seen how certain pedagogical characteristics of each 
model can be combined in lessons which are or and 
in which, while the primary focus is on meaning, sufficient attention 
is given to form to satisfy the demands of a grammar syllabus. This 
form-focus (an be explicit, or implicit, as in the case of story-telling 
for very young learners. 

looking ahead We have now 10okE;d at ways of presenting grammar, of practising it, 
and of integrating it into the curriculum, One important question 
remains unaddressed: How do you test it? In the next chapter we 
examine thE: issues and look at sorne practical examples, 
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Grammar testing 

Sample test 1: Testing grammar using discrete-item tests 

Sample test 2; Testing grammar in an ora! performance test 

You have taught the grammaL You have practised it. You have corrected it. 
But how do you know if the process has worked? Flow do you test it? 

Grammar is typically tested by iTl.eans of wl.,at are called discrete-item 
tests. That is, the indi\'idu:J components of the learner's knowledge (for 
example, irregular PllSt tense verb forms such as 'wl'Ili, J<lW, did etc.) afe 
tested using tasks sllch as gap-flUs: 
,-------------···------l 

Yesterday we 1 __ to the clncHl'2l. and 2 ___ a f,lm with 'I' 

H.ich;1n:l·Gere in it. 

Or multiple choice tasks: 

Yesterday we 1 (go/wentlhaxe gone) ___ to the cinema and 

2 (see/s:nv/have seen) _____ a film with Richard Gcrc in it. 

Tests of this sort make up a signirlcant prllportion of what PJ.sscs ;1.5 
grammar testing and, indeed) language testing gencrally - whether the 
purpose of the test is to placc learners in the right class (placement tests), 
to test how they are getting on mid-course (progress tests), or to how 
well they have done at thc end (achievement tests). One of the anntctions 
of these· kinds of test is that they are relatively to design and they are 
very cas)' to set and mark: they arc practical And, imporuntly, they meet 
buners' expect;nions as to wh',n ,\ test 5h(\\11d he hke: thev h·A\'(' wlut \s 
called face validity. (If a test lacks t:1CC v"lidity, i.e. if ir isn't 'recognisable as 
a test, students may under-perl()fJll or contest the results.) They also fI.llfil 
another of ctI"cctin?ncss in that they arc reliable. Tlut is, the 
results are consistent, reg;udJess of who marks and the same 
tend to get the same results on slmibr tests. They are also valid tests if aU 
we \\',lI1t to test is the learner's knowledge of a specific For example, a 

test of speL'illc iteills mil!' be helpful in planning dlC 

compnncllt of C'JlIl'se Cor ;1 particular group of And 
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having taught an item of grammar it would make sense to test it before 
moving on to something new. For progress testing of grammar learning, 
theref()re, discrete-item tests of grammar have a useful role to play. Apart 
from anything else, they win motivate learners to go back and review what 
they have been studying. Finallv, they have positive spin-off. That is to say, 
the}' can be used b. class subseqt;ently for reviewing specific areas 
difGculty. This means that testing can be a learning experience as well. 

As tests of overall language proficiency, however, such tests leave a lot to 
be desired. They do not really provide the kind of information necessary to 
make a rounded assessment of the learner's abilities. For example, they do 
not gin! any inf(lrmation as to the learner's ability to communicate, 
including how well the learner can cope in situations of real-tife language 
usc. \Vhi1e it is llseful to know what the learner knows, to test only for 
knowledge (i.e. competence) without also testing the ability to use'that 
knowledge is like setting a driving test that consists only of a written test of 
the Highway Code. 

The language-testing equivalent of a valid driving test would need to 
show how well the learner ('an 'drive' in the language: it would need to be a 
performance test. \Vhat does this mean in practice? Does it mean that, if 
we want to test if a learner can order a meal, \ve send him to the nearest 
rest:1urant? Thcoreticdly, yes, but in practice this would be far too 
impractical. As an ,dternative we might set up a Sihtation in class a role 
play - which inHlh-ed ordering a meal. This is fme for testing a functional 
objecti\'e, like ordering a 111eal, but here we are concerned with grammar 
testing. !-I,M,do you test, say, past simple questions in One 
soltltiOIl, perhaps, is to think of a situation which could be role-played in the 

and which would require the use of past simple questions. As an 
example, two students could interview each other with a view to flnding out 
how similar or how different their last weekend was. It would be difHcult to 
do this task without needing to use past tense questions. 

This sounds practical- just - but it is a far remove from tlw convenience 
of gap-fills and multiple choice. Performance testing is not as practical as 
competence testing. Nor is it as eas)' for examiners to agree on how to rate 
performance, hence it is less reliable. One particular advantage of 
performance testing, however, is that it reminds teachers that language 
teaching is more than simply teaching the grammar it is also teaching the 
ability to usc the grammar. From this point of view, performance testing has 
a useful backwash effect that is to say, in preparing for this kind of test, 
as much cl,,%room time will be spent on communication as on grammar. 

So, while there arc \'Cry good reasons for incorporating performance tests 
into a teaching programme, there are also good - if more pragmatic 
reasons for sticking to competence tests.ldeally, both kinds of 
test could be used, either in conjunction, or at different stages of the learning 
cycle. For example, a discrere-item test could be given immediately after the 

introduction of a new grammar item. Later, to test how well the 
learners integrated the item and how rcadily and accurately they can 
me it, a performance test would be appropriate. 
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To sum up, then: there are six {<lcrors that need to be taken into account 
when assessing the value of a test: 

Its practicality - how easy is it to set up, administer, and mark? 
Its reliability - does it give consistent results, e.g. do the results taJly 'with 
those of similar students, and when marked by different people? 
Its validity - docs it test ",hat we want to test, and not something else? 
Its face validity - do the students recognise it as a f:1if and will they 
therefore perform to their ability? 
Backwash - does 1t positively influence the teaching th:lt, will be done in 
preparation for it? 
Spin-off - can the test be used subsequently for review and remedial 
teaching? 

Vvhere discrete-item tests lose points with regard to their overall validity, 
they ,1re more reliable, practical and, from the student's pOillt of \'iew, they 
look like tests. They can also be used afterwards for review purposes. Their 
backwash effect is less powerful than th:lt of performance tcsts, howc\'Cl". 

Sample test Test 1: Testing grammar ming discrete-item tests 
The reacher of an intermedi;ne class has been working on the differences 
between )'1'1, already and .rtil/- adverbs that present problcms not only in 
terms of meaning but also in terms of synt,Lx, that is, their pmition in tlJe 
sentence and the kinds of verb structures they combine with. The teacher 
now wishes to test her students' command of these ad\Trbs. She em't' decide 
betwc(,n the following fivc short tests: 

1 

2 

lr< each sen.t.ence choose the best place (t) to put the word in brackets: 

1 The 7,25 train I hasn't I arrived I. 
2 J Haven't you! done your homework I ? 
'3 \ J have f senll all my Christmas cards, 
4 / Ben / is / doing his homework. 
5 How many cookies I have I you eaten I ? 
6 I The mm I hasn't started I, 

Complete this text with yet. sfifl, or already 

(still) 
(yet) 
(already) 
(still) 
(already) 
\),e1) 

--- ___ ___ "_.m_'· ______ ---- - 1 

Preparation.s are underwa.y (or the Pan-Worid Gan,es in Lomoka n.cxt 
year. Many new [10t815 have 1 __ .. ___ been built and tourists are 
--c--- making reservations. But the main stadium hasn't been 

started 3 . They are 4 _. ___________ deciding whele \0 p'Jl 
it. The Athletes' Village is 5 ____ ._. __ being built, and the swimming 
complex isn't completed 6 _____ , __ ' 
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3 Look at the information in the chart and decide if the sentences are true or 
false. 

WORLD CUP UPDATE 
Morocco-Tunisia _. 
S. ___ ._ 
Cmatia-England O-{) 
Tunisia--Croatia 3-1 
Morocco-England 2-1 

USA-Germany: in progress 
Japan-Austria: in progress 
Austria-USA 3-0 
Germany-Japan 0-0 
Austria-Germany 1-1 

I
i England have already played Morocco, 
2 Tunisia haven't played Croatia yet. 
3 Japan stili haven't played a match. I 

4 The United Siales have already lost once. 
5 South KOI·ea haven't played yet J 
6 Germany still haven't scored a goal. 

...•.. 

4 r---comPlete these sentences to make true statements: 11 

'! 1 Scientists still haven'l ___ .• __ . ___ • ___ . 

5 

2 People have already __ . ______ . ____ . I 

I 
3 Explorers have already ---
4 My teacher has already --------.-----. I 
5 My best _____ ___ yet. 

I 6 i am sWi ---.. .. ---.-----.. -------" 
- ---,.------.-.-....... -.. 

Write a letter to a friend of between 75 and 100 words. Ask him/her about 
their news, and tell them some news of your own. Include two examples 
each of yet, still and afready 

Discussion and evaluation 
Before discussing these individual tests, it may be helpful to re-define the 
E-factor (efticiellcy) and the A-factor ('lppropriacy) in the terminology 
associated with testing. The ease and economy factors are issues of 
practicality. The effiCllcy of a test relates to its reliability, validity, 
backwash effect' and spin-off Tl1C face validity of a rest needs to be 
assessed in terms of the learners' assessment of its appropriacy. 

Test 1 is r:lirly limited in that it tests only the students' knowledge of the 
word order constraints on the three adverbs. It is conceivable 
could do the test without understanding either the meaning of the adverbs 
thc1llsekes nor tJ")L' contests into which rJJCy han-: to put them. To improve 
the validity or this test (i.e. so that it tests what the tester is interested in 
testing), would need to be supported by an exercise that tests lelf!1ers' 
ability ('0 distinguish the meanIng, not only the (i)rm, of ad\"erhs. Asking 
students to u:msbtc the sentences into their mother ruI1).!;UC (in the (as'.' of 
a n1ol1olingu.t\ group) l11ight be 'one chnice; altern:ltivd;', any of the more 
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meaning-focused exercises that follow would do as well. A further problem 
with this test is that, because it is essentially a multiple choice exercise (there 
are three choices of correct adverb placement), the student has a reasonable 
chance of getting at least a third of the answers right purely through random 
guesswork. One way around this problem would be not to indicate the 
possible adverb positions: 

The 7.25 train hasn't arrived. 
2 Haven't you done your homework? 
3 I hove sent all my Christmas cards. 

(stili) 
(yet) 
(already) 

Test 2 is the classic gap-fill type of exercise and has the added advant,lge or 
whoLe text mther than sentences. The learner in order tl) 

fill the gaps successfully - has to attend to the meaning of the text, 
although, since the tcstee has only three choi.:es of adverb in e;tch 
chance can playa part in getting the ans\ver right. ;';everthcless, this kind of 
test is relatively easy to design, and extremely easy to mark, hence its wide 
popularity in progress tests of this type. 

It shou.ld not be confused with what is called a doze test. A true doze 
test is a text in which every 11th word has been deleted _. e.g. evcry seventh, 
or every ninth, or whatever so that the item deleted is not pre-selected. A 
doze test tests much more than knowledge of one as this 
example (where, after an initial run-up, every word is deleted) 
demonstrates: 

Preparations are underway for the Pan-World Games in lomoka next year. 
Many new hotels have 1 __ been built and tourists are already 2 __ 

reservations. But the main stadium hasn't 3 __ started yet. They are stili 
deciding 4 ____ to put it. The Athletes' Village 5 ____ still being built, 
and the swimming 6 ___ isn't completed yet. 

Cloze tests are etTective at testing overall linguistic competencc, but bcc;l\lsC 
they capture a wide variet), of language items and therefore tcst a wide Ll!lge 
of competences (grammar, vocabulary, and discourse) they seem to work 
better as placement tests, where an overall assessment of a !earncr's 
competence is needed, than as progress tests, \\'here speciflc syllabus ikrm 
are being targeted. For this reaSon, a 'sclecti\'e doze' (as in eX:lmr1e Tl.'5t 2) 
is preferred for progress testing, where pre-selected items (su.:h as ;l.ll the 
prepositions, or all the past tense verbs) are gapped out. 

The main problem with both Tests 1 and 2 is rblt they are prinnrily 
form-focused rather than meaning-focused. Th,lt the do 
both tests simply by knowing where still, yet and ,J/r"<il(l' go in the 
but without having much understanding of what thc!' \\'J;" or 
getting around this is the approach adopted in ?'e't 3, wl.lcre h;,\'c 
to match their understanding of the meaning ot the test Item ;lg,lln,r ,nnw 
data. Test 3 tests the learners' understanding of the itt.'rm :ltld is <1 kind nt' 

grammar interpretation task (sec Chapter 6). The :lssumptioll underl;'ing 
a (Om prehension rcst is th:u the tester is not It this carly suge o:pccting 
swdents to be able to produce the targeted items ,in.:e lhere is 
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inevitably a tinle lag between understanding and production. Jt would, of 
course, be quite easy to t\lrn this test into a grammar production test, by 
changing the instructions to the following: 

Look at the information in the chart and make ten sentences with yet, 
already and still. Include at least two examples of each. 

Tests 4 and 5 allow a considerable degree of freedom to the student, which 
makes for marking problems, But by providing less contriyed contexts for 
displa),ing the t:<rgetcd itcms, and by reqlliring production as 'Nell as 
comprehension, tests move in the direction of performance tests. Test 
4 requires the learner to exercise a little imagination, and therdore would 
not students who find spontaneity and creativity - especiaHy under 
test conditions - a tall order. Of the two tests, the second (Test 5) provides 
a more natural context, but, again, will favour students who afe already good 
writers, and who ha\'e a flexible vocabularv at their command. This reduces 
the dlectivencss of the test as a one. The marker may need to 
take this into account, awarding marks for correct instances of the targeted 
items, but not deducting marks for other errors. 

The ahove test types by no means exhaust the range of tests that can be 
used for testing progress on grammar learning. Different grammar items 
will lend themselves to different kinds of tests, and a selection of test types 
will ,,,,ork better than one alone. \Vllate\Fer test-type is chosen, it is 
important that students are familiar with it in advance. In fact, all the above 
tests make perfectly valid exercise types for pair and group work as well as 
for individual study, and in this sense they can have positive backwash 
effects. A good way of familiarising stlldents with different test types is to 
get them, in group):, to design tJ-lcir own, "w},id) they tJ,en use to test each 
othe.r. A ql1ick rev\cw of some standard test types is all that is needed to get 
them going. This not only helps demystify the tests, but provides a useful 
focus for revision. 

Test 2: Testing grammar in an ora! performance test 
The kind of tests we have looked at so far have taken the close-up view, 
resting bits of grarnnwr in isobtion, withollt testing w}Jcther the student lJas 
integrated these isolated bits of knowledge into a functioning system. \Vhat 
do they really tell us about what the learner can do? To return to the driving 
analogy, this is like testing a dri\'er solely on the basis of their knowledge of 
the road rnks. Or, in terms of the familiar PPP model, it is like doing only 
controlled practice :lctiyjries without doing prtJduction ones. 

This sU)2:gests th,\t, if tests arc modelled on practice 
activities, then perfc)rrn<ll1cc tests could be modelled on the standard 
repertoire of classroom pruductioI1 ,!cti\'itics, In other words, roJe plays, 
simulation5, discu,slons - (\'en inf(lflll;ll chat may pro\'ide useful test tasks, 
The m'lin nrobkm is in deciding the criteria of assessment and then in 
;,ppl:"ing tl·/em. ' 

1n this cX;lmpk, the tC<1l:her has been \\'orking \\'itl1 a lo\\'er intermcdi;Hc 
ch,s on rhl.' bngtLlgc of of plal'CS, including describing ch,1I1W's 



t151ng the present perfect bllill iJ 1/(,1.1..' bri/(I{c). He decides to this 
using an oral interaction activity. 

Step 1 
The students ,ue divided into pairs, ,mel, while the of the class is 
working on a writing :)cti\'lry, each pair takes tllrns to kaye the classroom 
and go to an adjoining room for the tcst, Each member of the pair is given 
a copy of either the STUDENT A or the STUDE:-\T B picture (sce page 
148). srudent is allowed to sce their partner's picture. They afe 
allowed time to read the instructions and to study their plctures. 

Step 2 
\-Vith the examiner present (perhaps another teacher), the students perf(mn 
the activity, taking turns to describe their own pichue, and dlen to work out 
what lws changed. The examiner listens and scores each Shldent according; 
to the following criteria: 

Fluency (including fluidity of speech and ability to int'eract) 

hesitant fluid 
-i --"-- --, ----r--- I 
1 2 3 4 5 

interacts poorly 
1 
1 2 3 

interacts well 
"l-----·-I 
4 S 

Complexity (including syntactic complo:ity and vocallulary range) 

simple syntax 
( 

1 

li.n11ted vocabulary 

I 
2 

1 I 
1 2 

complex s,rl)tax ( -----.. 
3 5 

Accuracy (including pronunciation and grammar) 

highly accented slightlyaccclHcd 
,------- "-, ----, I 

1 2 3 -I 5 

inaccurate grammJ!" 
,"--'-1--
1 2 

Total: out of 30. 

;l(cur;ltc gr;llllllJar 

3 
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x--· 

ORAL INTERACTION TEST 

STUDENT A 

l.OJk at plctur8 o! a town )l8a,-S ago, and 
descnbe it to STUD[NT 8. Listen 10 8's 
descr!ptlon il,'ld find six \ilin"o thai h'lv" c!lunged. 

x---

>< 

STUDENT 8 

Look at tl1" picture of a town nON, !ind descrrt)e it 
to STUDENT A Listen to STUDENT i\'S descript,on 
of the town 'I!\tien ago and kd s'x Ih,n;)5 

((1"('11) P,t\cllci-,l, R. Thornbury, S. O:-,<'r /a Us 4, 1'13, Longman, 1998) 
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Discussion and evaluation 
The teacher has chosen an information gap task in order to simulate the 
conditions of authentic language use (see Chapter 6), The need to 'cross the 

obli.ges the students to put their cotnmunicattve resources to the test. 
One component of these resources is their ability to use the linguistic 
system (grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation) for communicative 
purposes, This type or rest, then, has positive backwash effects, in that, in 
order to prepare illr it, the students will need practice in interaction skilL> as 
well as in the grammar itself It is aho a valid test, in that, assuming the 
teacher's overall teaching aim is to develop his students' communicative 
competence, the test is consistent with the course objectives. 

l\·1ore problema.tic is the vali.dity of the scorlng system i.tself "nd 
particularly the weighting given to the different categories, Docs, for 
example, the egual distribution of marks between fluency, complexity and 
accuracy truly rencet the balance of knvwiedge and skills required to do rhe 
task successfully? And is the distinction between accuracy and complexity a 
valid one? (In Chapter 6 we argued that it was,) 

Other problems raised by the scoring system relate to the issue of 
re1hlhility, Are the categories sufficiently differentiated or do they overlap? 
Are m.ore det<liled descriptions needed for (,lei. cfiterion? To wh,tt extent 
does a subjective, impressionistic element enter into the evaluation? ,Vould 
two different SCQrers giye the same or similar marks? 

One way ofimprm-ing the of the test is to have different testers 
score a sample of the tests, \Vhere there is a marked difference in scores 
between testers, the criteria for aSSessment may need to be renegotiated. 

The face validity of the test may (elso be questionable, especially if 
students think that their performance is dependent on their partner's, An 
alternative might be to do the ttlsk with the exarn.iner, or, if clv<lilablc, 
another teacher, while the examiner listens, FilUlly, in terms of spin-off, 
there is not a lot the teacher can do with this kind of test afterwards in class, 
unless it has been recorded somehow, 

Even if all these problems ilre ironed out, there is still the qucstion of 
practicality, As was pointed out earlier, this kind of test is mllch more 
difficult to set up, administer and score than the discrete-item 
customarily used to test grammar knowledge, 

the [{l.::t that thls kind aftest is much more consistent WIth 
the objectives of a communicativc teaching programmc suggests th;1t it 
worth trying, at bur from time to time, and especially when a 
leamer's O\'era11 at the end of a course, A scns'lble 
might be to oral reriLHmancc tests in conjunction with disC!'ctc,itl.'1l1 
tests. rather thrm as an alternatin;, 
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Conclusion Testing is a headache - so much so that some teachers and institutions 
avoid it altogether. However, since tests are a recognised means of 
providing both teacher and learner with feedback on the 
teaching/learning process, and since they are a useful means of 
encouraging learners to review, they can have a positIve influence on 
language learning. Many students may be interested in preparing for 
publlc examinations, so regulBr testing, both formal and informal, 
helps familiarise them with the different methods and conditions of 
assessment. It is important, however, that testing be done well - or as 
well as possible. Insofar as this affects the testing of grammar the 
teacher needs to ask the following questions: 

Does this test assess what the learners know or what they can do 
with that knowledge? Both kinds of test are valid, but a test of 
knowledge cannot fairly be used to test use. 
Has the learner been sufficiently prepared for the test and does it 
reflect the learner's classroom experience? 
Will the test be as much a learning experience as a testing one? 

Looking ahead So far we have attempted to ask the question: How do you teach 
grammar? This hi;ls involved considering how learners learn grammar, 
how practice influences learning, and how learning is tested. On the 
way, we have looked at a range of presentation approaches, a range 
of practice and testing activities, and a range of ways of integrating 
grammar into the language lesson. Such a range, in fact, that the 
impression may have been given that 'anything goes'. It might be 
useful, therefore to consider whether there are any ways in which 
grammar should not be taught. That IS the purpose of the final 
chapter. 
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Sample lesson 

to teach 

not to teach the past perfect 

t) Some caveats 

This chapter will be short because a) there ;\1'" vcry nian), more options for 
teaching grammar well than there are for teaching: it badly, and b) it should 
be de.';!.r by now what this book considers to be incffecti"vc grammar 
teaching, so a lengthy rehearsal of the arguments is probably unnecessary. 
This chapter, then, will stand as a ShOft summary of what has gone hdcJrc, 
and will attempt to :l11S\VCr the question il1lpEed in the tide, that is: H(lw do 
you teach gr"mmar? 

First of all, let's look at a lesson. TJ'lC teacher is teaching a group of 
in!-ermediate lew! 

Lesson: How not to teach the past perfect (fntermedi<:lte) 
Step 1 
The teacher introduces the lesson by telling the class that 1hey arc going to 
have a grammar lesson, He writes on the hoard 'past pcricct', 1-1c then 
explains the rulcs of formation and use of the past pcrfccr (as in !1c' !hld 
q),'ork.cd ,u), including how the past perfect is used to ncfcr to a t\\Tle anterior 
to an established past reference, and how the perfen is abo lIsn! in 
reported speech to trand()rnl direct speech instances of the past simple and 
[he present perfect, He also points Ollt th:n the paq perfect fiJilctioll, il) 
conditional clauses to refer to hypothetical past time in !/1 !'lId 
YOll1.ccre romlllg ... ). 

Step 2 
lie asks if the class understands, and then distribmes :Ill \\·I1;,-h 
im'olves cOl1ncrting past sirnplc ,1l1d present qructufl'S into the 
pnfcct, as: 

I went to the beach .... I had gone to the beach, 
She has seen the movie -- She had seen the movie. 

The students work on this indi\'jdualJr :ll1d then PKC [\;1'11" It) n:,ld lIwir 
out aloud, Thc ('('Hce!, 
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Step 3 
In the remaining ten minutes of the lesson, the teacher sets up a game of 
'Ihngman', the \'ocabulary game in which the class are aUmved several 
guesscs at the gapped-out of a \vord. 

Discussion and cvahation 
First of all, let's be generous to the tC!lcher ;md allow bm d](' benefit of the 
doubt - it probahly ,vasn't his decision to include the past perfect as an 
isolated item in the sylhbus, Ncyerthdes5, the past perfect is rarely if ever 
found in isolation, but instC',ld co-ex'ists with other tenses, and fUllCf!ons so 
as to avoid ambiguity, ,15 in marking the difference between: 

When we arrived at the party the other guests left. 
2 When we arrived at the party the other guests had left. 

1t is therefore dinlcult, if not impossible, to establish this fi.1l1ction without 
refcn:nce to a text or a context. Relying simply on explanation, without 
examples, places considerable Clith in the learners' cilpacity to create their 
own contexts. \\lhat's more, the teacher compounds the load by 
introducing se\'Cmluses of the past perfect at the same time, again without 
much in the way of cxt.'lllpLitlcation and using hirl}' ditTlcult metalanguage 
to do it with, The only check of the students' understanding is the question 
Do you IIlId<'l",r/{1l1d?·- hardly a reliable means of gauging the success or not 
uf the prcsCIlt<ltiC!l1. 

The fH'<lctice activity involves a mechanical manipulation, but, in the 
ab::e\lcc again of much context, there is no way the students could work out 
what effect un l11eaning the transformation entails, unless they already knew 
bcforeh·,tnd. The fact that the practice activity is done illciividu,1t1y a110\1>/5 no 
opportunity f()1' coUaburativc learning. Xor does the open class check 
provide with a high volume of speaking practice. Finally, by 
sWJtd,ing- to an unrebtcd \Vord game, the teacher misses an opportunity to 
set up some kind of more bnglwge-productive, interactive activity, as a 
means, for example, of the language. For example: 

Use this pattern to write five true sentences about yourself: 

Before I I had never 

For example: 
Before I went to Brussels, I had never met a Belgian: 

Exchange your sentencos with your partner's. and ask each other qUestions 
about them. For examp",,-: 

What were you doing in Brussels? 
VVa5 it like you expected it would be? 
Gtc 

1 n ,hI!!"!", the carns lUll' marks /()c both E- ,tnt! A - \ Vhik it 
rdatin:1:' easy ill!' the t<'::lcher, in that it im'okcd littk ur no the: 
f.,time to the time ;\\';libhle produ\.·ri\·L·]Y to I.'ngnge the learners, ()[ t\\ 
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provide the minimal conditions fix learner understanding, means that the 
economy and efHcacy of the lesson ::ue less than optim.'-lL The 
predominantly approach, plus the lack or any content -
such as a text - to stimubte the students' interest, or of any llCtivin' that 
might involve them in real communication, runs counter the to 
provide a motivating classroom environment. This is especially important 
for learners of this age group (i.e. teenagers), who may have no spcciiic 
motive for learning English, but who genemUy respond positively to 
purposef1.rl, interactive tasks, 

In short, the teacher has adopted a approach to 
the teaching of grammar. In other words, the lesson is based on the belief 
that simply by explaining the rules of the)' will magically be 
internalised. The evidence seems to nm counter to this view, 

\Vhat conclusions, then, are to be dra\vn abollt the teaching of gramfnar: 
I-lere are some rules of thumb: 

The RuLe of Context: Teach gr,u11nnr In. If you h"J.\'C to t",\ke ";ttl 
item out of context in order to draw attention to it, ensure that it is 
contextualised as soon as possible. Simllarly, teach grammatical f()n11S in 
association with their The choice of one grammatical form 
o\'er another is always determined by the meaning the speaker or writer 
wishes to convey, 
The Rule of Use: Teach grammar in order to fi1CiJitate the learners' 
comprehension and production of re,tllanguagc, rather than as atl end in 
itself. Ahvays provide oppon-u111tles for learners to pllt the grammar to 
some communicative usc, 
The Rule of Economy: To fliHlI the (ule of usc, be economical. This 
means economising on presentation tirnc in order to pnwide 
practice time. \Vith grammar, a little can go a long wa)', 
The Rule of Relevance: Te;1ch only the grammar rh;\t stu,lents lu\'(: 
problems with. This means, start otT by fi.nding out what they aln:;\dy 
know. And don't assume that the grammar of English is a w1wll!" 
different system from the learner's morher tong-ue. Expluit the CO!llmon 
ground. 
The Rule doesn't necessarily !e;lm'tng - rh.lt in 
any direct way, Rather than occurring as of Lmg;u;lgc 
IC:1rning is more often not a process of 
Instead of gr;lmnuf, thercf(lfI.', try to pnwide the right 
conditions for grammar learning" 
The Rule of Appropriaey: Interpret aU the ;l'nUYC mles hl tht 
lewl, interests, :md lCHllillg styles nt the 
This may mean gi,"ing a Jot of to gT,Ull!ll;\I-, or it mC1Jl 
ne\'er :Jcnwlly tcaching gramrmr :It all - in Llj-l"t"I"(Jl1t BLlt either 
\\'<1:', it is your rcspumibility ,\ rL":l(her (d Knu\\" you!" gL\lllJl1ar insi,lc 
out-
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Some The Rule of Nurture argues for providing the conditions for grammar 
conditions learning. \Vhat afe conditions? If the answer to this much disputed 

question could be reduced to a handftll of essentials, they would probably be 
these: 

The input learners get: will it be presented in such a 'Nay that the learners 
ilre likely to engage with it, thus ensuring a reasonable chance of it 
becoming intake? 
Tbeir output: will it he of sufficient quantit.Y :ll1d/or quality to ensure that 
they have opportunities to develop both accuracy and tluency? 
The feedback they get: win it be of the tY1)C and quantity to ensure that 
some of their attention is directed at form? 
Their motivation: will the content and design of the lesson be such that 
learners afC motivated to attend ro the input, produce optimal output, 
and take accollnt of the feedback? 

Some caveats Finally, the teacher - whether new or experienced - is advised to be 
extremely \vary of methodological fashions. Te,lching methods come and 
teaching methods go. And, quite often, they come round again. These shifts 
in Clshion are often powered by dubious theoretical claims that seem to 
rouch a common chord, but which have a sheH:'life of a decade or so at best. 
Teachers' intllirio[1s, on the other hand, that arc developed and fine-tuned 
by ycus of thoughtful classroom experience, tend to outlive these swings 
,md pendulums. This is not meant to be an invitation to complacency. As 
professionals, language teachers have a dut), to keep themselves abreast of 
de\'elopments in language acquisition research, in applied lingllstics, 
in educational theory and practice both inside and outside the domain of 
language teaching - in fact in any held that has a bearing on language and 
on learning. 
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It is reassuring, perhaps, to read the advice opposite, from an English 
course E.'ll:li:5/J/OI' Fordgll Slut/m/f, Book Two by C.E. Eckersley) 
that was first published half a century ago, and to realise what little, in fact, 
has dunged. 
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LESSON 5 

Parts of Speech 

MR. PRIESTLEY: There is a difference between" learn-
ing English" and" learning about English." 
Now I \\lant you to learn English, and I believe 
the best way to learn to speak English is by 
speaking it; and that is why in our meetings, 
instead of talking to you about English gnllllmar, 
I try to get .VOll to talk about all kinds of things. 

PEDRO: Excuse me, sir, but haven't there been some 
new ideas in English grammar teaching about 
"stnlctures" and "sentence patterns" 

PRIESTLEY: Yes) there has been quite a lot of work 
done) bllth here and in America, on the Rtructurc 
of English) and next year I'm going to introduce 
you to those ideas. Some teachers get father 
carried ,1\vay by any new idea and think it is the 
answer to all their diflicultics. In language teach-
ing I don)t think this is ever true. A friend once 
said to me, "You can learn to talk by sentence 
patterns and 'structure', but you can't learn to 
write without studying grammar I agree 
with him; so I'm going to give you from time to 
time some ordinary straightforward English 
grammar. 
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Task File 

Introduction 
The exercises in this section all relate to topics discussed in the 
chapter to which the eXercises refer, Some expect definite 
answers while others ask only for the readel"s opinions. 
Tutors will, af course, decide when (and if) it IS appropriate to 
use the tasks in this section. Readers on their own Can work on 
the taskS at "my stage in their reading of the book. 
An answer key (pages 177-178) is provided after the Task File for 

those tasks where it is possible to provide specific or suggested 
answers. The symbol r r J beside an exercise Indicates that 
answers are given for that exercise in the answer key, 
The material in the Task File can be photocopied for use in 

limited circumstances. Please see the notice Oh the back of the 
title page for the restrictions on photocopying. 
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.-------_._-------------, 

Chapter 1 
What is grammar? 

f.V'" A Analysing language in terms of chains and slots Page 2 
Here arc some sentences in a language you probably won't know, along \vith 
their translations in English. Sec if )'0\1 can work out the grammar by 
shldying the chains and slots and the translations. Then see if )'OU can 
complete the sentences 

,- action phrase subject phrase translation 

Kei te mahi au. I am working. 
i Kei te oma au. I am running. 

Kei te kai ia. He is eating. 
Kei te He is working. 

2 Kei ---------- I am eating. 
Kei te aha a Hone? What is John doing? 
Kei te moe a Hera. Sarah is sleeping. 

3 What is Sarah doing? 
Kei te aha n9a wahine? What are the women 

doing? 
Kei te waiata te wahine. The woman is singing. 

nga wahine. The women are eating. 
The women are working. 

f.V'" B Which are the wellnformed sentences? Page 2 

On the basis of the abo\"(\ tiek rhe ,cntcllecs below that arc grammatically 
well-formed, and put a by those th,1t em: not. 
i Kei te aha te wahine? 
2 Kei te kai Hera. 
3 Kei te oma ia. 
4 Kei aha nga wahine? 
5 Kei te waiata ia. 
6 Kei te wahine te aha? 
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Task File • Chapter 1 

r C. D[fferent types of grammar rule Page"\ '\ 

Put a, h, or c in e"ch box accordinl!; to whether rou think the rule (1-7) 
conies frorn: c-. 

a 
b 
c 

a style guide fix writers (hence prescriptin:) 
a grarTllTl,\T of English for linguists (hence dC5criptin» 
an EFL students' grammar (hence pedagogic) 

If you are talking about something that is happening now, you 
normally use the present continuous: They're watching TV 

:2 The subjunctive were is hypothetical in meaning and is used in 
conditional and concessive clauses and in subordinate clauses after 
optotivl'! verbs like wish. 

3 None is singular and is therefore followed by the singular form of 
the verb: None of us is hungry_ 

4 Use a possessive adjective before a gerund: { was embarrassed by 
their arriving so late. Not f was embarrassed by them arriving 50 

late. 
S Here are two rules for the order of O1djectives before a noun: 

opinion adjectives usually go before fact adjectives: this nice old 
pub 
general qualities usually go before particular qualities: traditional 
Chinese medicine, 

6 You use the when the person you are talking to knows which 
person Of th(ng you mean. 

1 When they have generic reference, both COliaete and abstract non-
count nouns, and usually also plural count nouns, are used with the 
zero article: { like cheeselmusicfdogs . 

[J 

o 

o 
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Chapter 2 
Why teach gramma 

A Understanding 'the case for grammar' Page 15 

Read this extract from the 'Dac/xrs Boo/, for the popular EFL course 
lil/NIJI<'di,l/c by John and Liz Soars. :\'cre the arguments that the 

writers IISC, and match these, where possible, with the arguments listed in 
chapter 2 under 'the case for gr,lI11Inar', 

The sentence-machine argument The discrete item argument 
The fine-tuning argumtm The ru1,>of-\aw argument 
The argument The expectations argument 
The ad\'ance-organiser argument 

Do the writers oller arguments that arc not men:ioned in the chapter? 

The g-ramllur i, given ouch 
prolnincn,:e for ,cnoral rC,ISO!)S. 

It the that 
g-cncratco the illilnite number 
ot" i<;nrelln:s the\! we produce and 
nxeJye. 

2 It is ,\ L\I1gible systelll, '.ll'ld (:\11 
prol"lclc ,)m' ekmcilt of a 
s;.·qemal:\: "qlpro,,,.:h til 
,\ Lmg\l:lge. 

3 It dCITlops ,tudellts' (c)gnitivc 
;l1l':lr<:lICSS o( the bl\(';u.lge. 
l,ang\l:tge is ruk-b;v;cd, and 
KIl()wk(h;c ll( the )"uk, is the In' 
to 'gener:lli?,.lbility' 
Stu,kllts do a lot o( \I'(;rk on 
their UWIl outside dlC d:lssrlwill. 
if the is pt:';'CIl(CJ ill 
dc.tr, portlullS, 

4 It Ctl[lfLlrillS te) 

(or gr,lIl1IlUr', 
It will be (l( ,bsi,LlI1LT u) tC.lchcJ's 
ill the pl.m ling of thl':r 

----------
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File Chapter 2 

r' B Identifying which method your coursebook uses 
Pages 21-22 

Here are some more extracts (1-5) on the subject of grammar from the 
introductions to some EFL courses. Can you identifv the method in 
case? Choose from this list (a--e): - -
a Gnml'iY<w-Tr';msbtion 
b Direct l\:1ethod 
c Audiolingualism 
d Communicative appro<lch (sl1<lllow-cnd) 
e Communicative approach (deep-end) 

The forms of English are taught, but more important, the rules for their 
use are also taught - there is little value in learning language forms 
unless we know when it \s appropriate to use them 'n Stud{;nts are 
encouraged to communicate effectively rather than to produce 
grammatically correct forms of English. 

2 As soon as the pupil has mastered the rules of each lesson, he should 
le<lrn the corresponding Vocabulary, paying great attention to the 
spelling of each word. The Dialogues, which ar'e based on the earlier 
Lessons, will enable him, with the aid of Translation, to learn a variety of 
idiomatic phrases and sentences, which would otherwise be difficult to 
acquire. 

3 The approach is based on the belief that attention to grammatical 
structure is essential in language learning, but it does not assume that 
grammar should therefore be the starting point of learning, The 
direction, therefore, is from fluency to accuracy .. , Students engage in the 
Language Activities. Where a need is identified - eithel' by the teacher 
or the students themselves - for the target structure, this can be 
highlighted by drawing students' attention to the appropriate rules, 

4 !n order to make himself understood the teacher ... at first to 
object lessons. The expressions of the foreign language are taught in 
direct association with perception ... The value of the varioliS INords and 
constructions \s understood much more easily by fl'leanS of the pr,lt'i.it3i 
and striking examples of object lessons, than byl the abstract rules of 
theoretical grammar. 

S The method of presentation rests on the concept that the senten.::e is the 
unit of instr·uction. The framework of the sentence is the structure, a basic 
pattern constantly expanded by a growing vocabulary ... Drill and 
review exercises have as their primary aim the establishment of hilbits 
of automatic language control. It is important that the teacher limit 
instruction in each lesson to many vartations of the ,aroe pattern until 
mastery of that pattern is attained. 
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How \0 Teach Grammar 

Chapter :3 
How to teach grammar 
from rules 

;y'" A How to identify 'good' rules Page 32 
Look <It the following grammar rules (1-6) and assess them according to 
Michael Swan's criteria (page 32) in the table below. Put ticks and crosses 
on the grid for each numbered rule 

+-' 2 i 3 4 5 6 , 
truth I -r----+----limitation I 

I 
! 

clarity 
c-
I simplicity 

i i-
c-L familiarity 

I relevance 
"--

1 The choice between bring and take and come and go depends on where 
the speaker is. Bring and come are used for movement towards the 
speaker. Take and go are used for movement away from the speaker. 

:2 If you want to talk about a past event or situation that occurred before a 
particular time in the past, you use the past perfect. 

3 To form the past simple of I·egular verbs, add oed to the infinitive. 
4 Any indicates one OF more, no matter which; therefore any is very 

frequent in sentences implying negation or doubt (such as questions). 
5 A phrasal verb consists of a verb + adverb (e.g. work out). The two words 

form an idiolT1. It is called a phrasal verb only if the adverb changes the 
meaning of the verb. 

S As a I·uie, all sentences in written English (apart from imperatives) have a 
subject and a verb. 
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B How to use ill rule explanation Pages 33,-38 

Plan 3 presentation along the lines of Sample lesson I, to te:Kh one of 
these structures: 

'\ Th!! active"passive d:,stirlctiO\l, e.g.: 
a A man bit a dog. 
b A dog was bitten by a man. 

:2 The difference between direct and reported speech, e.g.: 
a He said, 'I am hungry'. 
b He said he was hungry. 

:3 The differellc! between two aspects of the same tense, e.g.: 
a I read a book last night. 
b I was reading a book last night 

C Recognising the overgeneralising of rules Pages 38-41 

1 In a langU<lge that rOll know well, think of it grammar area which, like 
the wier in Spanish, owrl:trs in with English 
equi\'alcnt (U.lt'd 10) but is not identical. For cX:1.mple, the passe 
compose in French and the present perfect in English: 
j'ai deja re\u I'invitation.::o I have already received the invitation. 
Elle a ete malade la sell1aine derniere. * She has been ill last week. 

2 Design a teaching sequence to 'trap' students into overgenera1ising the 
fit between the two forms. In other words, design an 'up-thc-garclen-
path' sequence sin1itaf to the one in Sample k.sS{)ll 2. 
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How to Teach Grammar 

Chapter 4 
How to teach grammar 
from examples 

(Y' A Selecting example sentences Pages 51-55 
lnduction or working ndcs out from exampks - assumes that students 
can see pal-tcrnS In the cx:\mples. Here are some sets of sentences. \Vhich 
scntel1(e is the odd one out In cach set? 1n other words, which sentence 
dues nUl" fit into the p,ltrcrn? \Vlly? 

<l The baby's bottle. 
b The nation's struggle. 
t: The teacher's ill. 
d The nurse's pay, 
e The government'5 defeat 

2. a The plane was hijacked by a woman> 
b The tourists were attacked by a gang. 
c The soldier was hit by a bullet. 
d The trains collided by a river, 
e Three hundred people were killed by the earthquake. 

3 a She must hilve lost the address. 
b Alai; must have been here too. 
c That must have been awful. 
d The thieves must have got in through the window. 
e I must have something to drink. 

4 a I'm not used to the noise yet. 
b They used to worK in a circus. 
c Didn't there use to be a shop here? 
d I never used to smoke. 
e It didn't USe to be so dirty. 

B USing the Total Physical Response method Pages 55-57 

DC\'lsc :t TPR (Total Ph:"sical RfSp01lSC) lesson for teaching one of these 
gLlmll1:1tit:\1 

possessive adjectives (my, his, her, your '",) 
2. verbs that take two objects (e,g. Give me the ball.) 
3 prepositions of place (Ilext to, behind, in front of, under 12k) 
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C Using realia Pages 57-59 

\Vhat 'realia' might be useful for te,lching tlw followillg grammar points? 
1 some versus not any 
2 comparative adjectives 
3 possessive adjectives (my, her, his etc.) 

@It"" D Using a generative situation Pages 59-62 

Here is a generative situation. \Vhat stnrctmc(s) could it be used tu teach? 
\Vhat examples could it generate? 

I Tcm """;-S:"'PPing. First he to it"" 
I bcu:9ht some brea..d. l'hcn he crcssed.. the \"e(td.. to 

office and.. 50n)(': stamps. 'Th:n >c Lucnt next d..eer +0 
the Clnd.. a. nu_qa.zirK?:. T;JCn he crcssed.. 

the roa.J Clnd.. ha.d.. 0.. cu..p of ccffcc in 0 .. ca.. fe. 
(UCnt to pa..y, he diSCOVer-cd.. I()C d..id..n l+ ;'"\'15 LU.:J..Ilci" 

w'lf;" his ITiJrvzy in it. New hcls lJ.X)hd..cnl":9 uJAGl"C he left It, 

IE Using minimal sentence pairs Pages 63-65 

Design a set of'minimal sentence pairs' for of these 
two or three pairs per contrast): 
1 present simple versus present continuous. 
2: extremely + adjective versus absolutely + adjective 
3 must have done versus should have done 
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How to Teach Grarnrnar 

Chapter 5 
ow to teach grammar 

through texts 

I$r'" A Selecting appropriate contexts Pages 69-72 

\Vhlch of these two texts provides the better context for presenting 
med to? \Vhy? 

B Contextualising example sentences Pages 69-72 

'\.'(-)U arc planning to ("cach rhe Ilrst conditional (!(YOlf do .. Y, thO! Y 
to a class of elemcntarv 1e;11"I1Cr5. \Vrlte a dialogue that 

contC'xruallses examples of rhis' str\lcture. Plan how yOll would llse this 
di'llnglle for purp(lsl's. 
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Task File 0 Chapter 5 

(jfI'" C Finding authentic texts Page 77 

The authentic text on page 77 has a high frequency of passive forms" 
\Vhere might you find authentic texts that have a high frequency of the 
tollo-lYing grammatical forms? 
1 past simple 
.2 present simple with future reference 
3 reported speech 
4 imperatives 
5 should and must (for obligation) 

D Selecting topics for Community Language learning 
Pages 79-82 

You are planning to do a eLL-type activity (see p,lgC 81)" \Vhat topICS 
could you set that might elicit the following stH1Chll"es? 

1 used to 
2 second conditional 
3 passives 
4 present perfect 

IE Writing a dktogloss Pages 82-85 

\\'rite a text that you could use as a dictogloss (sec page 82) for the 
presentation of each of these structures: 

going to (elementary level) 
2. third cond"ltional (rn"ld-"lnterrned"late level) 
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HDW to Teach Grammar 

,----------------------------, 

Chapter 6 
How to practise grammar 

fJp'" A Choosing activities for accuracy, fluency and 
restructuring Pages 91-95 

Look at the fdlowl!Lf_s activity (Crom Hmd':.)(lY Pre-illtermediate). 
1 Is it de:;igned fix accuracy, fluency or restructuring? 
2 How could you <ll'hpt the :ll'tiviry to make it suitable fl)l" another of 

the objectives? 

I ,--

Your tcacher wil! you a card which begins Find 
someOlle wllo , 

You must form the question, beginning Hare you 
('vcr . .. ? 
Then stand up and ask everyone in the class. 

8 Using varied drill sequences Pages 95-97 

The teacher's plan fl)!" the drills ill lesson 1 might look like 
How much milk have we got? x 6 [imitation dril!] 

2 rice, meat, juice, sugar, spaghetti, wine, oil, coffee. [substitution drill] 
3 How many bananas have we got? x 6 [imitation drill] 
4 potatoes, eggs, onioflS", tomDtoes, apples, lemons. [substitution drill] 
5 eg95, meat, coHee, apples, sugal; wine, tomatoes, rice, potatoes ... [vari.]ble 

substitution driil] 

DesIgn <1 sln1ibr "que"<" to pradioc the perfect + /CI" or Jill,/, 
1/\/·",,11<','11 1.'<'1"(' :/.71",'" lliljlflb_d 1 I'd"'" ;',','11 1.01'1'" sin,,' A!lglI.f/.) 
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Task File & Chapter 6 

C Designing a task to encourage grammar interpretation 
Pages 105-108 

Read this short text: 

This year Peter is in CLlSS 2. Llst year he waS In CLass L Hi.s 
teacher last year was from Canada. This year his teacher is 
Australian. There are five students in the class this year. Last year 
there were 12. This year they are in Room 15. It is not very big. 
Last year they 'vere in Room 22, which was much bigger. Peter is 
the only boy in the class: all the other .'itudenrs are girls. Last year 
there were tlve bors and sewn girls. 

Design some true/false sentences that will require learners to interpret the 
difference between present and past [arms of the verb to bt. For example: 

His teacher is Canadian. (False) 

(Note that you should try to avoid using time expressions [last )'Cil/; tNr 
yt'ar] in the sentences, so that the learners' interpretative skills depend 
entirely on recognising the difference between the tenses.) 

D Using conversation in grammar teaching Pages 108-111 

Read this statement: 
High frequency grammatical structures, such as the present simple, past 
simple, and modal verbs such as' should, would, could and might are fairly 
easily and naturally contextualised in informal chat 

Choose two of thc abo\'c grammar items (J/.;ouid etc.) and think uf 
each could be 'worked - sevent times - into a teacher led cL1SSfOom . 
conversation. 
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Hew to Teach Grammar 

Chapter "1 
How to deal with 
grammar errors 
A Categorising errors Pages 

.' f the errors in thls text: ldentif), and class1 y 

Ir:,: I was I l 
remembered ihe gOOd mOmeni-s wim II I him when u)e were a Children. M'J I 

I
I broi"ner had a long hair and blue e'je.s. 

He t.<)(ls venj ti"Hle. He wa$ verlj J 

onreliable. He alwalj$ was los"t his I games He dLsliK-ed a !at me sChool. 

I He said: I"t's 0. prison of boljs! He. 

I 
lik..ed TO SOm.e. i·(!je.s and -to 
pta!j wi-tch hls dog. When I was !j0mS 
I ha "ted ihe doss. The dog of mlj 
brather was black... His name was I, N . , 

I lliac.l.rj. ow, m!j bromer s ver!j -tall J 

He have a long ha,r bec.ause he I 
hIp,Dj bo') l___ _ ___ _ 

. d I . [ore worth ,> '0 be s\,stcmatlC an tWIt I\re there any errors that SCCln • , 

L ______ ....-.... ----- .- © Pearson Education Limited 1999 
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TilSk File Chapter 7 

(fff'" B Responding to errors Pages 117-119 
I-lere is an extract of teacher-learner interaction. i\o('e the different ways 
the teacher provides feedback (marked -). Can you number t1,em 1-12 
according to the list on pages 117-119, 

$1: What about go to mountains? 

a- r: Whatabout .. ? 
51: What about going to mountains, we can do 'barrancking' 

[S5 laugh] 
r: What's 'barrancking'? 

53: You have a river, a small river and [gestures] 
T: Goes down? 
53: Yes, as a cataract 

b T: OK, a waterfall [writes it on board] What's a waterfall, Manel? 
Can you give me an example? A famous waterfall [draws) 

51: Like Niagara? 
c..... r: OK, So what do you do with the waterfall? 

S4: You go down. 
T: What? In a boat? 

S4: No, no, with a cord, 
d..... T: No, rope, a cord is smaller, like at the window, look [points] 

54: Rope, rope, you go down rope in waterfall. 

52: You wear .. black clothes ". lespeficl lbu{lc;) 

e -.. T: kb()()1i Repeat [student repeats] .. , This sounds 
dangerous, is it dangerous? 

55: No no 
$3: Is in summer, no much water 

f - T: Sorry? 
53: Poco ... poco .. little water, river is not strong 

g"'" T: OK , .. and you have done this? What's it called in Spanish? 

Barranquismo. In English? 
T: I don't know. )'11 have to ask somebody, 
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How to Teach Gr,ln;rnar 

Chapter 8 
How to integrate grammar 

A Designing a task-teach-tasl< (TTl) lesson 
Pages 129 i;H1d 132-135 

On the opposite page look at <l teacher's lesson plan for a PPP-typc 
lesson, designed to te;\(h the comparative form of adjectives. Re-design 
it so ;lS to turn into ;1 lesson. 

B Choosing materia' for a 'tell and record' lesson 
Pages 135-137 

Look at SarnpJc lesson :3 ilgain< Can you think of a true story of your O1YJl 
that you could use in a 'tell and record' lesson and in to \'vhich you could 
embed examples of eithet of 

indirect speech 
indefinite pronouns (e.g. somebody, something, anybody, anything, 
nobody, nothing) 

C Choosing material for a Jesson Pages 138-139 

Can you think of another children's story that h:1s a n:petiri\'c or 
refrain-like element that could be used like 'Goldilocks and the Three 
Bcars' with ;t class uf young 1e;ln1Crs? How would you use this story? 
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Task Fi:e Chapter 8 

a.. Kim is to.licr .j.. 
11'0)') ChriS. 

b. Chris is oIJa th:::tn Kim. 
c. Ca.r A i5 th::lh Co..r 13. 
J. Ca.r 13 is mere expC:hsive Co..r A. 
c. Kim is mere ChriS. 

;z, Slicit 0.. - e, write u..p. ferm w'xl 
eliCit rule fer ccmpo..ro..five of shed wcrd,s (to..li, del, 
(tho.. llXlrcls (c:xpcnsive, 

3, £xcrciscs to pro..ctise: 
a.. stuJents write compara tMZ ferms of Jiffcrcht 

o..c0ectives: bco..u..tifu..l, fast, rich, ccmfcdo..bk: j 

clo..ngsrousJ excitin_qi popu..hr J l.et, cool, etc 
b. students lltite sentences u..siY"!9 o..bcw; o..c!0cchvcs 

a.cd bo.seJ en ""'.qa.zih<C pduxcs ef ":9. fa.rr",,' 
Citics, foxnGUS spcrtspecple) S'newbusinCSS pccpk, 
inCd.cs of' tro..nspcrt etc. 

£.1. Stu..clChts plan hchclo..y in .9rcu.ps of t!"ree , ChcOSih..1 
bctwzcn tllXl O.'lffercnt hclid..o..y tiers) tll<J 
d.ifferent -l-imcs cf yeo..r) twa differcnt Y'TPS.ics c-t 

tro..hSpcd etc. ChciCCS SuppliCd Cn careis) c:.q, 

,Slc to J:.stCl.hDuJ or Co..ire? 
-':1C in Mo..rcn or Al.l_0U.st? 
.9c1' there by p\o..)1<.: or cruise s:'ip '? 
stay in Do..ckpo..ckcrs 1 /,cstd cr hl/C 5,o,r 
rent 0.. coX cr pu.bk: 

o..lcnc cr Wit;. fricnis? 
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How to Teach Grammar 

Chapter 9 
How to test grammar 

A Assessing the relative value of tests Pages 141-143 
Here are two mort discrete-item tests for yet, 5till. Compare them 
to the flve tests in Chapter 9, How do they rate in terms of control? How 
effective do you think they are? --I Complete the spaces with a!ready, yet or sUII: 

a 'Would you like to see the latest James Bond film?' 
'No, I've seen it.' 

b 'Has Ivan had breakfast?' 
'No, he's ______ __ in bed: 

c 'Can I use your scanner?' 
'No, I'm ________ using it: 

I 

d 'Are we late for the film?' 
'No, it hasn't started __ 

e 'Can I clear the table?' 
'No, I haven't finished 

2 Complete the sentences, using the word iOn brackets, so tflat 
meaning is similar to the sentence given: I 
a I saw this film year. , 

[already] I've _________ "_ ' 
b Haven't you finished doing your homework? 

[still) Are c---cc--
c The train is still in the station. 

[yet] The train __ . _________ _ 
d We've missed the beginning of the match. 

[already] The ___ " 
e I can't remember if you've graduated. 

[yet] HavE< 
etc 

IB DeSigning a test Pages 141-146 
Dcsil2;l1 tests to test, at elementary level, students' 

of: • 
1 the word order of question forms 
:2 the difference between the use of how much? and how many? 
3 the use of prepositions of time - at, in, on 
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file 0 Chapter 9 

C Designing an oral interaction test Pages 146-149 

You h',we been teaching a group ofintenTl<:.'diatt students the lnngu:1ge of 
making plans and arrangements, Design an oral interaction task th:n 
would test their ability to do this. 

D Assessing written compositions Pages 141-149 

Look at this scoring sheet for 01':11 interaction anh'ities hom page 147. 
How could you adapt this so that you could use it {or studcnts' 
'written compositions? 

interacts poorly 
I 
1 

Complcxiry (including syntanic coml,Jexitr ;iI1d \-ocahduy ran; c) 

c(JIl1l'lex ,.'-111;\'\ simple syntax 
I I 
1 

limIted vpcab'ubry 
I 

2 ] 

I 
2 

Accuracy (including pronunciation ,me! g;n1l11nlJr) 

highlY;iCi:entcd 

inaccurate 

2 

Tutal: out or 30. 
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How to Tl'']cl1 C;r;jrnrniH 

Chapter 10 
How NOT to ach grammar 

A Improving your teaching Pages 151-153 
Re-dcslgn the sample lesson in this chapter so as to make it more effective> 
How nuny ditTereJlt dcsig'ns can you come up with? 

r B Applying the six rules of grammar teaching Page 153 
Here again arc the rules f(lf effective grammar teaching. 

The Rule of Conte-xt 
The Rule of Use 
The Rule of Econolllv 
Thc Rule uf Relevancc 
The Rule of ;\urtme 
The Rule of Al'propriacy 

Here teacher 'confessions', \Vbich nile did the teach.;:! break, in each 
case? 

\ explained it and drilled it·- and still they made mistakes. So I explained it 
and drilled it again. 

2; I taught my business class the present perfect continuous using a fairy tale. 
3 I presented the rules of adverb order, and then we did some exercisES in the 

book. Tomorrow I'm going to do the second conditional. 
4 They dOil't have any problems with the past tense, but I'm going to teach it 

again because it's in the book. 
S I gave them five sentences in different tenses and asked them to work out 

the difference. Then we did some sentence gap··fill exercises. 
6 The presentation took about 40 minutes. That left me ten minutes for the 

role play. 

C Providing optimal conditions for learning Page 154 
]-lere ag;lin arc the four (onditinllS optil11;\1 b1rning: 

input 
output 

r\:-.1I1111lt' ag,\in the ntL\d of interaction In Task File 7B 011 
p;lg;C 171" "j'u \\"\),It c':tC[)t dOl:s c:;tr;\Ct shu\\' n"lllcncc of thcse conditio\ls? 

------------. 
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[3sk File $ Key 

Task File Key 

Chapter 1 
A 1 Kei Ie mahi ia. B 1/ 2 X 3/ 4 X 

2 Kci te kai au. S / 6 X 
3 Kei tc aha a Hera? C 1 , 2 b 3 -< 4 , 
4 Kei te kai nga wrlhine. 5 6 , 7 b 
5 Kei te mahi nga wahine, 

Chapter 2 
B 1 d (from Bllilding SIn/legit's by Abbs and Freebairn, Longman, 1979) 

2 a (from The Briti.<hMetbodby Girau, :'>1agister, 1925) 
,) e (from Prc-illtl'Tlllt'diati' by Thornbury, Heinern,UlI1, 199.1) 
4 b (trom 1\1(//.1011 for Teilching l\1cdcrn Lallguages by Berlitz, 1911) 
5 c (from First Book. ill/l!llUIWIl by Alesi and P,ll1tdl, Oxford Book CUIlIP'IIl.\', 1962) 

Chapter 3 
A Suggested answers: ____ 2 3 4 5 6 

, truth X / ,/ 

____ X 
clarity ,/ if ,/ X if 

I ,/ 
-

,/ simplicity ,/ if 
i:1rl1lliMit,Y I -"-relevance J ,/ 

;-\otn: 
Rule 1: A lemence like I'll CO!III' 0;'<'1" to )'GIIT p!tI(e 1l1U\'clllel1( tCJ\\'ad, (he h(,\i'l'i', n, t :(1I1',l(,{, the 
,pl'Clker, 50 the ru!c truth. 
Ru!c 2: The ruIe is too brO,ld oillc'C it ebat you can't S,lY J VVI!! b,!!:!'. 
Rule 3: LTnless tbe smdent, klww what the vcd), ,:,1 
-,-d [0 \'crhs exccpt the ones you don'r add -I'd to! 
Rlik -I: This rule W;I." (1;0 INIIII,'r l/(gdticlI, ,let,!.'t) th,lt ma,r be tI jel k. ri1<.'i"', 

Rule 5: Thi, rule is too limiting, it ex(ludc,; lHlll-id:I,IIlLllic phi'.l,-.,l \'lTh il'"i,. i: J 
and miscue,; le.\fI1tr, into thinking that idiom.lti,-irv (it"tlr i,sue 
Rule 6: Thi, ndc (;1I1 p.\rti(u!:;r1;, rekl':mt (or k',1r/Wf' ill WiHhC Im-;] l.iT no! i\b! g.it":-". 
c.g. F:,- (/-i'/','l if 111(.1«('-1') 

Chapter 4 
A 1 (The :( f()f is whereas (he ,lrt.' .ell 

2 d (Thi, i, :ltl actin: l'ollstn:cti,,Jil \\'hne:ls :111 the 
3 e (This h:lS prt.'scnt the ,lIhel', h,lI'c p,,,t """"'''''))_) 
4 Cri,l' llH:.Uh ;". The other, tl){",1ll ;,.(,t 
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178 

D Structure: verb forms used Ie) make deductio;lS about the past. 
EX'llnples: H" IIIlIsf 1111-7)( I,:fi if III til{' 11<"WJ:lg0Jf's. 

He «(II/'t lo(N_it! 1':Jf it iii ih bll_krr:'. 

Chapter 5 
A Text 2, becl.use: 

IJ.f"d to cle,(rly refers to jlrlished habits ,,-here as in text 1 it is not dear. 
in text 1 lIud to could casiiy be interpreted as meaning IJS/lally. 

C 0l;uTatiycs (such as fairy 5tories,./okes, ptrsoml anecdotes, nafJative songs) history texts, 
biographies and obit\laries 

2 Itineraries (YOII ill As-u'tl!! 011 tbe 7t( and -'pend tile day siglltsecing ... ) 
3 News stories, e.g. reports of court cases political speeches; statements and complaints 

(Tbc), said fb,; wr 'iJ.YIJ brand IhY' Iii/I .. J 
4 \VriHen instructions, re<"lpes, direction" t;-J.ide books (Spend ,((Jme time in tbe old f01f..!I1 and 

"'is!t tbe clllbroido-v 1Ii1fUIIIII) 

5 Regulations (for ,;pplying for a dri\"Cf's licence or visa) and the rules of a game: 

Chapter 6 
A This is a tlucncy activity 

2 An accuracy (form) could be by having the students report to the class the 
results of thcir smyey (1'hr« stildents ba;.", l,"'11 to Rmsia) for which they prepare by writing 
,entences tlrst. Restruct"llring may be a;.:,i-tcd by asking s1"t!dents to ask nlrther qucstions 
UVbCII did yell go? Wbat '11.'17S ;', liJ:(?) whi(h may force them to confront the diftercnce 
between present perfect (b<l':-( YOII ?) and past simple (wbm did ),011, f). (Both 
these extensions are in fan ;,uggested in ,he book that the activity comes from.) 

Chapter 1 
/\ Vocabulary: 

\Vrong words: _'tell; liitlc; bippy ['o.\'. 
\Vtong ,pelling: tlycs imtead of trees; 'i..: ;:,1; instead of'i.J..'ith, 

Grammar: 
\Vrong word l,lrdn: be dix/i/:,t/ II /t;l ii.1" 
\Vrong \'nb form: ,1."11.\ H<'Il; lust; to .-/i',:/>cd; be bll'ix. 
O\'erusc of article: II (MM!"m; a :!-" scbofil; .\fime /1),'"'(; the dogs. 
Aon-usc of pos5t:ssiYe for-ms: fbI' dog?f J!I)-' lirofher 

Systematic errors: 
- Usc of j- \\-ollld be bc-:tcr (the dog !IIDfbe!") 

Use of pa;;,jyc forms inqtad of aCli\·c (iLt, .\(t'II, ""-'<1.( lost) 
Usc of thc definite ;u,tic1e when no .1ftic1e would be better: sc/)ool, dog.l. 

B:\S b2 c11 d9 c2 f7 gIl 

Cnapter 10 
B 1 The Rule u("0\:rturc 

2 The Rule of "-\pproPI'j,ll'Y 
J The Rule ()f lloe 
4 The Rule of RclcntllC 

The Rul.; ufC(lI1tnt 
6 The Rule of 



Further reading 
The tlJl10wing books afC recommended should you wish to cunsult a 
grammar reference, or afC looking for teaching ide,ls or want to 
pursue some of the issues raised in this book. 

Grammar reference books for students 
M,tlrphy) R. (1985) English Grammar in Usc. Cambridge 'iJnin:rsit)' Press. 
Swan, M, and \-\falter, C. (1997) No1.!) Englisb {1!od'J. A Gramm')1" Pror/ic,' 

Book. Oxford University 

Grammar reference books for teachers 
Carter, R. and :;\lcCarthy, lYL (1997) Exp/orillg Spd"tlI Eng/is/), Cambridge 

University Press. 
Collins COBUILD English GmJIIJlIl1i". (1990) Collins 
Crystal, D. (1988) Rerli.\(o'ul'r GramlJlar. Addison \Vcslcy 
Downing, A. and Locke, p, (1992) A llili,v(Tsily Course iJlI:'lIgli.,·h Grilllil!/Ill", 

Phoenix ELT 
Lewis, ';'V1. (1986) 7'1)1} Eng!is!.) Vi?rv. Language Teaching 
Swan,lv1. (1995) Pmrfital English U\{7ge (N"w (ditioll). Oxford Uni\'l:rsity 

Press. 

Books about analysing grammar tor teaching purposes 
Thornbury, S. (1997) Avollt Language: To.fI..·J .for T""d,crs ?/ Ellp/i.(b. 

Cambridge University Press. 
Ytdc, G. (1998) .1na!y.rillg Eng!I.>/) Grammar. 

Grammar recipe books 
Hall, N, and Shepheard, J. (1991.) T'/.h' Anti-,gl"iIlIlJlllil" Gr,IIIi!?J!ir Bod,.": 

DiJco'L''''yArti·;!itiCJ.for Gml1l1J/(lr nllc/Jillg. Addison \Vesky 
Rll1volucri, I\1. (1985) Gmmmar Galllcs. Uni\'crsity 
Ur, P. (1988) GrltJIIlllaJ" Pmdice Cambridge Unin.'r,;it;, Press. 
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23, 91, \)2,129, \47 
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Sa {lhu acqui,ition 

;Ktil'iries 
46 

Pp"fllling, -16 
jigsaw, 43 
ordering, ·+6 
tiwlof(mnSlion, ·16 

16 

;;d\'crhs Ofr['eqllc'ncy, 7J-76 
A-fncwr, the 

cxpi:tnati')fl 26 
;lrtic\cs, definite, 
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:;.lIllplc k,ool1, 120 113 
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deep-end, 18-19, 22 
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43 
t,l,b, 93 
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';·j--25, lU) 

70--71 
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(orpusi<"orpOL\, 11, 53-54, 113 
currection, 92, 110, 116-120 

pen-, 117 
'1 is, 117 

(o-text,7U-71 

deduct'I\'c ie-.uning, 22, .1,9 
and disa,l\'anwgcs of, 30 

eli,dogue, 73-76 
dictogio%,82-85 
Dirc(·t ?lla)lud, 21,50,57 
discovcry b\rning, 27, 29, 51-53 
diocrctc items, 16-17 

te,t" 1-+1-146 
,;,mplc test P3 -146 

drill" 21, 95-·97 
imibtIOIl,\)6 
simple substihnion, 96 
\',lriable ,ub,ritution, 96 

E-factor, th<,' cxplanatitlll of, 25-26 
nrors, 113-126 

115 
di9C()Urse. 11-1 
gUll1m:lr, 11--1 
(<-'xi",.d,11--1 
rnponding !(), 117-120 
sy,;n:llut!(,115 

18,..\9 
. SiC ,11.;0 Dircd ;\1cthod; :\'anlJ'<\l 
Appro.Kh 

fe-:db,\(k, )-,u<ltil'C :lnd 1 t 6·-12D, 
154 

real olwralillg (ondiliull\, 11 'J 
118 

flU<'{KY, 91, YJ, 129, 
form, 1 

focus un, 22, 2..\-25, 76, 117 
,mel tiJI1.;rion, 6-7 
[oaring ;Htcnrion-tn t;'J'l11 clrgulIl<:ilt, 
24 

f()"i1is,ni,'n, 16, 2·1, 116-11 119, 13·\ 
LlIle'tiO[\, 

1''. 
'.1:l1l'lt L '''(In, 79--S2 

r;cnl"c 
,- "lel ;\'lLd_,u, 
i-!:"'llf( JIl·,d.l>i" 
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goil/!!, ta 
"llnplt lesson, lOS-Ill 

grammar 
complex items, 9 
core, 9 
Jdllliriol1, 1-2,'.j. 
;\nd tll)lctiol), 6-7 
rub, 11-12 
:;pDken, 7-8 
written, 7-8 

gr,llllln,lf 84 
gralll1l1iU interpretation tasks, 105-108, 145 
grammar rules 

Sa rules 
grall1mar teaching 

arguments ;1gaimt, 18-20 
,lrgUI11Cnt, for, 15-17 
;tttinldes to, 14 
basic principle:; for, 25 
c(wert and Ol'ert, 23 
current status oJ; 23 
hi,;tory of, 21-23 
rC;ldi\"c, 118 

CQDI'efs.ltion, lOS-Ill 
ltsing a dictoglms, 82-85 
uoing drills, 95-97 
using genre analysis, 85-89 
llsillg learner,' error;;, 120-123 
w:ing oral driHs, 95-97 
ll:';illg a ta,k, 102-1()5 
using PPP, 128-129 
ti,ing rcfimnulation, 123-126 
[I,ing scripted dialogue, 73<6 
using 13S·-13Si 
u»ng" t;l,k-b,,;;l'd m"dcl, B2-BS 
u5ing texts, 69-9Cl 
with (ocus, 135-137 

Gramnhlf-Trano!:ttiun, 21, 22, 29-30, 50 

1)01'" 
lesson, 95-Si7 

impCLlli\'cs 
,.1ll1pk lc""oJ1, 55-57 

inducti\'e learning, 22, 29, ·I'.! 
prm: :lJ1d cons, 54-55 

infinitil'c 
,.1l1lplc !c"Ol1, 65-/18 

Illfimll:ltiCln g.lp, 43, 93, HX1-li\? 
-i/l,J{ t,m]] 

".lmple leSSOIl, 
input, 10, '56, 105, 15·1 

C()ml'rchelbif,lc,11 

item-learning, 1S, 1') 

Index 

Krashcn, S,ephcn, 19,21,1·1 

lang\iage Hcqui,itiol], 19-20 
of tirst :.tlld ,econJ bngu,lge" 24-25 
natt;r;l) order, 10, 19 

leclrmbilirr, 10 
learne)' ,IUt0I10I1lY, 54-55 

S"," alse sdf-dir<:ded learning 
karncr-ccntrcdne", 27, Sl 

expectation" 17,20 
lexic'-ll approach, 20 
kxic,ll chunks, 19-20. 93 
kxicCll me;1l1ing, 3-..{ 

llle:ming 
.1l1c1 context, -.t, 
fOlW; 011, 76, S1, 93 
grammar and, J--.t 
inttrpCrwll:d,5 
lexical, 3-4 
limir:lrlOtl <)C-.tO 
fl('gotiatioll oC 94 

5 
memory, 16 

30, 37, 117, 152 
min:nnl gntmm,lf F.l:rs, 37, 63' ()) 
lllodallt\',6 
lllorpho'log;·,2 
motivation, 26, 153, 15-.t 

nal1lr:d l:tnf,'l.lage SO 
\'JnlrJI ]9,21, 4Si 
[\·,tt1.1l",t! order ufLul'-';U.1S"C ,ic[\ui,itIOlt, lU, 19 ,., 

uf me.ming, 9·\ 
noticing, 16, 2-.t, 15,85, 126, JJ3 
o\Jie,!, .5 
nr,il]wd;lrm:lll(t 

'-'llllpk 1-06-14') 
output, 10, S6. 154 

37 
.,.1I111'k b;I'), 77-79, ;('5--JuS 

Jl.H 
,,111:l'k 1e,")!1 d1 )\\' 11'.1I [,' tl',lc'hl, 
1S 1--153 

lc"':,\11,63-r,.'1 
!"''''''']'''''',,,,-'}'), 1:'2 

f'I.\,'li'T. ')1_\ 12 
i,[,)Judil'c',1t15 
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l',cscn( 
<.HnpJc /..:OSOrlS, 63-(IS, 102-105 

prc,mt simple 
'Jlllple k,iiOIlS, 57-59, 73--'76 

que;tioll fC1flll, 
';,mplc \c,SOfl, 33-"3S 

rc,lli;t,57-59 
110, 118-119 

>ample les,(lI1 u,ing, 123-126 
rtp(csclltarioll,1J mt".lIlJllg, S 
rCitrta:(1!ring, 92, 9-l-
ruk-driven lc;;n)ing, 29 
ruk, 

JcsniDtivc, 11-12, 32 
or 12,:n 
pedagogic, 12, 32 

1 '! 
of I)Se, 12, 33 

sc,:foldillg, 94, 101, WS, 1.19, 139 
Sd1ll1idt, R.ich\ltd, 16 
,c;t-directed karning, ·16, 55 
,CIHel1CC" 1 

balY ,1011<' 

;'ll11plc 1c",on, 59-62 
Teaching, 50-51, 

59-62 
!ai"nil1g 

'ample 1c,,50n using, 135-137 
,-mUJr-15,l 
'i',ech 

dircct,37 
37 

ii'd;:en gl"all1:11;{r, 7-8 
<I !r)"-tclling 

,ample le,son \I,_lng, 138-139 
5 

"",,''''';'''' table, iN, 103 
)'1',\11, ;\lich:wl 

cTiteria [of good granHJl.lr [uk" 32 
'1'11.lhuo, 8-11 
" ii.uKlional. 10 

p'aciing, 9'·10 
organising principb, S-1O, 2? 
sdeCli0i1, S 

': nux, 2, 143 

c('mmulli;;a111'c,93 
cqj\l,Hi,\i1 nr, 129 
!,r,llnm,U Il1tnpl't,ltion, lOS-lOS, J·b 

of, 129 
5cleCrJ"u of, 129 
alnd

l 
design, 10, 22 

10 
teme, 5, 37 
testing, 26, 141-150 

competenc,",142 
performance, 142 
using discruc-item tnt" 143-14ti 
u;ing an 0[<11 performance test, 
146-149 

test., 
achievcment,141 
bac),:-w:\sh effect ()f, 142-144, 146, 1-19 
doze, 145 

141-1·16 
!":tee validit), of. 141-144, 149 
placement, 141, 145 
practicality 141-144, 14<) 
progress, 141-142, 145 
reliahility of, 141-144, 149 
!'pill-of{oi; 142-144, 1-19 
validity oC 141-144, 149 

tcxts,1 
:mthcntic, 72, 77, 86 
SOUI"ces of, 72 
teacher, 137 

gramm:l[ through, 69-90 
and utteran('tS, '71 

model, 137 
timelincs, 63, 64 
topic 

and 5),llablH; design, 10-11 
Total Pbysical Rcspomc (TPR), 55-57 
transfer, positive and ncgative, 114 

:md first lnngcluge inrcrferen(-c, 114 
tr,lmlarioll, 30, 38-41 

:ldnntages and disadl'antageo of, 
'+O-Al 

tnwolllis,ion-styJc tcaching, 17 

(VG), 19 
:u({! to " 

,ample IeSSOIl, 38-41 

\"Crhs, modal, 6 

\Vcbbc,Jo,"ph,I-\ 
word,;, 1 
word cIrCler 

s:mw!c lesson, 45-i7 
r_N,Li F:l,r habits 

'<lllli'lc !c'.-on, 82-85 
\lTittcn grammar, 7-8 
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